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Preface

Two factors dominate current developments in molecular biology, especially in

genomics and related fields:

1. the amount of raw data is increasing, very very rapidly, and

2. successful application of the data to biomedical research requires carefully and

continuously curated and accurately annotated databanks.

Annotation is currently a challenging, arguably the limiting, component of the

whole enterprise. The quality of many of the experimental data – notably the nucleic

acid sequences – is very satisfactory. However, much of the annotation depends on

features inferred from the data rather than directly measured: for instance, the

identification of genes in genome sequences. For people interested in analysing the

protein sequences implicit in genome sequence information, errors in gene identifica-

tion or functional assignment tend to vitiate the high quality of the data themselves.

A second major stream of data generation is structural and functional genomics.

X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy are copiously generating many new

structures. However, without direct experimental evidence there is considerable

difficulty in assigning function to proteins even if their amino-acid sequences and

three-dimensional structures are known, and even if they are homologous to well-

characterized proteins. This is because of the phenomenon of recruitment of proteins

for divergent functions. Furthermore, correct classification of proteins often requires

sensitivity to very delicate nuances of structure, and it requires great expertise to do

this correctly. Computer programs can support and assist, but cannot do the whole job

reliably. Proteomics – data on the space and time distribution of protein expression

patterns, and networks of protein–protein interactions – are a third datastream.

With the recognition of the importance of accurate database annotation and the

requirement for individuals with particular constellations of skills to carry it out,

annotators are emerging as a specialized set of experts within the bioinformatics

profession. This suggests that it would be a service to the field to collect information

about annotation – its current status, what is required to improve it, and what skills

must be brought to bear on database curation and hence what is the proper training for

annotators.

These were the goals of a European Science Foundation training course in

Functional Genomics: Curation of Databases in Molecular Biology, which took

place in Paris on 11–14 October 2002, hosted by CODATA – The Committee on Data



of the International Council of Scientific Unions. A. Lesk was the primary organizer,

with M. Helmer-Citterich and J. Garnier. Speakers included experts in annotation

from leading databases in molecular biology. The students were preparing for careers

in bioinformatics, and many of them were themselves involved in database develop-

ment.

The potential audience for this book is people working in the field of bioinfor-

matics, including those carrying out research and those training students. All

molecular biologists, geneticists, clinicians and drug developers now use the

databanks and would find the information useful, in order to maintain appropriate

reservations rather than blindly trusting the databanks on which their work depends.

Some computer scientists would find it interesting to discover problems that they

might be able to help solve. The book is suitable for all people at the advanced

undergraduate level and higher.

I thank the European Science Foundation and CODATA for supporting the training

course, K. Cass for the hospitality of the CODATA Secretariat and L. J. Kunes for

expert help in preparing the manuscript.

Arthur M. Lesk
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1 Annotation and Databases:

Status and Prospects

M. Hoebeke, H. Chiapello, J.-F. Gibrat, Ph. Bessières and J. Garnier

Abstract
The newly developed techniques of automated genome sequencing generate a huge

amount of data that need to be securely stored, properly analysed and made easily

accessible to biologists. A major challenge is the annotation of the sequences, that is, to

be able to deduce from the nucleic acid sequence its biological features at all

intermediate levels: molecular and cellular processes, tissues, organs, physiological

processes. We first review and describe the problems related to the methods and tools in

the hands of annotators to perform their task. The rest of the chapter is devoted to

the computer aspect of biological databases. It first addresses the management of the

biological information and the design of databases, then access by the biologist to the

biological data and the problems it generates: web interfaces, automated access facilities

and virtual integration of multiple databases.

Keywords
software, bioinformatics, genomics, user interfaces, web services, ontologies data

management, data integration, database, annotation

1.1 Introduction

The communication of data is a requirement for the advancement of knowledge.

When the data become abundant or/and worth preserving, they have to be collected,

structured and recorded on a permanent device – in the past on stone, then on paper

Database Annotation in Molecular Biology Edited by Arthur M. Lesk
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and in our days as digital data on computer disks. Thanks to the astonishing

development of computer technologies, biologists are seeing some hope of being

able to better handle and understand the biological data, and fortunately computer

scientists are giving more and more attention to their interest.

In a collection of data, each data item is labelled at least by an identifier and is

usually complemented by annotations as free text or/and as codified information,

including for example the names of the authors responsible for the data item, the date

of deposition of the data and any information considered useful for the users. Under

the general term of collection, a distinction is made between databanks, in which the

data are contained in a series of flat files such as Genbank or the Protein Data Bank

(PDB), and databases, in which the data are organized as relations or objects. In our

prospects we shall mainly deal with databases. We shall also distinguish primary

collections of data that contain a minimum of annotations given by the authors who

submit the data (typically the PDB) and secondary collections of data that are derived

from the primary collections by other research groups. These secondary collections

contain more functionality and eventually wider biological information. Primary

collections of data are also named archival databanks or databases. The International

Council for Science (ICSU) has recently recommended a free access to the public of

the primary collections of data (Garnier and Berendsen, 2002). The difference

between primary (archival) and secondary (derived) collections of data is nevertheless

not always obvious. There is also the distinction to be made between general or

generic databases, for instance Genbank or Swissprot, dealing with all nucleic or

amino-acid sequences, and specialized or specific databases such as the database

of immunoglobin sequences. More definitions about databases will be given below.

The annotations become a challenge in biology considering the size and complex-

ity of the biological information. There are two main sources of annotations: those

given by the authors of the data themselves from their published experimental results

and those that we name annotation (singular) that are obtained by an annotator or a

group of annotators by a manual and computer analysis of the raw data (typically a

genome sequence) with various informatics tools extracting biological information

from other collections of data, or inferring these information from data of similar

properties stored in other collections. Only this second source of annotation will be

discussed in this chapter because of the generalization of this process in the future

(see below). More recently annotation tends to include an automatic search and

analysis of published experimental data (data mining, information extraction).

Automatic management of annotation raises many problems that are analysed in

the following sections. A more general problem concerns the inference of a biological

function based on the principle of a common ancestor (homology). Annotations based

on inferences need to be confirmed by experiments.

As the biological databases undergo a very rapid growth, two major consequences

are emerging. First, an efficient utilization of database systems programs to provide

easy management and access to these data is continuously developing, including

better interfacing between servers to achieve a virtual integration of multiple

databases. A second consequence is a necessary formalization of biological concepts
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and of the relationships among these concepts (via for example the creation of

ontologies).

1.2 Annotation of Genomic Data

The ultimate goal of the annotator is to deduce from the genome of an organism all its

biological features, exploring and describing all intermediate levels: molecular and

cellular processes, tissues, organs, physiological processes etc. Annotation is thus a

complex process that requires, besides the raw sequencing data, the integration of

much additional information: the results of bioinformatic analysis tools, data

extracted from generic or specific databases, biological knowledge accumulated in

the literature over the years and data from genome-wide experiments such as

transcriptomics or proteomics experiments (Figure 1.1).

This constitutes a huge mass of heterogeneous data that needs to be stored.

Annotators must be able, readily, to retrieve and consult these data. Therefore

databases and man–machine interfaces are of prime importance in genome annota-

tions.

DATABASES

generic

specific

LITERATURE

validation

integration

ANNOTATION

ANALYSIS
TOOLS

biological knowledge

GENOME

DNA sequence

raw genomic data

PHENOTYPE

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

prediction, inference

BIOINFORMATICS

Structural genomics:

Proteome:

Transcriptome:

High resolution cartography
EST sequencing

Two-hybrid experiments

Phenotype:
Reporter gene experiments

LARGE SCALE

filters, DNA chips

2D electrophoresis + mass spectro

gene inactivation experiments

protein 3D structures

Figure 1.1 Schematic description of the different types of data required to annotate a new

genome and their interactions
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The efficiency and quality of the annotation of genomic data is a problem that is

central to molecular biology, as one witnesses an ever widening gap between the gene

products that have been studied experimentally (about a few tens of thousands) and

the hundreds of thousands that come from genomic projects (as of January 2003 there

are 106 prokaryotic and 17 eukaryotic genomes that have been published and 350

prokaryotic and 235 eukaryotic ongoing genome sequencing projects).1

Figure 1.2 presents the various stages of a genome annotation and the role played in

this process by the knowledge of other genomes and data produced by genome-wide

experiments.

Figure 1.2 Schematic description of a typical annotation process together with the different

types of additional information from genome-wide experiments on the left and the knowledge

of other genomes on the right

1http://wit.integratedgenomics.com/GOLD
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Broadly speaking the annotation process can be divided into three levels: nucleic

sequence-level annotation, protein-level annotation and process-level annotation

(Stein, 2001). This third level is the more challenging for actual annotation methods

and requires the integration of various external data such as high-throughput

experiments and data from other sequenced genomes.

Nucleic sequence annotation

After assembling the contigs to obtain the chromosomes (a task that can be facilitated

by the prior knowledge of genetic markers or the availability of a physical map) the

first step is to detect the genes and associated signals: ribosome binding sites (RBSs),

promoters, terminators etc. Detection of genes by bioinformatics tools such as hidden

Markov models (HMMs) or homology-based methods can be effectively supplemen-

ted by the knowledge of expressed sequence tags (ESTs), particularly for eukaryotes.

Genome comparison can help to confirm the existence of genes or, if a close family of

organisms is used, to detect regulatory regions.

Other analyses on the assembled genome can be carried out, such as overall

nucleotide frequencies, identification of repeats or detection of exceptional words

(that is, words that are significantly under- or over-represented in the genome and thus

might have a biological role).

It is also possible to study gene transfers using either HMM methods or the

identification of regions where the nucleotide frequencies differ significantly from the

general use of these nucleotides made by the organism under scrutiny.

Protein sequence analysis

The second step of the genome analysis is to assign a function to the largest possible

fraction of the gene products by sequence comparison to genes of known function.

For coding sequences the sequence comparison is most accurately done on the amino-

acid sequences from the six possible reading frames of the nucleotide sequence. Two

problems must be mentioned. First, many proteins are comprised of several functional

domains. Functional domains, rather than protein sequences, are the proper level at

which genomes should be annotated, although the specific function of the associated

domain entity has to be considered. Second, the function of a protein is usually

best defined by a hierarchical approach: molecular function, cellular function,

physiological function (Bork et al., 1998). It is worth noticing that as one goes

from the molecular to the physiological levels the function becomes more context

dependent.

Three kinds of bioinformatics methods can be used to obtain information about the

function of proteins. These methods are discussed in the next sections.
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Methods based on intrinsic properties of the sequences

These methods are based on an analysis of sequence properties. They usually do not

provide very specific information regarding the protein function. For instance, the

detection of stretches of hydrophobic residues, likely to be transmembrane residues,

indicates that the protein studied is a membrane protein (Krogh et al., 2001). Other

regions with a peculiar amino-acid composition include low complexity regions

(Wootton and Federhen, 1996), for which little is known concerning their functional

role, or heptad repeats of coiled-coil regions that are involved in oligomerization

(Lupas, Van Dyke and Stock, 1991). From a more structural viewpoint it is useful to

detect the presence of repeats in the sequence or to predict the secondary structure of

the protein.

The principal use of these methods, in conjunction with domain detection methods,

is to divide the protein sequence into regions that have distinct amino-acid compo-

sitions. Many regions having a biased amino-acid composition, such as low complexity

regions, must be masked before applying homology search techniques.

Homology search methods

This type of method constitutes the ‘work-horse’ of annotation tools. They are the

ones, up to now, that have provided the most detailed information about protein

functions. They rely on the properties that homologous proteins show a tendency to

keep similar functions. Of course this process relies on the existence of databases of

carefully annotated protein sequences such as SWISSPROT (Boeckmann et al., 2003)

or PIR (Vinayaka et al., 2002).

There are several ways of inferring a homology relationship between two proteins.

The most straightforward one is to detect a significant similarity at the level of the

amino-acid sequences. Methods based on this principle, such as BLAST (Altschul

et al., 1990), are well known and widely used by biologists. Recently, more sensitive

methods based on multiple sequence alignments instead of pair sequence compar-

isons, such as PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) (an extension of BLAST) or

methods based on HMMs have been developed. It has been shown that, on average,

these methods, for the same error rate, are two to three times as sensitive as pair

sequence methods (Park et al., 1998).

To detect remote homologues, whose sequences have diverged beyond the point

where the homology can be recognized by the simpler sequence comparison methods,

new techniques, called fold recognition methods, have been developed over the past

10 years (Marin et al., 2002). These are based on the fact that the core of the 3D

structure of homologous proteins is extremely well conserved. Instead of aligning the

sequence of the unknown protein with a database of annotated sequences, they align

this sequence onto a database of known 3D structures. If the sequence is compatible

with a family of folds it may then be possible to infer its function from the known

functions of the family of folds.
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Methods based on gene context

With the availability of a number of completely sequenced genomes it has become

possible to obtain information about the function of proteins by studying the co-

localization of genes on different genomes (Aravind, 2000).

Unlike homology search techniques that often provide information about protein

molecular functions, methods based on gene context principally provide information

about the interactions between proteins such that the ones occurring in various

cellular processes. These techniques therefore make the transition between the

protein-level annotation and the process-level annotation.

Interactions between proteins can be more or less direct. The most specific form of

contextual information concerns gene fusions. If two genes that are known to exist

independently in a number of organisms are fused in some others this is indicative of

a tight interaction, for instance two enzymes catalysing adjacent reactions of a given

biochemical pathway or two chains belonging to the same oligomeric structure. A

less direct association between genes is measured by gene neighbourhood (Overbeek

et al., 1999). It is known that genes that are functionally co-regulated tend to be close

in the genome.2 For instance, the conservation, in several genomes, of the order of a

group of genes along the genomes can be a good indication of functional interactions

between these genes. The presence of an uncharacterized gene in the neighbourhood

of known genes can provide some information relative to its function.

The ‘weakest’ form of association between genes is detected with the help of

phylogenetic profiles, i.e. the pattern of orthologues in different genomes (Pellegrini

et al., 1999). This technique is based on the observation that orthologues involved in a

particular cellular pathway are either all present if the organism exhibits this pathway

or all absent if the organism does not. If an uncharacterized protein shows a pattern

similar to other proteins that are known to be involved in a particular cellular pathway,

this indicates that this unknown gene might be involved in the same pathway.

Process-level annotation

This is the most challenging level. After having predicted the function of as many

gene products as possible, assigned their interactions and possibly analysed their

expression levels, it is now necessary to put everything together in the context of

cellular processes as a first step, and then in the broader context of tissues, organs etc.

To fulfil this goal, in addition to bioinformatics tools, annotators rely heavily on

high-throughput experiments such as micro-array or DNA chip expression analysis,

RNA interference experiments, proteomics (2D gels coupled to mass spectroscopy) to

detect protein expression levels, two-hybrid studies to analyse protein interactions in

genomes, transposon-mediated insertional mutagenesis to compare the mutant and

2This is epitomized by the existence of operons in bacterial genomes.
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wild-type phenotypic properties, reporter genes for determining the anatomic and

temporal patterns of gene expression etc.

Some important information also comes from the knowledge of other complete

genomes, for instance, when comparing cellular pathways or detecting non-

orthologous gene displacements.

Although this is in general true for all annotation levels, this third level will more

specifically benefit from the use of a common and consistent description of living

organisms amongst biologists. For the annotation of other genomes to be fully useful

in the analysis of a new genome, particularly when automated methods are used, it is

necessary that a structured, cross-species, vocabulary be used. Such a vocabulary has

been put forward recently by the Gene Ontology Project (Gene Ontology Consortium,

2001). In this project, biomolecular functions are organized as three ontologies

(hierarchies) that describe the molecular functions, the cellular processes and the

cellular components (the sub-cellular localizations). It is expected that this systematic

representation of biological knowledge will make the full utilization of genomic data

and their integration with existing knowledge much easier than they currently are.

By now it must be clear to the reader that a genome annotation is a never ending

process. Biological data and the associated knowledge increase extremely fast (one

must remember that the first complete genome was published in 1995). Published

genomes must therefore be continuously re-annotated to benefit from this increase in

available data. Genes that a few months ago were considered ‘orphans’, i.e. without

any homologues in the then existing databases, may very well be found to be

homologous to new genes from which information is now available. Automatic

annotation systems must facilitate this re-annotation process, by pointing out to the

genome curators which genes need to be updated and why.

The traceability, or ‘sourcing’, of the information obtained from a genome analysis

is very important. It is imperative to distinguish annotations that have an experimental

basis from those inferred with the help of bioinformatics tools. In this latter case it is

mandatory that the type of analysis software and the releases of the databases that

have been used as well as some level of confidence in the inferred annotation all be

included in the annotation.

Genome annotation and databases

The process of genome annotation, briefly sketched above, requires an important

effort from the biological community at large to organize, standardize and rationalize

biological data and concepts.

� First of all, the biological information must be defined and organized in a

systematic manner in databases. In this context, computational biologists have to

deal with many problems of primary databases: redundancy, low quality (errors,

incorrect annotations, inconsistencies), lack of traceability, problems of nomen-

clature (such as the naming of genes) etc.
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� Once these data are stored in databases it is critical to be able to retrieve and

consult them easily. In this respect, the development of the internet, happily

coincident with the development of genomics, has had a strong impact on the

accessibility of biological collections.

� As is apparent in Figure 1.1 the process of annotation relies heavily on the

integration of heterogeneous biological data. Integration is thus a key concept if

one wants to make full use of the biological data from various collections.

Integration can be considered on a physical level: how can one interconnect

various databases stored on different machines, with different operating systems

and using different database management systems? Integration can also be

considered on a more conceptual level. In order to be able to integrate various

data it is important that the biological concepts underlying the data be agreed upon

by the community.

� This leads naturally to the development of controlled vocabularies and a standar-

dized description of the biological ‘objects’ and concepts manipulated by the

biologists (the so-called ontologies).

1.3 Databases: Concepts and Definitions

This section provides some definitions of technical concepts used in biological data

banks and databases.

Managing the biological information

Databanks: flat files

The simplest and most primitive database system consists in building a set of flat files

(i.e. text files containing records with a standardized nomenclature). The typical flat

file database is split up using a common delimiter such as a tab, new line or a

combination of characters unlikely to be found in the data itself. Within a file record,

one can organize the data using different types of field. One of the main problems

with flat file databases is that they are prone to corruption because there is no inherent

locking mechanism that detects when a file is being edited. A second problem is that

accessing data in a flat file implementation is slow in practice due to the multiple file

open operations. Addition of index files* (terms marked with an * appear in the

glossary at the end of this chapter) can provide efficient access to elements of these

flat files. This organization emulates some of the behaviours of a relational database

and has often been used in biology in order to store or distribute banks of primary

data, for example by the PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977). However, it generates many
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problems (inefficient access, security and administration problems, no concurrency

access and no logical data model).

Databases

A database is a collection of data that is organized so that its contents can easily be

accessed, managed and updated. A database can provide access only through a

logical model of the data. The entities are no longer files (as in flat file systems) but

concepts defined by the database administrator. Generally, a database management

system (DBMS) is used to access information. A DBMS is a collection of programs

that enables the user to enter, organize and select data in a database.

The most common type of database is the relational database, a collection of data

items organized as a set of formally described tables from which data can be accessed

or reassembled in many different ways. Each table (also called a relation) is defined

by one or more data categories in columns (also named attributes or fields). Each row

contains a unique instance of data for the categories defined by the columns. For

instance, a table providing a minimal description of an EMBL entry should contain as

attributes its accession number, its definition and its organism of origin. The rows of

the table contain the different EMBL entries stored in the database. Relational

databases provide extremely powerful procedures to build complex access to many

subsets of attributes and tables. A relational database has many advantages: simplicity

of creation and access, extensibility and availability of a standard user and application

program interface: SQL* (Structured Query Language). The availability of efficient

relational database management systems (RDBMSs) such as Oracle, PostgreSQL or

mySQL, in mainframe as well as personal computers, explains the popularity of

relational databases.

More recent object-oriented database systems (OODBMSs) are DBMSs that

support the modelling and creation of data as objects. Manipulation of objects in

the framework of databases provides interesting functionalities, such as manipulation

of complex objects, encapsulation*, inheritance* and transparently persistent data (the

ability to directly manipulate data stored in the database using an object programming

language). Very few biological databases use OODBMSs. The AceDB3 (A Caenor-

habditis elegans database) (Stein and Thierry-Mieg, 1998) uses a system in which

data are stored in objects. AceDB databases store information as classes, which are a

collection of information on a common topic. Typically, general classes are

‘Sequence’, ‘Locus’, ‘Clone’, ‘Chromosome’. Objects are then entered in these

defined classes. For instance, an EMBL entry would be an object of the ‘Sequence’

class. An advantage of AceDB is its powerful query language and browsing interface,

which provide easy access and manipulation of classes and objects of the database.

The problem is that there is currently no widely agreed-upon standard for OODBMS

3http://www.acedb.org
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products. In the meantime, the idea that object-oriented database concepts can be

superimposed on relational databases is more commonly encountered in products

named object-relational database management systems (ORDBMSs): for instance

Oracle and PosgreSQL’s latest releases.

Typical design of a biological database

Usually, the creation of a biological database involves three main steps (see

Figure 1.3).

1. The modelling and creation of the database. For example, the definition of a

relational database results in formal descriptions of tables and attributes. The

DBMS (database management system) will then provide facilities to create and

maintain the database. This first step is of course essential and requires a model of

the data.

2. The integration of data into the database. This can be done either by the design of

parsers or by the development of web forms. A parser is a program that is able to

convert primary biological data into entities defined in the database. Typically a

parser will be able to split a set of EMBL entries according to the different EMBL

tags (accession, locus, features and qualifiers), to facilitate integration of entries in

a database. The BioPerl toolkit (Stajich et al., 2002) provides this kind of facility

for the Perl language. Web forms and CGI* programs permit us to develop frames

to submit data to a database integration procedure. Typically Perl modules such as

DBI/DBD4 provide easy procedures to embed SQL code in a Perl script. In

parallel, Perl CGI5 modules allow easy production of dynamic HTML documents.

Internet

Biological Parsers

INTEGRATION DATABASE DESIGN WEB INTERFACES

(Navigator)data

CGI program

Web server

Intranet

Database client
Database server

Web client

Figure 1.3 Main steps of the development of a biological database (design, integration,

interfaces)

4http://dbi.perl.org
5http://stein.cshl.org/WWW/software/CGI/
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3. The development of Web interfaces. In the web area, the development of good web

interfaces is essential. The problem is to produce dynamic HTML pages using

data stored in a database. Many programming languages provides interfaces to

retrieve data from a database (for instance the DBI/DBD Perl modules). In order

to produce dynamic web pages, the older technique of CGI programming is giving

way to more recent techniques such as PHP* (PHP: Hypertext Processor) or XML*

(eXtensible Markup Language) provide new facilities.

CGI programs are the most common way for web servers to interact dynamically

with users. Another increasingly common way to provide dynamic feedback to web

users is to include scripts or programs that run on the user’s machine rather than the

web server, for instance Java applets or Javascript programs (see below). PHP is a

widely used general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited to web

development and can be embedded into HTML. The PHP commands are executed on

the web server to generate dynamic HTML pages. One of the strongest and most

significant features in PHP is its support for a wide range of databases. Writing a

database-enabled web page is quite simple using PHP.

XML is a markup language much like HTML, but XML was designed to describe

data using a hierarchical structure. An XML document uses a document type definition

(DTD*) or a schema to describe the data and is designed to be self-descriptive. This

point allows easy and powerful manipulation of data in XML documents. Many

languages already include XML parsers. Many projects aim to define DTDs for

genomic projects. Some biological databanks, including GenBank, can export data in

XML format.

1.4 Access to Annotation Databases

As noted before, annotation databases have become repositories of huge amounts of

heterogeneous data, and this trend is likely to increase in the foreseeable future. To

extract new knowledge from these resources, access methods capable of retrieving

every single entity they store, as well as synthesizing reports about specific

collections of items, are of primary importance. A major issue in the deployment

of access methods is the nature of the ‘client’ performing the requests, ranging

from the casual user, personified by the laboratory biologist, to the seasoned

bioinformaticist or bioanalyst mastering the arcana of a complex query language.

Recently, a new category of clients is emerging, consisting of software tools

designed to submit a set of queries to a database on a regular time basis, either

to perform batch analyses or, more frequently, to keep local subsets of a database up

to date.
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Database access in the pre-web era

Digitally stored annotation information in biology was available well before the

advent of the World Wide Web: the Protein Data Bank, or PDB (Bernstein et al.,

1977) appeared as early as 1977, GenBank (Burks et al., 1985) was started in 1985,

SWISS-PROT (Bairoch and Boeckman, 1994) was established in 1986 and the AceDB

(Stein and Thierry-Mieg, 1998) database system has been developed since 1989. The

lack of user-friendly remote access methods implied that users of these databases

frequently had to obtain a copy of their entire contents. Such releases came as

collections of flat files whose format was described in accompanying documentation

files. Browsing these databases often meant opening files in a text editor and scrolling

back and forth between relevant blocks (heavily using text search features to locate

these blocks). Some of the packages came with programs capable of querying and

retrieving information from the files, but these programs were highly platform

dependent (for instance, at one time SWISS-PROT tools ran only on MS-DOS and

Apple Macintosh computers, and AceDB software was available for Unix and

Windows machines).

First generation web-based user interfaces

Subsequent to the widespread use of the World Wide Web, database access methods

have been geared towards the novice-to-moderately-experienced user community.

Almost every annotation database now offers a web-accessible graphical user inter-

face (or GUI). This interface presents a series of fill-in forms allowing the user to fix

the values of certain attributes, and to specify the details of the information the query

should return. In its simplest form, the user is presented with a set of attributes of the

database, and corresponding text fields for entering one or more values for these

attributes. The resulting query then extracts all the records of the database whose attri-

butes match these values, and displays the results as a list or a set of rows in a table.

Query capabilities are frequently enhanced through the use of search patterns or

Boolean expressions. Instead of entering a fixed value for a chosen attribute, search

patterns may allow some ambiguity about the value to accept as a match. Such

patterns can be used to search for records with attributes starting or ending with a

given string, or containing potential misspellings. Boolean expressions combining

attribute values using logical operators add another level of power to the query

capabilities.6

All major publicly accessible annotation databases offer at least a minimal set

of Boolean operators to combine record attributes, mostly by letting the user

choose which operator to use to combine the attributes (SWISS-PROT, the PDB

6The query ‘retrieve all gene names starting with the letters ‘‘rpo’’ and located in the first magabase of

all organisms belonging to the Bacillus group’ is an instance of a query mixing patterns (rpo) and logical

operators (and).
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and the Protein Information Resource or PIR (Wu et al., 2003)). A few resources

allow the user to enter a complex expression as a text string, including Entrez

(Wheeler et al., 2003) and SRS (Zdobnov et al., 2002).

The very nature of the information stored in annotation databases is in some cases

ill suited for display as text. One of the most typical operations of the initial

annotation stages, the search for homologies between the DNA portion or protein to

be annotated, and databases of known genes or proteins, respectively, can yield

significant amounts of textual information. Although they are ranked by relevance,

sifting through these results can become a time-consuming task. Displaying a

graphical summary of the most salient features contained in the results (as provided

by the BLAST section of Entrez, or by Prodom (Corpet et al., 2000)) greatly

enhances the usability of these search tools.

Graphical displays become an invaluable asset when annotations have natural

mappings to graphlike structures. Hence, the Database of Interacting Proteins or DIP

(Xenarios et al., 2002) gives a graphical representation of the interaction network of

selected proteins. In the same way, the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes

(Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) proposes graphical views of metabolic and regulatory

pathways. Finally, as gene context becomes a source of increasing value, repositories

offering graphical views of series of neighbouring genes have appeared. For instance,

the Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING) (von

Mering et al., 2003) focuses on delivering displays of gene strings conserved in

various genomes. The GMOD initiative (Stein et al., 2002) proposes a generic

genome browser, capable of displaying user-defined portions of a selection of

genomes with multiple annotation tracks. The amount of detail as well as the type

of annotation to be displayed can be fixed through the user interface.

Enhancing the dynamics of the interface

Most of the examples presented in the previous paragraphs describe user interfaces in

which each action the user performs generates a query addressed to the server, which

then returns a web page dynamically generated by an appropriate program. The

benefit of this model is that it works with a minimum set of requirements on the client

side: a web browser is all that is needed to access these repositories. The downside is

the relative lack of reactivity of the user interface, as a round-trip to the server is

needed to refresh the display.7

Other models of dynamic on-line content display have emerged that allow higher

levels of interactivity for web-based interfaces. Undoubtedly, the most popular of

these make use of the Java platform. The Java platform encompasses an object-

oriented programming language and a rich set of libraries for network communica-

tions and graphical user interface design among others. Its attractiveness is related to

7Each time the user clicks on a link in a page, the browser directs a request to the server, which generates a new

page and returns it to the browser.
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the fact that Java programs can be transferred on demand from remote servers. A web

page can contain a link to a Java program that is loaded in the web browser when

viewing the page. This Java program, called an applet, then runs in the context of the

web browser, either embedded in the web page or in a separate window, and is

capable of communicating with the server to retrieve additional data if needed. Being

run locally, Java applets offer quite the same level of reactivity as ‘ordinary’ local

executables.

Over the last several years, web browsers have added the capability to run Java

applets. Early on the entire Java runtime environment was tightly integrated in the

browsers, requiring no user configuration prior to using Java programs, but as the Java

platform evolved integrated runtime environments tended to lag behind in terms of

functionality. This led Java developers to neglect the newest features, in order to keep

the broadest possible user community. Nowadays, runtime environments are available

as browser plug-ins, which keeps their installation straightforward and, at the same

time, allows them to be updated more frequently than the browser itself. Examples of

Java-based web interfaces are the protein interaction network visualization module

provided by the DIP, or the MapView tool at the Human Genome Database (Letowsky

et al., 1998).

Even if Java applets have brought web interfaces a step further, they still suffer

some restrictions hampering their usefulness. For security reasons, Java applets are

not allowed to access data on the client machine’s disks, nor are they authorized to

make network connections to servers other than the one they were loaded from. This

makes them impractical for user interfaces grabbing data from multiple servers or

needing local persistent storage. The Java platform nevertheless offers a second

category of programs, called applications, that are independent of any web browser.

Java applications are also run by the Java runtime environment but as stand-alone

programs.

The benefit of Java programs versus programs written in more traditional

programming languages such as C/Cþþ is the ‘write once run anywhere’ paradigm.

Java applications can be distributed in a compiled format independent of any

hardware or operating system specifics. The mere availability of a runtime environ-

ment for a given platform guarantees that Java programs will run on that platform.

Considering the diversity of workstations used in biology laboratories, Java’s

ubiquitous execution model came as a boon to the bioinformatics developer

community.

Visualization tools

Full-blown annotation applications, able to extract entries from databases and present

them to the user in a rich contextual view, have subsequently been developed.

Artemis (Rutherford et al., 2000), perhaps the first package in this category, offers

graphical views of annotated sequences, separating each of the six reading frames

both in a global overview and in a close-up view of the actual sequence with colour
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codes for each type of feature. Various analysis results (codon usage plots, GC

content plots and others) can be drawn in these views. Not only a visualization tool,

Artemis is also an annotation editor, giving users the opportunity manually to curate

the loaded entries. Modifications are then made persistent by saving local copies of

edited entries.

A second graphical curation tool, Apollo (Lewis et al., 2002), has recently been

released, emphasizing the integration of analysis results with sequence data to be

annotated. Hence, graphical representations of the output of programs such as

BLAST, GenScan and Genie can be superposed on the entry under scrutiny. As

with Artemis, Apollo allows full editing of the annotations.

As annotation databases proliferate, the cost of developing specific graphical

interfaces for each of them becomes prohibitive. Several initiatives have emerged

that endeavour to standardize access to annotation repositories at different levels. At

one end of the spectrum, the bioSQL group proposes a database schema capable of

storing genome annotations (mainly sequence features and qualifiers with references

to other databases). If this proposal catches on, developers of graphical annotation

presentation and manipulation tools will have to master this single schema to build

applications capable of tapping into multiple databases. However, the fact that these

applications rely on SQL queries prohibits their widespread usage across large

networks, partly because of potential resource problems caused by too many

simultaneous complex requests, partly because the network protocol they rely on is

often limited to local area networks.

Towards automated access facilities

The preceding discussion has covered access methods targeting annotation visualiza-

tion by human end-users. However, automated annotation analysis tools offer some

promising prospects for annotation enrichment. Such tools must be able to extract

huge datasets from multiple annotation repositories in order to carry out their analysis

algorithms. A first generation of tools imitated human usage patterns, to query Web

annotation databases and parsed the resulting HTML pages to extract the relevant bits

of information. The most blatant weakness of this approach is its tight coupling with

the HTML presentation elements embedded in the results pages. A small to moderate

amount of change to these elements would render the automated extraction tools

almost useless until they were updated to handle the new presentation style.

Hence, the need arose for methods to access databases using protocols of a

sufficiently high level to abstract the actual database structure, and adopt a format

capturing the semantics of the data rather than its presentation. On the one hand,

the HTTP protocol,8 being ubiquitous, and lightweight, imposed itself as the means

best suited to transfer structured information across wide networks. On the

8The hyper-text transfer protocol is the protocol used for the exchange of information between web servers and

browsers.
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other hand, XML has emerged as a natural format for encapsulating this structured

data.

Building on these foundations, the Biodas project strives to implement a distributed

annotation system, capable of pulling annotation information from a variety of

annotation servers and integrating these with a reference sequence in a single view.

Clients retrieve annotations from servers using a set of standardized URLs, which

return the requested data formatted according to one of the DTDs issued by the DAS

(Dowell et al., 2001) community. Recently, the DAS specifications have evolved to

adopt more general purpose web service standards. Consequently, DAS servers are

now able to respond to SOAP*. Moreover, the services they offer can be published in

the WSDL* web service description language, broadening their audience to any

WSDL aware client.

The BioMOBY (Wilkinson and Links, 2002) project, though still in its infancy,

aims to take service integration and discovery a step further. By offering a central

registry for bioinformatics services, as well as a hierarchical description of the kinds

of object they manipulate, BioMOBY allows its clients to propose to end users a

series of operations applicable to the data at hand at each stage of the analysis. Users

can build their own processing pipelines by chaining operations, whose output objects

are compatible with the input objects of other services. Because BioMOBY uses

mostly lightweight objects, information flow between services is streamlined as much

as possible.

As these technologies mature, the shift from single annotation databases being

queried by web-based scripts generating HTML pages to annotation repositories

capable of exporting selected data in XML format – either to be further analysed by

remote applications, or to undergo a transformation stage to be presented to the user

in a web browser – will undoubtedly be one of the major evolutions of the genome

annotation process. Systems leveraging these technologies will allow a community of

curators located all around the world to carry out live editing of genome annotations

to deliver up to date information to users world wide.

The integration challenge

Scientists today crave methods enabling them to correlate bits and pieces of

information scattered among several annotation repositories. This challenge has

until now been addressed in two ways.

One approach has been to perform a physical integration of all data into a single

database. In practice, this amounts to building one all-encompassing data model

which will be fed with data from various sources. The power of this approach is that,

once this physical integration has been performed, it is possible to formulate queries

involving any type of annotation the database contains. For example, considering a

database containing information about microbial gene positions in their respective

genomes, as well as expression data about these genes and homology relationships

between them, it becomes possible to establish hypotheses about operon organization
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by assessing the degree of conservation across microbial genomes of neighbouring

genes exposing similar expression profiles.

Unfortunately, some serious drawbacks preclude success of this approach when

more than a very few data sources are to be integrated. Indeed, managing and

maintaining such a database becomes highly impractical when many original

databases have to be integrated: because each of these evolves at its own pace

(both in their contents but also in their own data model), one must constantly amend

the integrated database to keep it up to date.

The second approach tries to build an architecture in which the user has a single

view of the set of data resources at hand, whatever architecture is used to tie these

together. The most basic level of this so-called virtual integration is built as a

federation of hyperlinks. When extracting data from one of the databases of the

federation, the user also obtains links to the relevant data items in the other databases.

In practice, this is the most widely used virtual integration method due to its ease

of implementation. SWISS-PROT (Boeckman et al., 2003), for instance, provides

an extensive list of cross-references to other databases. This entry-level virtual

integration nevertheless sacrifices almost all querying power as all links are hard

coded.

Achieving a tighter coupling between distributed databases, and allowing queries

spanning multiple sources, raises the challenge of building a more formal description

of database contents. In the last decade, technical proposals have been put forward to

ease the construction of such integrated resources. Undoubtedly one of the most

promising has been the CORBA* initiative. CORBA has been touted as the silver

bullet for distributed application development. There is even a Life Science Research

Domain Task Force dedicated to the development and the adoption of standard

modules for accessing and manipulating biological information (genomic maps,

macromolecular structures and gene expression data among others). The fact that

CORBA has not caught on as expected is tied in part to the skills required to deploy

CORBA-compliant components, and in part to the fact that more often than not,

information exchange between distant CORBA components is blocked by network

filters (firewalls). It remains to be seen whether the emerging web services will play

the role CORBA was expected to play.

These technological solutions do not solve the other obstacle to providing virtual

database federations: the need for more agreed-upon semantical standards to describe

biological entities. The database community must come up with clear and unambig-

uous definitions of at least all major biological concepts (gene, chemical reaction,

cellular process) and of the relationships between them. Using such a unified

controlled vocabulary, both for the annotation data types, and for the annotation

data, is the key to the emergence of the much anticipated semantic web. The Gene

Ontology Consortium (Gene Ontology Consortium, 2001) has undertaken the task of

defining a hierarchy of terms related to genome annotation. So far, it has been used to

describe the genes of several model organisms (Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Droso-

phila melanogaster, Mus musculus and others). As the consortium’s proposals gain
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acceptance, querying multiple annotation databases starting from a single entry point

may soon become the biologist’s bread and butter.

Glossary

CGI: The Common Gateway Interface is a specification for transferring informa-

tion between a World Wide Web server and a program. A CGI program is any

program designed to accept and return data that conforms to the CGI specification.

CORBA: The Common Request Broker Architecture is a set of standards for

building distributed applications. It specifies how to define interfaces for these

components that are independent of any hardware platform, operating system or

programming language.

DTD: A document type definition or DTD is used to give a formal specification of

the structure of an XML document. The DTD describes the set of allowed tags and

attributes, as well as the rules governing their usage, to which all XML documents

using it must conform.

Encapsulation: Object-oriented programming concept promoting grouping of data

and methods that manipulate them.

Index file: Index files are used in flat file databases to speed up access to data items.

Thy contain pointers to the locations of these data items in the flat files, allowing one

to directly retrieve data relevant to a query instead of having to search them all

sequentially.

Inheritance: Object-oriented programming concept modelling the ‘is a’ or ‘is a

kind of’ relationship between classes. Code and data common to a set of classes is

factored out in so-called ‘superclasses’. Subclasses deriving from these superclasses

thus automatically ‘inherit’ this behaviour.

PHP: The PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor programming language has become quite

a popular programming language for building web sites in recent years. It is an

object-oriented scripting language aimed at dynamic web content generation. In

contrast to the Perl/CGI paradigm, in which the output of Perl programs is sent back

to web clients, PHP programs are directly embedded in HTML pages and surrounded

by specific tags.

SOAP: The simple object access protocol defines a set of standards allowing

access to computer resources across the network. Data exchange between service

providers and clients is done through XML documents and often uses the HTTP

protocol.
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SQL: The Structured Query Language or SQL is the standard language used by

relational database management systems. It provides constructs for the creation and

modification of database tables as well as instructions for inserting, deleting and

querying the data they contain.

WSDL: The web service description language provides a framework for describing

a set of services with their names and how to invoke them (the list of parameters and

parameter types they take as input and yield on return). Service descriptions are

expressed in XML.

XML: The eXtensible Markup Language is a language for building structured

documents. Information inside such documents is delimited by a set of tags denoting

their very meaning. The set of allowed tags and their relationships can be specified in

a DTD.
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2 Survey of Sequence Databases:

Archival Projects

M. Magrane, M. Garcia-Pastor and R. Apweiler

Abstract
A wide variety of nucleic acid and protein sequence archives exist, ranging from simple

sequence repositories that store data with little or no manual intervention in the creation

of the records to expertly curated universal databases that cover all species and where

the original sequence data are enhanced by manual addition of further information in

each sequence record. These databases play an increasingly important role as central

comprehensive resources of biological information. Several of the leading nucleic acid

and protein archival projects are examined in this chapter.

Keywords
bioinformatics, databases, sequence archives, protein sequences, nucleotide

sequences, annotation

2.1 Introduction

What are archival databases?

Archival sequence databanks consist of nucleic acid and protein sequence collections

as well as the annotation they contain. This is a very broad definition that applies to a

great number of data sources available to scientists. There can, however, be many

differences among these databases in relation to how the data are acquired, managed

and distributed. Some sequence databases are built using voluntary contributions

from researchers, who may remain owners of their data and be responsible for its
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accuracy. In other databases, the responsibility for the accuracy and quality of the data

lies with the database project. With regard to biological annotation, there is also a

range of approaches, from databases that store the data as submitted with little or no

extra added information to those in which the original data are enhanced by addition

of further information derived from sources such as published scientific literature. In

some databases, emphasis is placed on having a complete dataset, even if this results

in redundancy, whereas others attempt to maximize completeness while keeping

redundancy to a minimum through merging of multiple sequences that originate from

the same gene. There are benefits to each approach, with the result that there are a large

number of collections available and meaningful ways to extract the underlying knowl-

edge from all types of datasets. This chapter concerns a number of the leading archival

sequence databanks in both the nucleotide and protein fields, and details the structure

of these databases and how they manage the vast amounts of data that they maintain.

Nucleotide database archival projects

The three primary nucleotide sequence databases are DDBJ (Tateno and Gojobori,

1996), EMBL (Stoesser et al., 2003) and GenBank (Benson et al., 2003). These

archives include sequences provided through the voluntary cooperation of scientists

from all over the world, both from individual submitters and large sequencing centres,

and from patents. The databases also contain nucleotide sequences extracted from

the literature, although data are no longer obtained in this way. The three databases

exchange public data on a daily basis, making these resources the most complete

nucleotide sequence set available to the public, at the expense of some redundancy.

There are no legal restrictions on the use of the data in these databases. In its 2002

meeting, the International Advisory Committee, made up of members of the advisory

body of each database, endorsed a brief policy statement detailing the procedures

followed by the three databases with regard to the availability of the data (Brunak

et al., 2002). The statement included a declaration on free and unrestricted access to

the public data, and stated that the databases would not attach statements that restrict

access or limit use of the information.

There are other databases available that contain a subset of the DDBJ/EMBL/

GenBank databases. These include species and molecule specific collections, which

may expand on the original annotation, such as the Eukaryotic Promoter Database

(EPD) (Praz et al., 2002) or the ImMunoGeneTics database (IMGT) (Lefranc, 2003).

In this chapter, the universal primary archival databases, DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank,

will be discussed in detail, as the most widely used resources to gather information on

nucleotide sequence data.

Protein database archival projects

The major protein database archives include Swiss-Prot (Boeckmann et al., 2003),

TrEMBL (Boeckmann et al., 2003), PIR (Wu et al., 2003), GenPept, NCBI’s Entrez
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Protein and RefSeq (Pruitt, Tatusova and Maglott, 2003). Although other protein

databases exist, most are specialized data collections storing information about

specific families or groups of proteins. Of the above, Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL and PIR

are the only annotated universal protein sequence databases, covering proteins from

all species. Databases such as GenPept contain translations of coding sequences in the

DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank nucleotide sequence database but lack annotation and pro-

teins derived from amino acid sequencing. In compilations such as NCBI’s Entrez

Protein, which contains sequence data from the translated coding regions from DNA

sequences of DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank as well as sequences from PIR, Swiss-Prot,

RefSeq and the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Westbrook et al., 2003), nearly all

annotated data have been curated by Swiss-Prot and PIR. NCBI’s RefSeq currently

contains 110 160 records, of which only approximately 10 000 have been reviewed by

NCBI staff compared with the many more comprehensively annotated records in

Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL and PIR. Also, while NCBI provides reference sequences for

over 1000 viruses and 100 bacteria, there is still a very limited number of sequences

from higher organisms. Therefore, this chapter will concentrate on the significance of

the three major universal protein sequence databases, Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL and PIR,

as these are the most comprehensive sources of information on proteins.

2.2 Nucleotide Sequence Databases

The EMBL Data Library was founded in 1980 as a response to the need for a

repository for the increasing number of nucleotide sequences and was the first central

repository of this nature in the world. Its role was to collect, organize and distribute a

database of nucleotide sequences and related descriptive information extracted from

publications in scientific journals. This archive was located at the main EMBL station

in Heidelberg, Germany. The data library was the precursor of the EMBL Nucleotide

Sequence Database. The first release by the EMBL Data Library was produced in

1982, and contained nearly 600 000 bases in approximately 600 entries.

GenBank was also founded in 1980 at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL),

USA. The National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) took over the

development and maintenance of the GenBank database in 1992. Their web site can

be found at www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/GenBank

The collaboration between the European and American databases started soon after

they were established. Initially, the databases exchanged communications, ideas and

participated together in workshops, but the databases merely took each other’s data

and reloaded it locally, which created duplications, and incompleteness of both sets.

This interaction gradually developed into a closer collaboration with sharing of data

and entry identifiers.

The DNA Database of Japan (DDBJ) started collecting data in 1986 at the National

Institute of Genetics (NIG). From the beginning, DDBJ joined the collaboration
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already in place between the other two databases. The Japanese databank adopted

formats and protocols already in place that facilitated compatibility with the other

databases. The DDBJ web site is at www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp

In 1994, the European repository, now known as the EMBL Nucleotide Sequence

Database, was relocated to the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) at Hinxton,

Cambridge, in the United Kingdom. This institute offers a wide range of bioinfor-

matics services and databases to the scientific community. All resources can be

accessed via the EBI home page at www.ebi.ac.uk

The international collaboration of nucleotide sequence databases

The International Nucleotide Sequence Databases (INSD) constitutes a collaboration

between the three major databases: DDBJ, EMBL and GenBank.

The three databases collect and manage nucleotide sequence data, and offer their

own services to the scientific community, often catering for a more or less ‘local’

audience. To achieve optimal synchronization, new and updated public data are

exchanged on a daily basis amongst the INSD. The three databases adhere to a set of

documented guidelines, The DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank Feature Table Definition Docu-

ment, that regulates the content and syntax of the database entries. These guidelines

ensure that the data continue to be made available in a format that can be exchanged

efficiently between the databases, is compatible with current bioinformatics software

and reflects the latest developments and discoveries in the fields of molecular and

general biology. The Feature Table Definition Document represents the vocabulary

used to describe the sequence annotations. Features, qualifiers, location descriptors

etc. are listed and described and incremental versions are made available to the public

from each of the databases’ sites.

The comprehensive nucleotide sequence database collaborative taxonomy includes

all organisms appearing in the nucleotide sequence database. This centralized

database ensures that the member databases display the same organism classification

at each site. Entries are not released into the public domain until the sequenced

organism is classified. Organisms are identified to the species level whenever

possible, as well as to subspecies level or to variety level in the case of plants. The

top organisms in the database in February 2003 are shown in Figure 2.1.

The primary aim of the collaboration is to offer one central and unique repository

of nucleotide sequences in the world. The collaboration has proven successful

because it provides a service to users and submitters and ensures the maximum

coverage of these repositories, and also because it brings ideas and resources from

different institutions. This set-up has also ensured that local politics or cultural

differences have not played a role in how the data are deposited and distributed back

to the scientific community, so that the most complete set of sequenced nucleotide

molecules is made available freely to all scientists.

Annual meetings of representatives from the databases provide a forum for

technical discussions concerning detailed aspects of the work, and for discussion of
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any biological developments that should find their way into the Feature Table

Definition Documentation.

Data acquisition

Throughout the years, data acquisition methods have changed drastically: capturing

of sequences from the literature by database staff has been replaced by direct

submissions from researchers. Many journals now actively encourage scientists to

submit their data to the repositories before submitting their manuscripts for publica-

tion. Each of the members of the INSD now provides stand-alone tools as well as web

submission facilities for individual scientists.

Large scale sequencing centres have mechanisms to deposit their data in a much

faster and automatic manner, through mail or FTP accounts. High throughput genome

data (HTG) are picked up by the databases from the Genome Centres’ FTP sites

whenever an entry is modified. The EMBL database collects and distributes these

unfinished data to make them available to users as soon as possible. Entries in the

HTG division contain keywords to indicate the status of the sequencing (e.g.

HTGS_PHASE1), and are grouped and distributed in a separate division. Accession

numbers are assigned and maintained through subsequent updates. Once finished, the

HTG entries are transferred into the relevant primary EMBL division. Quality scores

from HTG data are collected, updated daily and made available on the EBI FTP

Rattus norvegicus 22%

Mus musculus 22%

Human 26%

Other 20%

Drosophila melanogaster 3%

Danio rerio 2%

Arabidopsis thaliana 1%

Oryza sativa 1%

Brassica oleracea 1% Ciona intestinalis 1%

Takifugu rubripes 1%

Figure 2.1 Top 10 organisms in the EMBL database on 2 February 2003
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server at ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/embl EMBL Release 79 (June 2004)

included over 11.7 Gb of HTG data.

Databases have therefore adapted their data submission software and protocols to

the great demands of the users and the exponential growth in the influx of data

(Figures 2.2 and 2.3).

Figure 2.2 Exponential database growth by nucleotides

Figure 2.3 Exponential database growth by total number of entries
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Biological annotation and database curation

One of the challenges of data repositories of the size and nature of the nucleotide

sequence databases is to achieve accurate biological annotation while keeping up

with the great influx of data. This task is complicated by the different sequence

sources and different experimental efforts used to generate the data. Furthermore, the

goal of completeness needs to be achieved. Hence, the large number of sequences

received require different processing procedures and levels of curation of the data by

the recipient database.

EMBL and its collaborative databases have teams of dedicated biologists and

database specialists who manage the collection and distribution of the database.

Genome project submissions are processed in large numbers using semi-automated

systems. The largely computational analysis of these huge sets of data is performed at

the sequencing centres, which also provide the annotation. Database biologists liaise

with these genome centres to achieve the best standardization in the annotation of the

biological information. Data generated by patent applications and the patent offices

are also processed semi-automatically and the biological annotation of this data is

generally poor.

The level of curation of sequences submitted directly by individual researchers is

far greater. Such sequences have often been the subject of extensive experimental

research while most genome project submissions include only preliminary gene

annotations based on gene prediction programs. The databases request that submitters

provide biological annotation for their sequences, with a few exceptions such as

sequences that describe genomic markers, expressed sequence tag sites (ESTs) and

unfinished high throughput genome sequences (HTG) (Stoesser et al., 2002). In

particular, it is essential to provide locations of coding regions, even partial or

preliminary, to allow inclusion of the corresponding translated protein sequences in

the protein databases.

The processing of directly submitted data varies slightly between databases, but all

of them perform clerical checks and history loggings that allow database staff to

manage the data over time. Database curators trained in molecular biology and skilled

in database production operations annotate, organize and maintain the ever-growing

number of database entries. Curators ensure that all direct submissions receive a

systematic quality review. Programs are used to confirm coding regions and verify

amino acid translations. Using annotation and data representation guidelines, curators

then create the corresponding database entry, ensuring the description lines, taxon-

omy classification, citation reference and biological feature annotation are correct and

informative (Figure 2.4). Communication with submitters is sometimes also neces-

sary. The databases assign accession numbers to these submitted entries and these

serve as a confirmation that the sequence has been submitted and can be cited in

publications. The accession number is a permanent and stable value that is used to

retrieve the sequence from any of the databases that are members of the international

collaboration.
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Data management and representation

Data are managed internally by the collaboration member databases in different

ways. For example, the EMBL nucleotide sequence database is managed in a robust

relational database management system (ORACLE), using a schema that facilitates

integration and interoperability with other databases. Quarterly releases and daily

updates of files are generated from this system.

Database entries are distributed in flat-file format, which is supported by most

sequence analysis software packages and also provides a structure that is easy to read.

The format is not shared amongst the different members of the collaboration,

although all of them have a similar approach to the organization of the data in an

entry, which can be divided into four major blocks of data.

1. Description and identifiers.

2. Citations: citation details of the associated publications and the name and contact

details of the original submitters.

3. Features: detailed source information, biological features with their associated

locations with reference to the sequence contained in the entry and associated

qualifiers to offer more detailed and specific information over that feature.

4. Sequence: sequence length, base composition and sequence.

The databases produce user manuals and documentation to assist users in the

interpretation of the information contained in the entries.

In addition to unique and stable accession numbers, nucleotide database entries

include sequence identifiers in the form of version numbers that increment with every

Figure 2.4 Example of the biological feature annotation in an EMBL formatted entry
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sequence update. Protein identifiers are also assigned to every coding sequence and

are later used by protein databases such as Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL.

Integration between different biomolecular databases is essential to facilitate the

extraction of knowledge from the data. In EMBL Release 79, the database included

links to 17 external databases, including TrEMBL, Swiss-Prot, the Gene Ontology

Annotation database (GOA) and other species-specific databases such as FlyBase

(FlyBase Consortium, 2003) or MaizeDB.

The database is organized into separate divisions, with each entry belonging to one.

Divisions are indicated using three letter codes, e.g. PRO, Prokaryotes; HUM, human.

The grouping is based mainly on taxonomy with a few exceptions, such as the already

discussed HTG, or the CON division. The CON database division represents

CON(structed) or CON(tig) sequences of chromosomes, genomes or other long

sequences constructed from segment entries (Stoesser et al., 2003).

Third party annotated data

The sequencing centres, which produce data in massive numbers, generally provide

only computational analysis and predicted features. Scientists from other groups

make use of these data for further experimental analysis, which generates biological

knowledge about the sequences. The nucleotide sequence databases could not include

this information without prior agreement from the group that had originally submitted

the sequence.

To meet the growing need for an adequate repository to store this valuable infor-

mation, the international collaboration of nucleotide databases has agreed to accept

re-annotations/re-assemblies of sequences already present in DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank

and owned by other groups to be included in the Third Party Annotation (TPA) data

collection (Stoesser et al., 2003). Consensus sequences from multiple organisms are

not accepted. TPA entries are derivative but the ownership principle of the primary

data archive remains: the ownership of the data lies with the submitting scientist.

To ensure the quality of the data distributed by the database, only TPA entries that

are published in a peer-reviewed journal are included in the public set. TPA entries

include information about the contributing sequences, including base spans, accession

and version numbers of the primary entry. This information appears in specific line

types in the flat file and is validated by the recipient database prior to acceptance of

the sequence.

2.3 Swiss-Prot

Introduction

The Swiss-Prot protein knowledgebase is an annotated protein sequence database

that was established in 1986 and is maintained collaboratively by the European
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Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/swissprot/) and the Swiss Insti-

tute of Bioinformatics (SIB) (http://www.expasy.org/sprot/). The database has grown

steadily since its inception, with an average of almost 6500 new entries added each

year (Figure 2.5). Swiss-Prot contains data from a wide variety of organisms: as of

August 2004, release 44.2 contained 155 596 annotated sequence entries from almost

8500 different species.

The database is non-redundant, which means that all reports for a given protein are

merged into a single entry, thus summarizing many pages of scientific literature into a

concise yet comprehensive report. Swiss-Prot also provides a high level of integration

with other databases. Cross-references are provided to other sequence databases as

well as to specialized data collections. Currently, there are cross-references to more

than 60 different databases (Gasteiger, Jung and Bairoch, 2001) and this allows users

to access a large amount of additional information related to a particular protein. The

Swiss-Prot database strives to provide a high level of annotation through a process of

literature-based manual curation and this allows the addition of as much accurate and

up-to-date information as possible about each protein. This includes descriptions of

properties such as function(s) of the protein, post-translational modifications,

domains and sites, secondary and quaternary structure, similarities to other proteins,

diseases associated with deficiencies in a protein, developmental stages in which the

protein is expressed, in which tissues the protein is found, pathways in which the

protein is involved and sequence conflicts and variants.

Entry format

The Swiss-Prot database consists of sequence entries (Figure 2.6) that are composed

of different line types, each line type having its own specified format. The large

Figure 2.5 Growth of the Swiss-Prot protein sequence database
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numbers of different data types found in the databases are stored in a highly

structured and uniform manner, which simplifies data access for users and data

retrieval by computer programs. Swiss-Prot entries contain core data, which are

generally provided by the submitter of the sequence. These consist of sequence data,

citation information and taxonomic data that show the biological source of the

protein. In addition, Swiss-Prot entries contain annotation that is added by a team of

biologists during a process of literature-based curation and rigorous sequence

analysis. The annotation added during this process is stored mainly in the description

Figure 2.6 Example of a Swiss-Prot entry
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(DE) and gene (GN) lines, the comment (CC) lines, the feature table (FT) lines and

the keyword (KW) lines.

The description or DE line lists all the names by which a protein is known and

includes standardized names assigned by official nomenclature bodies as well as

Enzyme Commission numbers where applicable. An example of a Swiss-Prot

description showing the main protein name, EC number and additional synonyms

is shown below:

DE Acid ceramidase precursor (EC 3.5.1.23) (Acylsphingosine
deacylase)

DE (N-acylsphingosine amidohydrolase) (AC) (Putative 32 KDA
heart

DE protein) (PHP32).

Table 2.1 Comment topics used in the Swiss-Prot database

Comment topic Description

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS Description of the existence of protein sequences produced

by alternative splicing of the same gene or by the use of

alternative initiation codons

BIOTECHNOLOGY Description of the biotechnological use(s) of a protein

CATALYTIC ACTIVITY Description of the reaction(s) catalyzed by an enzyme

CAUTION Warns about possible errors and/or grounds for confusion

COFACTOR Description of an enzyme cofactor

DATABASE Description of a cross-reference to a database for a specific

protein

DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE Description of the developmental-specific expression of a

protein

DISEASE Description of disease(s) associated with a deficiency of a

protein

DOMAIN Description of the domain structure of a protein

ENZYME REGULATION Description of an enzyme regulatory mechanism

FUNCTION Description of the function(s) of a protein

INDUCTION Description of compound(s) which stimulate the synthesis

of a protein

MASS SPECTROMETRY Reports the exact molecular weight of a protein or part of a

protein as determined by mass spectrometric methods

MISCELLANEOUS Any comment which does not belong to any of the other

defined topics

PATHWAY Description of the metabolic pathway(s) with which a

protein is associated

PHARMACEUTICAL Description of the use of a protein as a pharmaceutical drug

POLYMORPHISM Description of polymorphism(s)

PTM Description of a post-translational modification

SIMILARITY Description of the similarity (sequence or structural) of a

protein with other proteins

SUBCELLULAR LOCATION Description of the subcellular location of the mature protein

SUBUNIT Description of the quaternary structure of a protein

TISSUE SPECIFICITY Description of the tissue specificity of a protein
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To promote interoperability and cross-linking, Swiss-Prot carries over the unique

gene identifiers assigned by genome sequencing projects. These are used in the Swiss-

Prot databases to link to genome databases where possible. Where there are

authoritative sources for gene names, such as the HUGO gene nomenclature

committee (http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/nomenclature/), FlyBase or the Mouse

Genome Database (MGD) (Blake et al., 2003), these are used and linked.

The comment or CC lines are free text comments, which are used to convey any

useful information about a protein. The information in the CC lines is contained in a

number of defined topics that allow the easy retrieval of specific categories of data

from the database. Although free text is permissible within the comments as this is

often necessary to convey detailed and complex information about a protein, a

number of comments have a standardized syntax. A list of the currently used

comment topics and their definitions is shown in Table 2.1.

There are almost 553 000 comments in Swiss-Prot Release 44.2, with an average of

three comments per entry. An example of the comment lines found in a single entry

(Swiss-Prot Entry P14060) is shown below:

CC -!- FUNCTION: 3BETA-HSD IS A BIFUNCTIONAL ENZYME, THAT
CATALYZES THE

CC OXIDATIVE CONVERSION OF DELTA(5)-ENE-3-BETA-HYDROXY
STEROID, AND

CC THE OXIDATIVE CONVERSION OF KETOSTEROIDS. THE 3BETA-
HSD ENZYMATIC

CC SYSTEM PLAYS A CRUCIAL ROLE IN THE BIOSYNTHESIS OF ALL
CLASSES

CC OF HORMONAL STEROIDS.
CC -!- CATALYTIC ACTIVITY: 3-BETA-HYDROXY-DELTA-5-STEROID

þ NAD(þ) ¼
CC 3-OXO-DELTA-5-STEROID þ NADH (ACTS ON 3-BETA-HYDRO-

XYANDROST-5-EN-
CC 17-ONE TO FORM ANDROST-4-ENE-3,17-DIONE AND ON 3-

BETA-HYDROXYPREGN
CC -5-EN-20-ONE TO FORM PROGESTERONE).
CC -!- CATALYTIC ACTIVITY: A 3-OXO-DELTA(5)-STEROID ¼ A 3-

OXO-DELTA(4)-
CC STEROID.
CC -!- PATHWAY: STEROID BIOSYNTHESIS.
CC -!- SUBCELLULAR LOCATION: ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM AND

MITOCHONDRIAL
CC MEMBRANE-BOUND PROTEIN.
CC -!- TISSUE SPECIFICITY: PLACENTA AND SKIN. PREDOMINANTLY

EXPRESSED IN
CC MAMMARY GLAND TISSUE.
CC -!- DISEASE: CONGENITAL DEFICIENCY OF 3BETA-HSD ACTIVITY

CAUSES A
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CC SEVERE DEPLETION OF STEROID FORMATION FREQUENTLY
LETHAL IN EARLY

CC LIFE. THE CLASSICAL FORM OF THIS DISEASE INCLUDES THE
ASSOCIATION

CC OF SEVERE SALT-LOSING ADRENAL INSUFFICIENCY AND AMBI-
GUITY OF

CC EXTERNAL GENITALIA IN BOTH SEXES.
CC -!- SIMILARITY: BELONGS TO THE 3BETA-HSD FAMILY.

The feature table or FT lines provide position-specific data relating to the sequence.

The lines have a fixed format and a defined set of feature keys that may be used.

These feature keys describe domains and sites of interest within a sequence such as

post-translationally modified residues, binding sites, enzyme active sites, secondary

structure and any other regions of interest. The full list of currently defined feature

keys is available in the Swiss-Prot user manual at http://www.expasy.ch/txt/

userman.txt There are 884 619 sequence features in Swiss-Prot Release 44.2 with

an average of five features per entry.

The keywords are found in the keyword or KW lines of an entry. They serve as a

subject reference for each sequence and assist in the retrieval of specific categories of

data from the database. Swiss-Prot maintains a controlled keyword list, which

currently contains approximately 840 keywords, each with a definition to clarify its

biological meaning and intended usage. This list is available at http://www.expasy.org/

cgi-bin/keywlist.pl and is updated on a regular basis.

Manual annotation

Each entry in Swiss-Prot is thoroughly analysed and annotated by biologists to ensure

a high standard of annotation and to maintain the quality of the database. A process

of literature-based curation is used to extract experimental and validated data that

will improve the content of the knowledgebase. This experimental knowledge is

supplemented by manually confirmed results from various sequence analysis

programs. At the time of annotation of a record, use is made of all relevant literature

to ensure that the functional information included is complete and up to date. As new

information arises, entries are updated so that they always reflect the current state of

knowledge in the literature. A controlled list of journal names is maintained, using the

journal abbreviations recommended by the National Library of Medicine (http://

www.expasy.org/cgi-bin/jourlist), and this ensures that they are added to the database

in a standardized way.

The addition of a number of qualifiers in the comment and feature table lines

during the annotation process allows users to distinguish between experimentally

verified data, data which have been propagated from a characterized protein based on

sequence similarity, and data for which no experimental evidence currently exists

(Junker, Apweiler and Bairoch, 1999). The qualifiers currently in use are ‘by
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similarity’, which shows when information has been copied from a characterized

entry, ‘potential’, which is used when there is no experimental evidence to support the

data, ‘probable’, which is used when there is good reason to believe that a piece of

information is true, or the absence of any qualifier, which shows that the information

has been experimentally determined.

2.4 TrEMBL

To produce a fully curated Swiss-Prot entry is a highly labour-intensive process and is

the rate-limiting step in the growth of the database. This is because, with the

increased data flow from genome projects, new sequences are submitted more

quickly than they can be manually annotated and integrated into the database. To

address this, a supplement to Swiss-Prot was created in 1996 to fulfil the vital role of

making new sequences available as quickly as possible while preventing the dilution

of the high quality annotation found in Swiss-Prot. This supplement, TrEMBL

(Translation of EMBL nucleotide sequence database), consists of computer-annotated

entries derived from the translation of all coding sequences in the EMBL/GenBank/

DDBJ nucleotide sequence databases that are not yet included in Swiss-Prot. To

ensure completeness, it also contains a number of protein sequences extracted from

the literature or submitted directly by the user community.

Some data from DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank including most of the Whole Genome

Shotgun (WGS) data, translations of pseudogenes, very small fragments, synthetic

sequences, non-germline immunoglobulins and T-cell receptors, and most patent

application sequences, are excluded from TrEMBL to prevent dilution of the database

with highly unstable and low-quality data. However, these data are available in the

UniProt archive (UniParc) (see below for a description of UniProt). TrEMBL has

grown from 86 033 entries in release 1 of November 1996 to 1 333 917 records in

release 27 of July 2004 with more than 75 000 different species represented in the

database. TrEMBL follows the Swiss-Prot format and conventions described above as

closely as possible.

The production of TrEMBL starts with the translation of coding sequences in the

DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank nucleotide sequence database. At this stage, all annotation in

a TrEMBL entry derives from the corresponding nucleotide entry. As there is a

stringent requirement of minimal redundancy, which applies equally to Swiss-Prot

and TrEMBL, the first post-processing step is to reduce redundancy by merging

separate entries corresponding to different literature reports (O’Donovan et al., 1999).

The second post-processing step is the automated enhancement of the information

content in TrEMBL to bring the entries closer to Swiss-Prot standard (Apweiler,

2001). This process is based on a system of standardized transfer of annotation from

well characterized proteins in Swiss-Prot to unannotated TrEMBL entries (Fleischmann

et al., 1999) and its success is due to the fact that Swiss-Prot is a comprehensive,

standardized database that distinguishes experimentally derived data from those
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which have been predicted computationally, as described above. This process brings

the standard of annotation in TrEMBL closer to that found in Swiss-Prot through the

addition of accurate, high quality information to TrEMBL entries, thus improving the

quality of data available to the user.

2.5 PIR

Introduction

The PIR Protein Sequence Database (PIR-PSD) (Wu et al., 2003) is a protein

information resource initiated in 1961 by the National Biomedical Research Founda-

tion (NBRF) and supported by the National Institutes of Health. It compiles

comprehensive, non-redundant protein sequence data, organized by superfamily

and family, and annotated with functional, structural, bibliographic and genetic

data (Figure 2.7). In addition to the sequence data, the database contains the name

and classification of the protein and the name of the organism in which it naturally

occurs, references to the primary literature, function and general characteristics of the

protein, sites and regions of biological interest within the sequence. The database is

extensively cross-referenced with DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank nucleic acid and protein

identifiers, PubMed/MedLine IDs and unique identifiers from many other source

databases. In January 2003, the database contained more than 283 000 annotated and

classified entries, covering the entire taxonomic range. These are organized into

36 000 superfamilies and over 100 000 families. The database is available from the

PIR web site at http://pir.georgetown.edu/ and via FTP at ftp://ftp.pir.georgetown.edu/

pir_databases/

Data processing

PIR-PSD data processing involves four major steps: import, merging, classification

and annotation. The primary sources of PSD data are naturally occurring wild-

type sequences from DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank translations, published literature and

direct submission to PIR-International. Once imported, unique protein sequence

reports are assigned an accession number and enter PIR-PSD for further merging,

annotation and classification. The PIR-PSD has comprehensive coverage across the

entire taxonomic range. To provide a truly non-redundant database, both identity

and non-identity merges are performed to generate reliable reference sequences

(the same protein from the same species) for annotation. The original sequences

can be regenerated from residue lines in accession blocks nested within reference

blocks.
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Annotation

PIR-PSD employs controlled vocabularies for most annotations and adopts standard

nomenclature whenever applicable. The use of status tags such as ‘validated’ or

‘similarity’ in entry titles and function and complex annotations, as well as tags such

as ‘experimental’, ‘predicted’, ‘absent’, or ‘atypical’ in feature annotations helps in

Figure 2.7 Example of a PIR entry
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distinguishing experimental from predicted data. Rule-based and classification-driven

procedures are used to propagate annotations among similar sequences and to

perform integrity checks based on PIR controlled vocabulary and thesaurus of

synonyms or alternative names.

Family classification

Protein family classification is central to the organization and annotation of PIR-PSD.

A unique characteristic of the PIR-PSD is its non-overlapping classification of full

length protein sequences based on the superfamily concept developed by Margaret O.

Dayhoff (1976). Automated procedures have allowed the placement of more than 99

per cent of sequences into families and more than 70 per cent into superfamilies.

Sequences in PIR-PSD are also classified with homology domains and sequence

motifs. Homology domains, which are shared by more than one superfamily, may

constitute evolutionary building blocks, while sequence motifs represent functional

sites or conserved regions. The classification approach improves the sensitivity of

protein identification, helps to detect and correct genome annotation errors system-

atically and allows a more complete understanding of sequence-function–structure

relationships.

2.6 UniProt

With the recent accumulation of genome sequences for many organisms, most

notably the draft human sequence, attention is now turning to the identification and

function of proteins encoded by these genomes. This means that complete and up-

to-date protein databases are vital for the increasingly information-dependent

biological and biotechnological research. With the increasing volume and variety

of protein sequences and functional information, a central database of protein

sequence and function is essential for a wide range of scientists active in modern

biological research, particularly in the field of proteomics. Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL and

PIR currently provide different coverages of protein sequences with varying types of

information annotated in each database. However, a single central resource would

ensure that scientists receive rich and non-redundant information at one location. To

achieve this goal, the Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL and PIR databases have recently joined

forces to form the United Protein Databases (UniProt). This project will be funded by

the US National Human Genome Research Institute, in cooperation with five other

institutes and centres at the National Institutes of Health. The UniProt website can be

accessed at www.uniprot.org

The broad, long term objective of UniProt is to create, maintain and provide a

stable, comprehensive, fully classified, richly and accurately annotated protein
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sequence knowledgebase, with extensive cross-references and querying interfaces,

which will build upon the foundations laid down by the three UniProt consortium

members. This will involve the development and maintainance of a central database

of curated protein sequences with annotations of sequence and functional informa-

tion, facilitating use of the database by providing user-friendly interfaces and tools for

queries and for retrieval of large datasets and the flexibility and adaptability needed to

be responsive to the changing needs of the scientific community. The UniProt website

can be accessed at www.uniprot.org
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3 Survey of Sequence Databases:

Derived Databases

M. Pruess, N. Mulder and R. Apweiler

Abstract
Data derived from primary nucleotide and protein sequence databases can be used to

develop new resources, in which information from different databases is combined. In

most of these resources, additional software and/or annotation are added to the data,

much to the benefit of the users. Protein and gene family databases describe in detail

subsets of sequences, with specific value-added information, while clustering databases

cluster sequences to identify relations between them. Protein signature databases help to

assign certain properties to sequences by detecting specific domains, and integrated

derived databases integrate results from these different resources, thus combining their

individual strengths. The general purposes of derived databases are to assist in

elucidation of protein function and to provide the means for organized storage and

display of known biological information. They also make valuable contributions to the

annotation of newly sequenced genomes and large-scale protein function prediction.

Keywords
bioinformatics, database, protein signature, protein domains, protein family, protein

function, annotation, proteome analysis, proteomics

3.1 Introduction

Sequence databases are comprehensive sources of information on nucleotide and

protein sequences. The most important sequence databases are the DDBJ/EMBL/

GenBank Nucleotide Sequence Database (Stoesser et al., 2003), the Swiss-Prot/

Database Annotation in Molecular Biology Edited by Arthur M. Lesk
# 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. ISBN: 0-470-85681-5



TrEMBL Protein Knowledgebase (Boeckmann et al., 2003) and the PIR International

Protein Sequence Database (Barker et al., 2000). These databases are described in

detail in the previous chapter, ‘Survey of Sequence Databases: Archival Projects’. But

it is not only the information in these resources that is of use for the scientific

community. Parts of the data in the sequence databases can be used to build up new

resources by combining information from different databases and adding additional

value by applying certain programs and/or additional annotation. These new

resources can either describe in detail a subset of sequences, with added specific

information, as databases about certain protein and gene families do, or they can

cluster sequences to find relations between them, or help to assign certain properties

to sequences by detecting specific domains or motifs. Information about the family a

protein may belong to, or about its functional domains, is especially useful for the

identification and characterization of newly sequenced proteins, and of sequences

derived from the large scale sequencing projects where no function is known.

Model organism databases (MODs) also belong to the group of derived databases,

since they gather data from different classes of databases – not limited to primary data

such as genomic sequences – and are very comprehensive. FlyBase (a database of

Table 3.1 List of all databases described in this chapter, and their URLs

Database

Resource (short name) URL

Protein and gene

family databases

MEROPS http://www.merops.ac.uk

CAZy http://afmb.cnrs-mrs.fr/~cazy/CAZY/

TC-DB http://tcdb.ucsd.edu/tcdb/

TRANSFAC

EPD

http://www.gene-regulation.com/pub/databases.

html#transfac

http://www.epd.isb-sib.ch/

Clustering

databases

CluSTr http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustr

COG http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/

ProDom

SYSTERS

http://prodes.toulouse.inra.fr/prodom/2002.1/html/

home.php

ProtoMap http://systers.molgen.mpg.de/

http://protomap.cornell.edu/

Protein signature

databases

PROSITE http://ca.expasy.org/prosite/

PRINTS http://www.bioinf.man.ac.uk/dbbrowser/PRINTS/

Pfam http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/

SMART http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/

TIGRFAMs http://www.tigr.org/TIGRFAMs/

BLOCKS http://blocks.fhcrc.org

Integrated derived

databases

MetaFam http://metafam.ahc.umn.edu/

iProClass http://pir.georgetown.edu/iproclass/

CDD http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/cdd.shtml

InterPro http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/
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genetic and molecular data for Drosophila) and the Mouse Genome Informatics

(MGI) database, for example, not only present the nucleotide sequences, but also

contain lists of genomic clones and information about natural and engineered

transposons and other molecular constructs.

Therefore there are archival biological databases available, databases derived from

these and even databases that use specific data from derived databases to provide

different views and new possibilities of data analyses. In this chapter, some examples

of different types of derived database are presented. All databases described in this

chapter and their URLs are shown in Table 3.1.

3.2 Protein and Gene Family Databases

The major sequence databases aim at providing the known nucleotide or amino acid

sequences of all species. To present detailed data about certain protein or gene

families, subject- and function-specific compendia derived from the major sequence

databases are available. They organize specific information and online tools con-

cerning families, which are of particular importance in medicine or biotechnology.

Usually these databases provide the protein or gene sequences and additional

information about them, such as their role in metabolism. Classification is often an

important focus.

Three examples for protein family databases are MEROPS (Rawlings, O’Brien and

Barrett, 2002), CAZy (Coutinho and Henrissat, 1999) and TC-DB (Saier, 2000);

TRANSFAC (Matys et al., 2003) provides information about both genes and proteins

involved in the process of transcription, and EPD (Praz et al., 2002) is a database

about a certain class of nucleotide sequences.

MEROPS

MEROPS (Rawlings, O’Brien and Barrett, 2002) is a protease database that provides

a catalogue and a structure-based classification of proteases – called ‘peptidases’

within the database – which account for about two per cent of all proteins. The

information in the database is structured into ‘cards’. PepCards are a set of files, each

of which provides information on classification and nomenclature for a single

protease. Also provided is an interface to the relevant entries in databases for

human genetics, amino acid and nucleotide sequences and tertiary structures.

The proteases are classified into families on the basis of statistically significant

similarities between the protein sequences in the part termed the ‘peptidase unit’ that

is most directly responsible for activity. Families that are thought to have common

evolutionary origins because they have similar tertiary folds are grouped into ‘clans’.

The MEROPS database provides sets of pages called FamCards and ClanCards

describing the individual families and clans. Each FamCard page provides links to
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other databases of sequence motifs and secondary and tertiary structures, and shows

the distribution of the family across the major kingdoms of living creatures, a

sequence alignment and a cladogram.

MEROPS allows a variety of searches and contains representations of three-

dimensional structures of protease molecules. It additionally includes alignments

and data tables for ESTs for human, mouse and rat peptidases. MEROPS is linked at

the protease level amongst others to Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL and PIR, and at the family

level to CATH, Pfam, PROSITE and SCOP, which will be described later on in this

chapter.

CAZy

The CAZy database of carbohydrate-active enzymes (Coutinho and Henrissat, 1999)

describes the families of structurally related catalytic and carbohydrate-binding

modules (or functional domains) of enzymes that degrade, modify or create

glycosidic bonds. Data are structured according to enzyme functional family and

organism. CAZy is linked to GenBank, Swiss-Prot and PDB, the Protein Data Bank

(Westbrook et al., 2003).

TC-DB

TC-DB, the Transport Protein Database (Saier, 2000), provides a functional–

phylogenetic classification system for membrane transport proteins known as the

Transport Commission (TC) system. The TC system is analogous to the Enzyme

Commission (EC) system for the classification of enzymes, except that it incorporates

both functional and phylogenetic information. Transport systems serve the cell in

numerous capacities, for example in metabolism, regulation of metabolite concentra-

tions, mediating the active extrusion of drugs and other toxic substances from either

the cytoplasm or the plasma membrane, mediating uptake and efflux of ionic species

that must be maintained at certain concentrations, secretion of macromolecules,

which play a variety of biologically important roles, secreting toxins and the uptake

and release of signalling molecules.

The TC-DB classification system is based on transporter class and subclass (mode

of transport and energy coupling mechanism), protein phylogenetic family and

subfamily and substrate specificity. Descriptions, TC numbers and examples of

families of transport proteins are provided. Data sources of TC-DB are Swiss-Prot,

TrEMBL and Pfam.

TRANSFAC

TRANSFAC (Matys et al., 2003) is a database on eukaryotic transcriptional

regulation. This process is regulated in a complex way, through an intricate system
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of mutual interactions of transcription factors, whose effects – activation or repression

of transcription – are mediated via DNA-binding sites on their target genes.

TRANSFAC comprises protein sequences and other data on transcription factors,

on their target genes and on experimentally proven regulatory binding sites, which are

usually relatively short DNA elements of about 5–25 bp. Transcription factors are

grouped into classes according to their DNA-binding domain, and a hierarchical

factor classification system has been developed.

The database aims at the modelling of factor–site interactions, for a better

understanding of how genes are regulated. A further intention is to explain the tissue

specific expression of genes with the help of specific expression patterns of the

regulating transcription factors. Search tools help to find potential binding sites for

transcription factors in DNA sequences, using single site sequences or a library of

weight matrices, derived from these sites, respectively. TRANSFAC is linked to the

EMBL nucleotide sequence database and Swiss-Prot for the sequences, and to

PROSITE for factor classes.

EPD

The Eukaryotic Promoter Database (EPD) (Praz et al., 2002) is another resource that

deals with eukaryotic transcription regulation, but it is even more specialized than

TRANSFAC, and is restricted to a certain type of nucleotide sequence. EPD is a

collection of promoters recognized by the RNA Pol II system of higher eukaryotes

(multicellular plants and animals), gene regions immediately upstream of a transcrip-

tion initiation site; for all promoters in the database the transcription start site has

been determined experimentally. The main purpose of the database is to keep track of

experimental data that define transcription initiation sites of eukaryotic genes. This

type of functional information is linked to promoter sequences, to which access is

provided by pointers to positions in nucleotide sequence entries.

EPD is linked to the EMBL nucleotide sequence database, Swiss-Prot, TRANS-

FAC and other databases. In the near future, EPD plans to process data directly

submitted from genome and cDNA sequence centres, including promoter sets

contributed by the Drosophila genome annotation team and by collaborators from

the Mammalian Gene Collection (MGC) (Strausberg et al., 1999) and NEDO full-

length cDNA sequencing projects (Suzuki et al., 2001).

Clustering databases

With sequencing projects producing large amounts of data lacking functional

characterization, there is an increasing need for automated sequence analysis

procedures to predict molecular functions and biological roles for the predicted

gene products. One approach is to pre-process a protein database into sets of

homologous proteins (i.e. proteins that have evolved from the same ancestor) and

use derived information for further analysis.
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Most approaches for the tentative assignment of functions to predicted proteins are

based on pair-wise sequence similarity searches against known proteins using

sequence comparison programs such as FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) and

BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990). Sequence-cluster databases are derived automatically

from sequence databases using different clustering algorithms. Since they do not

depend on manual crafting or validation of family discriminators, these databases are

relatively comprehensive although the biological relevance of clusters can be

ambiguous and can sometimes be an artefact of particular thresholds (Kriventseva,

Biswas and Apweiler, 2001).

CluSTr

The CluSTr (Clusters of Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL proteins) database (Kriventseva,

Servant and Apweiler, 2003) offers an automatic classification of Swiss-Prot and

TrEMBL proteins into groups of related proteins. The clustering is based on analysis

of all pair-wise sequence comparisons between proteins using the Smith–Waterman

algorithm (Smith and Waterman, 1981). A Monte Carlo simulation, resulting in a Z-

score (Comet et al., 1999), is used to estimate the statistical significance of raw

Smith–Waterman scores between potentially related proteins. Clustering is carried

out at different levels of protein similarity, yielding a hierarchical organization of the

protein groups. The database provides links to InterPro (see below), HSSP, the

Homology-Derived Secondary Structure of Proteins database (Holm and Sander,

1999) and the PDB.

COG

The database of Clusters of Orthologous Groups of proteins (COGs) (Tatusov et al.,

2001) provides a phylogenetic classification of proteins encoded in complete

genomes. Each COG includes proteins that are thought to be orthologous, i.e.

connected through vertical evolutionary descent. Orthology may involve not only

one-to-one, but also, in cases of lineage-specific gene duplications, one-to-many and

many-to-many relationships (hence orthologous groups of proteins). The purpose of

the COG database is to serve as a platform for functional annotation of newly

sequenced genomes and for studies on genome evolution. In order to facilitate

functional studies, the COGs have been classified into four broad functional

categories, information storage and processing, cellular processes, metabolism and

poorly characterized. Each of these categories contains a number of sub-categories.

ProDom

ProDom (Servant et al., 2002) provides automated analysis of protein domains. It

assumes that the shortest full length sequence in the Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL
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database is single domain proteins and uses PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) to find

the homologous domains that are then clustered in the same ProDom entry. The

sequences that hit form a new ProDom domain family and are removed from

the protein database. The remaining sequences are once again sorted by size, and

the smallest sequence is used as a query sequence. This process is repeated until there

are no more sequences in the protein database. In this way ProDom groups all the

non-fragment sequences in Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL into more than 150 000 families.

The consistency of a family is measured using the diameter (maximal distance

between two domains in a family) and radius of gyration (root mean square of

distance between domain and family consensus), both counted in PAM (percent

accepted mutations – number per 100 aa). The lower these values, the more

homogeneous the family. An interactive graphical interface allows for the navigation

between schematic domain arrangements, multiple alignments, phylogenetic trees,

Swiss-Prot entries, PROSITE patterns, Pfam-A families (Bateman et al., 2002) and

3D structures in the PDB. Alignments and trees can be reduced or developed to

facilitate the analysis of sequence relationships within large domain families.

SYSTERS

SYSTERS (SYSTEmatic Re-Searching, Krause, Stoye and Vingron, 2000) classifies

the whole of Swiss-Prot and PIR into disjoint protein family clusters, which are then

related hierarchically as family and superfamily clusters. The database applies

iterative gapped BLAST searches to cluster the proteins. For each seed protein, all

BLAST hits higher than a pre-set threshold are retained and the lowest scoring

sequence is used for the next query. The process repeats until no new sequences above

the cut-off value are found. The clusters are available for searching using the SSMAL

search tool, BLAST or FASTA. A multiple sequence alignment for each cluster is

generated and, where possible, may be annotated using Pfam domains (Pfam is

described below). Additional search facilities allow querying of the database by

cluster number, organism, protein accession number, keywords etc. It is therefore

possible to use SYSTERS to classify a query protein sequence on the family and

superfamily levels, and retrieve additional functional information from the databases

from which the clusters are derived.

ProtoMap

ProtoMap is an automatic hierarchical classification of all Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL

proteins that works with complete protein sequences. The classification is based on

analysis of all pairwise similarities among protein sequences, combining Smith–

Waterman, FASTA, and BLAST searches with two different scoring matrices (blosum

50 and blosum 62) to create an exhaustive list of neighbouring sequences. The

analysis makes essential use of transitivity to identify homologies among proteins.
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Within each group of the classification, every two members are either directly or

transitively related. A statistical algorithm is used to identify groups of possibly

related clusters. Within these groups clusters are interactively merged when the

similarity between the closest clusters is higher than the threshold. The classification

is done at different levels of confidence, and results in a hierarchical organization of

all the proteins. The ProtoMap database aims at serving as a complementary tool for

sequence analysis, and at helping to elucidate new relationships that might not be

discovered by other methods (Yona, Linial and Linial, 2000).

Protein signature databases

There are currently (July 2004) over 1 520 000 protein sequences in the Swiss-Prot

and TrEMBL Protein Knowledgebases alone, and this number is increasing exponen-

tially as more genome sequencing projects emerge and develop. More than 150 000

of these are in Swiss-Prot and therefore have been manually curated, although many

of these are annotated as ‘hypothetical protein’. Needless to say there is

an overabundance of proteins in the knowledgebase that are as yet uncharacterized,

and this number is increasing. Some methods and derived databases that attempt to

group related proteins, ultimately to help with function elucidation, have already been

described above. While sequence clustering methods and FASTA or BLAST searches

are useful for grouping or identifying related proteins, these methods have their

limitations. Sequence clustering methods are automated and thus provide little or no

additional biological information about a query protein. These and sequence

similarity searches are not optimal for identifying distantly related proteins, and

may incur problems with multi-domain proteins.

These drawbacks were tackled by protein signature databases, which use different

methods to create signatures diagnostic for protein families, domains or functional

sites. All of these databases are themselves derived from the protein sequence

databases. Protein sequences belonging to a family are used in multiple sequence

alignments, which form the base from which a signature is derived. From one

sequence it is difficult to identify important sites in the protein; however, from a

number of related sequences in an alignment it is possible to create a consensus for

protein families, or identify conserved domains or highly conserved residues that may

be important for function, e.g. an active site. These conserved areas of a protein

family, domain or functional site can be used to recreate identifiable features using

several different methods. There are many protein signature databases in the public

domain, some of which use similar methods for signature creation, but are driven by

different ultimate goals. The methods primarily used are hidden Markov models

(HMMs), profiles and regular expressions, and the major databases using these

methods, PROSITE (Falquet et al., 2002), PRINTS (Attwood et al., 2003), Pfam

(Bateman et al., 2002), SMART (Letunic et al., 2002), TIGRFAMs (Haft, Selengut

and White, 2003) and Blocks (Henikoff et al., 2000) are described in more detail

below.
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PROSITE

PROSITE (Falquet et al., 2002) is a database of patterns and profiles. PROSITE

patterns are built from sequence alignments of related sequences taken from a variety

of sources, e.g. from a well characterized protein family or derived from the literature.

The alignments are checked for conserved regions, which may have been experi-

mentally shown to be involved in the catalytic activity or to bind a substrate. A core

pattern is created in the form of a regular expression, which specifies which amino

acid may occur at each position. In this regular expression, where a position is

conserved throughout the alignment, only one amino acid is specified; however, it

may be that one of two amino acids may occur at a position, and this is described

symbolically by [AC], which suggests that this position may be occupied by either

alanine (A) or cysteine (C). An x is used to indicate that any amino acid may occur

for this or more than one position (x(3)), and curly brackets {} are used to indicate

which amino acids may not occur at a given position. As an example, the pattern

[AC]–x–V–x(4)–{ED} describes a region of sequence where position 1 is occupied

by A or C, position 2 may be any amino acid, position 3 is a valine (V), positions 4 to

7 may be occupied by any amino acid, and position 8 may be any amino acid except

glutamic acid (E) or aspartic acid (D). Once a core pattern has been identified, this is

tested against the sequences in Swiss-Prot. If the correct set of proteins match this

pattern then it is kept; if it fails to pick up some family members or picks up too many

unrelated proteins, the pattern is refined and retested until it is optimized.

Patterns have many advantages, but they also have their limitations across whole

sequences, which is why PROSITE also creates profiles for their database to

complement the patterns. A profile is built starting with multiple sequence align-

ments, and using a symbol comparison table to convert residue frequency distribu-

tions into weights, resulting in a table of position specific amino acid weights and gap

costs (Gribskov, Luthy and Eisenberg, 1990). In other words, profiles are matrices

describing the probability of finding an amino acid at a given position in the

sequence. The numbers in the table (scores) are used to calculate similarity scores

between a profile and a sequence for a given alignment. For each set of sequences a

threshold score is calculated so that only sequences scoring above this threshold are

true matches (considered to be related to the original set of sequences in the

alignment). The profile is tested against sequences in Swiss-Prot, and the profile is

refined until only the intended set of protein sequences scores above the threshold

score for the profile. Profiles produced by the PROSITE database begin as pre-

liminary profiles, and once they have been tested and approved they become

integrated as new members of the database.

PRINTS

The PRINTS database (Attwood et al., 2003) uses fingerprints as diagnostic

signatures, a variation on the profile method described above. A fingerprint is a
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group of conserved motifs, which characterizes a protein family. Instead of focusing

on a single conserved area, the occurrence of multiple small conserved areas across

the sequence alignment is taken into account. The starting point in the fingerprinting

process is a curated multiple sequence alignment. Conserved regions within this

alignment are excised as motifs, which are used to scan a protein sequence database.

The scanning algorithm interprets the motifs essentially as a series of frequency

matrices: identity searches are made, with no mutation or other similarity data to

weight the results. Diagnostic performance is enhanced by iterative database scan-

ning. The motifs therefore grow in size and become more mature with each database

pass as more sequences are matched and assimilated into the process. Sequences,

which match all motifs in order, are considered to be true fingerprint matches.

Additional potency is gained from the mutual context provided by motif neighbours,

which allows sequence identification even when parts of the signature are absent.

Many fingerprints have been created to identify proteins at the superfamily as well as

the family and subfamily levels. Consequently, many of the fingerprints are related to

each other in an ordered, hierarchical structure, although each motif set is unique for

the superfamily, family or subfamily that it represents.

Pfam

There are a number of protein signature databases that use HMMs instead of patterns

or profiles. HMMs are like profiles but with a more complex probabilistic scoring

mechanism. Pfam (Bateman et al., 2002) is a collection of multiple protein sequence

alignments and HMMs, and provides a good resource of models for identifying

protein families, domains and repeats. There are two parts to the Pfam database,

PfamA, which is a set of manually curated and annotated models, and PfamB, which

has higher coverage, but is fully automated with no manual curation. PfamB is

created from automatic clustering of the protein sequences in Swiss-Prot and

TrEMBL by ProDom. The Pfams are coverage driven and strive to include the

largest families they do not already have. Where possible their domains are based on

3D structure knowledge of the proteins. Pfam provides additional information on its

website, including information on the taxonomic range of each domain, and links to

other databases.

SMART

The SMART database (a Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool) (Letunic et al.,

2002) produces HMMs that facilitate the identification and annotation of genetically

mobile domains and the analysis of domain architectures. The database is highly

populated with models for domains found in signalling, extracellular and chromatin-

associated proteins. The models rely on hand-curated multiple sequence alignments

of representative family members based on tertiary structures where possible,
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otherwise those found by PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997). Once the models are

created they are used to search the database for additional members to be included in

the sequence alignment. This iterative process is repeated until no further homologues

are detected. Like Pfam, SMART also provides information on the taxonomic range

of each domain.

TIGRFAMs

TIGRFAMs (Haft et al., 2003) creates HMMs, which group homologous proteins that

are conserved with respect to function. The models are produced in a similar way to

those in Pfam and SMART, but should only hit equivalogues, i.e. proteins that have

been shown to have the same function. The TIGRFAMs project currently consists of

over 1000 HMMs, of which a large proportion are of type ‘equivalog’ (conserved

function) and make strong predictions of known conserved protein function. TIGR-

FAMs have a strong focus on microbial genomes driven by the projects at TIGR to

annotate newly sequenced microbial genomes. The database has specific strengths in

enzyme and transport protein families.

Blocks

Blocks (Henikoff et al., 2000) is a collection of multiply aligned ungapped segments

corresponding to the most highly conserved regions of proteins. These alignments are

represented in profiles, built up using a tool called PROTOMAT (Henikoff and

Henikoff, 1991). The profiles are calibrated against the Swiss-Prot database, and the

LAMA software tool (Pietrokovski, 1996) is used to search new blocks against

existing blocks.

Integrated derived databases

Many of the derived databases described above have interactions and exchange of

data between them. PfamB, for example, uses ProDom families as a starting point for

its automatically built HMMs. Blocks previously used alignments from PROSITE,

Prints, PfamA and ProDom as a starting point for the creation of the Blocks database,

and now uses InterPro, an integration of these databases (described below). Each

method has its own advantages; for example, patterns are relatively simple to build,

and are very useful for small regions of conserved amino acids such as active sites or

binding sites, but fail to provide information about the rest of the sequence, and due to

the constraints on which amino acids may be found in a given area of the sequence,

patterns fail to pick up related sequences with a small divergence in that particular

area. Profiles and HMMs compensate for these shortcomings in that they generally

cover larger areas of the sequence, and since all amino acids have a chance of
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occurring at a given position, albeit with a lower probability or score, more divergent

family members may still be included in the match list.

The big question is which database to use, and how to integrate results from the

different databases which all have their own formats and outputs. A solution has been

provided by several groups, which have made an effort to integrate these derived

databases into a single coherent protein signature resource. The integrated database

resources include MetaFam (Silverstein et al., 2001), iProClass (Wu et al., 2001),

CDD (Wheeler et al., 2001) and InterPro (Mulder et al., 2003).

MetaFam

MetaFam (Silverstein et al., 2001) is a protein family classification system that

automatically creates supersets of overlapping families from Blocksþ, DOMO, Pfam,

PIR-ALN, Prints, PROSITE, ProDom and SBASE using set theory to compare these

databases. In the first step MetaFam produces a non-redundant protein sequence set,

which is then used to determine protein sets for each family from the member

databases. A pairwise correspondence for each pair of families between two

databases is measured. When the intersection of two families from different databases

is more significant than any other family pairings then these two families form a

match. These ‘matches’, or two-way correspondences, are then clustered into super-

sets grouping related family pairs. Some families may not cover the whole protein

sequence, while others do, therefore some families may occur in multiple supersets.

The domain members of the superset are the unions of all members of the constituent

families. A set of reference domains, calculated using similar algorithms and

covering the total area, is provided for use in certain applications. In this way

MetaFam provides a method for functional classification of proteins, and has high

coverage due to the extensive list of databases included, but has limitations in the fact

that the procedure is automated and not manually curated by biologists.

iProClass

iProClass (Wu et al., 2001) links ProClass, PIR-ALN, PROSITE, Pfam and Blocks

into a single database providing family relationships and structural features of protein

sequences. ProClass is a protein family database that integrates PIR superfamilies and

PROSITE. iProClass is derived from protein sequences in PIR and Swiss-Prot, and is

organized into different components: the ClassSeQuence (CSQ), which describes the

protein sequence entries; the ClassSuperFamily (CSF), ClassDoMain (CDM) and

ClassMoTif (CMT), which define family relationships at the superfamily, domain and

motif levels, and the ClassFuNction (CFN) and ClassSTructure (CST), which

describe protein function and structure. iProClass provides an automatic means for

classifying proteins at all these different levels of information.
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CDD

CDD (Wheeler et al., 2001) is a database of domains derived from SMART, Pfam and

contributions from NCBI LOAD (Library Of Ancient Domains). CDD uses a reverse-

position BLAST algorithm to identify conserved domains in protein sequences.

Query sequences are compared with the resulting position-specific score matrix.

Each CDD entry provides a description of the protein family or domain and a

consensus reference sequence, with additional protein examples. Where possible 3D

structure information is provided, as well as options for launching applications for

creating alignments and sequence similarity searches. The Domain Architecture

Retrieval Tool (DART) provided within CDD facilitates identification of sequences

with the same domain architecture.

InterPro

InterPro (Mulder et al., 2003) integrates diagnostic protein signatures from PRO-

SITE, PRINTS, Pfam, ProDom, SMART and TIGRFAMs. Signatures from the

different databases that describe the same protein family, domain, repeat or post-

translational modification (PTM) are integrated into a single InterPro entry with a

unique InterPro accession number. The guidelines for integration are that the

signatures must overlap, at least in part, in position on the protein sequence; they

should have at least 75 per cent overlap in the protein match lists and they must all

describe the same biological entity, whether it be a family, domain etc. New

signatures from member databases are manually integrated by biologists using a

list of protein matches for the new signatures and a list of overlaps between new and

existing signatures. New signatures are either integrated into existing InterPro entries

or assigned unique InterPro accession numbers, following the guidelines described

above. Each InterPro entry (see Figure 3.1) is described by one or more signatures,

corresponding to a biologically meaningful family, domain, repeat or PTM. Two

types of relationship can exist between InterPro entries: the parent/child and contains/

found in relationships. Parent/child relationships are used to describe a common

ancestry between entries whereas the contains/found in relationship generally refers

to the presence of genetically mobile domains. The hits of all protein signatures in

InterPro against all Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL protein sequences are precomputed and

the matches are available for viewing in each InterPro entry in different formats,

including a match table, a detailed graphical view and a condensed graphical view.

The integrated resources all appear to have similar functions, but InterPro has the

advantage of being manually curated. A new project has been initiated to integrate

PIR superfamilies into InterPro, which will enhance its effectiveness as a powerful

protein classification system. Additional plans of InterPro include extending into the

field of protein structure by the incorporation of data from SCOP (Structural

Classification of Proteins, Lo Conte et al., 2002), CATH (Class, Architecture,

Topology, Homology, Pearl et al., 2002) and the PDB (Berman et al., 2000). These
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databases are derived from known protein structures, but can, through residue

mapping, be linked to protein sequences in Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL. Structure

information sheds more light on protein function and evolutionary relationships.

3.3 Discussion

Just as the protein sequence databases are primarily derived from nucleotide

sequence databases, so too a large number of protein and gene family databases,

clustering databases and protein signature databases are derived from the protein

sequence databases. Both the derived protein signature databases and the resources

that unite them rely on the quality of the protein sequence databases from which they

are derived. These derived databases are created for the purposes of aiding in

Figure 3.1 Example of an InterPro entry. The entry describes the kringle domain, which is

represented by signatures from ProDom, Pfam, Prints, Prosite and SMART
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elucidation of protein function or for organized storage and display of known

biological information, and each has made valuable contributions to the annotation

of newly sequenced genomes and large scale protein function prediction.

There is much inter-cooperation between the different resources either directly by

using the data, or indirectly by linking to other resources where appropriate. The

integrated resources such as InterPro, CDD, MetaFam and iProClass go even further

in cooperation by incorporating several derived databases into one, providing a ‘one-

stop shop’ for protein sequence, family and domain information. In so doing, a

feedback loop is formed to improve the quality of all the individual parts. Sequences

from Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL form the basis for the protein signature databases,

which, in turn, form the basis for InterPro. InterPro classifies Swiss-Prot and

TrEMBL proteins into protein families and domains, and in turn is used for the

automatic annotation of TrEMBL. Increased availability of annotation in the protein

sequence databases then provides more scope for protein family identification for

signature databases. The integration of protein signatures from different member

databases into InterPro entries also provides a method for quality assessment of each

method, and highlights where methods have drawbacks or lack representation.

Figure 3.2 Example of a proteome analysis entry. The entry shows some of the top 200

InterPro hits for the human proteome
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An example for an integrated resource that makes further use of data both from

sequence databases and from derived databases is the Proteome Analysis database

(Pruess et al., 2003). This resource provides comprehensive statistical analyses of the

predicted proteomes of fully sequenced organisms, thus aiming at overcoming

the lack of in vivo gathered knowledge about the functions of predicted proteins

(Figure 3.2 shows an example for the statistical analysis of Homo sapiens).

Complete proteome sets as well as functional annotation are derived directly from

Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL, whereas InterPro is used for the classification of proteins

and protein families in these proteomes, and the CluSTr database for the clustering of

proteins (see Figure 3.3). The InterPro analysis on complete proteomes in the

Proteome Analysis database also highlights the protein space that InterPro signatures

do not cover. Therefore, not only do derived databases provide the user with

biological information at different levels; they can also contribute to adding value

to the original data.
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4 Databanks of Macromolecular

Structure

H. J. Bernstein and F. C. Bernstein

Abstract
Structural databases are highly accessible, well indexed repositories of information

about the three-dimensional structures of biologically interesting molecules that play a

central role in the biological sciences. These databases make a large volume of experi-

mental data visible for observation with different viewing paradigms. They allow users

to pose questions and make an immediate start on verification of their hypotheses. We

review the history of structural databases, beginning with the Cambridge Crystallo-

graphic Data Centre Structural Data File (CSD) and the Brookhaven National Labora-

tory Protein Data Bank (PDB) and the many internet-driven secondary databases they

have spawned. Easy access to structural databases is a recent development. Changes in

database technology in the 1970s and 1980s made creation of such databases more

practical and the rise of the internet in the 1990s lowered the cost of making such

databases accessible. Questions of data uniformity, data validation, data annotation,

funding models, national and regional politics and changes in data distribution

technology have had a strong influence on how one is able to do science.

Keywords
structural biology, structural databases, crystallography, NMR, Protein Data Bank,

PDB, Cambridge Structural Data File, CSD, data validation, archives

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we review the history of structural databases, beginning with the

Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre Structural Data File (CSD) (Allen et al.,
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1973) and the Brookhaven National Laboratory Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Bernstein

et al., 1977) and the many internet-driven secondary databases they have spawned.

Questions of data uniformity, data validation, data annotation, funding models,

national and regional politics and changes in data distribution technology have had

a strong influence on how one is able to do science.

4.2 Background

Establishment of the CSD and the PDB

For many decades, crystallography was the only experimental technique able to

provide reliable information on the three-dimensional atomic structure of complex

molecules. Making the data from these experiments generally available was a

problem, especially as the number of solved structures grew at an ever increasing

rate. When the number of solved structures was small, it was practical for individual

scientists to extract published lists of atomic coordinates from journal articles or to

request paper tapes, punch cards or magnetic tapes from authors with interesting

structures, but by the 1960s it was clear that something better was needed. ‘The

Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre [(CCDC)] was established in 1965. . . to

undertake the compilation of a computerised database containing comprehensive data

for organic and metal-organic compounds studied by X-ray and neutron diffraction’

(CCDC history on Edubiotech web page). The CCDC began by transcribing

published lists of coordinates from publications. Typically the molecules handled

by the CCDC had at most a few tens of atoms.

For protein structures this is a far from optimal approach. Protein structures are

large, typically ranging in size from hundreds to many thousands of atoms.

Transcription from publications was likely to introduce many errors and introduce

delays in processing. It was better to request the data from the original authors in

machine-readable form. In addition, in those days, each protein structure might

require many months or years of attention from the authors, even after coordinates

had been generated. The Protein Data Bank was established at Brookhaven National

Laboratory in 1971 as an archive of macromolecular structural information. The PDB

dealt directly with the authors of the structures, often prior to publication of the

relevant journal articles.

Approaches to software for data access, data formats and funding

The CSD and the PDB differed in many other ways. The CSD was an integrated

software system centred around a database. Both the software and the database were

distributed on magnetic tape for people to use on their local computers. The deve-

lopers of the software had to be concerned with portability of the software across the
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multiple computer systems used by crystallographers, but they retained control of

the design of the retrieval software and a core suite of applications. On the other hand,

the PDB was an archive, rather than a database. Some software and the data were

distributed on magnetic tape, but the application development model was what would

now be called ‘open’, with users and software developers taking the data plus the

PDB format specification and creating software that would do useful things with PDB

entries.

The CSD had a large volume of data useful to a significant number of researchers

throughout the world, and it was feasible to recover all costs through usage fees

(especially national subscriptions). The PDB had a small number of large data sets of

critical value to a small number of researchers, and it was primarily funded through

US government grants. A small portion of the PDB funding was obtained from user

fees and from arrangements with centres in other countries.

The CSD had agreed internal formats (CSD, 1978). However, as noted by Hall and

McMahon (2004), there were many different formats in use for small molecule

crystallography and related fields. Each author could work with his or her data in any

appropriate internal format, and, for example, extract atomic coordinates for

presentation in a paper. The coordinates in that paper would then be extracted

from the paper for use in the CSD. (This inefficient heterogeneity of formats for small

molecule crystallography started to change in the 1990s with the adoption of CIF by

the International Union of Crystallography; see below.)

The PDB went through an early format change and then achieved a stable format

for more than two decades. The PDB depended on user deposition of data prior to

publication. The better a depositor conformed to PDB data format conventions, the

more efficiently the data could move from deposition to release.

The initial standard PDB format (PDB, 1974) was derived from the format used in

a popular refinement program of the day (Diamond, 1971) and had 132 character

records identified by the character strings in the first six columns. Starting in 1976 the

PDB spent more than a year (PDB, 1976a, 1976b, 1977) converting to an 80-column

format, which is still in use to this day, although with extensions to carry additional

information. (The choice of 80 or 132 columns was strongly influenced by the media

and hardware available at the time: 80-column punch card equipment and 132-

column printers using fan-fold paper.) Many independent programs were developed

using this 80-column format, and it has become the major standard for macromole-

cular software applications. Disciplines other than macromolecular crystallography

shared the small molecule penchant for multiple formats, even when using macro-

molecular structures.

In the early days of both CSD and PDB, the difference in funding models did not

lead to a significant difference in access to the data they held. The CCDC would

negotiate access fees with commercial firms and representatives of various countries.

The end users tended not to see much of this cost. In the United States, for example,

an end user would simply pay a modest fee for the tapes of each data release. The

PDB had direct government funding that covered the costs of processing the data, but

faced significant unfunded costs for the distribution of data on magnetic tape, and
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therefore also had to charge end users a modest fee for the tapes of each data release.

In recent years, however, the difference in funding models allowed a rapid transition

to on-line database access to the PDB data, while the move towards on-line access of

the CSD data has not gone as smoothly.

Data validation and annotation

From their inception, both the CSD and the PDB put in considerable effort trying to

establish a uniform representation for the data they handled, as well as a uniform

format. This did not meet with universal approval. The two major objections to such

modification to structural data is that it distorts the original presentation by the author

and delays access to the data. However, one must now applaud the wisdom of the

creators of the CSD and the PDB in resisting the pressure to lower their standards and

produce the data more quickly. The design of software, especially of database

software, is much simpler when the data to be processed are consistent, always

representing the same information in the same way. This is particularly important

with structural data that admit many different views of the same information. For

example, if one has an amino acid residue to which some atoms have been added,

should one present the residue as the original amino acid along with a supplemental

covalently bound ligand or should one define a new, modified residue to use in place

of the original amino acid? If each data set does not use the same presentation of the

same data, then comparisons and data mining become very difficult.

There are many challenges in annotation of data to achieve uniformity of

representation. Automated systems have much to contribute, but human guidance

and intervention is also essential. In normal crystallographic studies, multiple

alternative molecular conformations are averaged, resulting in what appears to be a

blurred image of the molecule with partially occupied ‘disordered’ atomic positions.

Consider the case of a structure with a disordered pair of atoms of the same atomic

type assuming three alternative overlapping conformations. For ease in refinement, a

depositor might fit the density with three atom sites, each with its own name, each

two-thirds occupied. An annotator, trying to achieve a uniform chemical view of all

the structures in a database, might argue for the more complex, but more ‘physical’,

representation with three pairs of atom sites, six sites in all, but using only two atom

names, each pair one-third occupied. As unusual situations are encountered, auto-

mated programs can and should be modified to deal with them, but it is most

important to preserve and record such annotation metadata to help both annotators

and software developers to make informed judgments about what to do when the next

unusual case arises.

The transition to database standards

Most of the early formats for sharing structural data were fixed-field, fixed-order

formats. The result was that adapting an application to a data format was simple if the
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processing flow of the application conformed to the fixed order of the data. When it

did not conform, programs became complicated using temporary files or large

amounts of memory. As files became larger with more complex and interdependent

data, it became clear that the cleanest solution was to base an application on an

internal database and to populate the database as the data were processed. When data

were to be written by an application, those data could be extracted from the database

in whatever order was required.

In the 1970s commercial database application support packages became commonly

available, and, more importantly, general agreement was reached to use the ‘rela-

tional database’ concepts of E.F. Codd (1970). Relational databases work with named

tables with self-identifying named columns of data and content-identified rows,

allowing software developers to free themselves from the fixed-field, fixed-order

conventions of common procedural programming languages, and to search through

complex data quickly and efficiently. By the late 1980s, database software was an

inexpensive ‘commodity’ item, and anyone with access to PDB data and an

interesting idea for a view of those data could create a database at reasonable cost.

The rise of the world wide web

Through the 1970s and the 1980s the costs of distributing data declined slowly. The

costs of computing fell and capacities rose. The ARPANET-based internet became

ubiquitous. Gradually the need to transfer data on magnetic tape was replaced by ftp

and gopher-hole access. By the late 1980s anyone who needed a PDB data set could

have access to it for whatever it cost them to access the internet. What was missing

was an easy way to decide which data sets it would be interesting to access. Database

queries could be triggered by email or gopher queries, but such mechanisms were

clumsy and unsatisfactory.

Tim Berners-Lee provided the missing link by designing the world wide web built

on top of the internet (Berners-Lee, 1989). Now a user can generate a database query

on-line by filling out a form on the web and obtain a list of appropriate data sets to

examine in seconds.

Distributed access to data

In the 1970s most structural data were distributed on magnetic tape. Because

international mails were slow, from very early on the PDB arranged for secondary

data distribution from the CCDC in Cambridge, UK, and from the University of

Tokyo in Japan (PDB, 1976b). In 1977, the PDB added CSIRO in Melbourne,

Australia, as a secondary data distribution centre. In 1979, the Japanese secondary

data distribution centre moved from the University of Tokyo to Osaka University.

During the late 1970s and early 1980s, due to the massive increase in air traffic, mail

between the United States and Europe improved. In 1986 secondary distribution of

the PDB on tape by CSD ended (PDB, 1986).
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In addition to tape distribution, the PDB was available ‘on line’ to a limited

community of people with remote access to BNL computers from the early 1970s

(Bernstein et al., 1974) and efforts were made to incorporate on-line access to both

the CSD and the PDB into the NIH/EPA Chemical Information System in the late

1970s (Heller, Milne and Feldmann, 1977; Andrews and Bernstein, 1979). In general,

distribution by both the PDB and the CSD was via magnetic tape in the early 1980s.

Users then gained access to the data by connections to their local computers.

By the late 1980s remote network access was commonly available, albeit slow by

modern standards. Connections between countries were particularly slow and over-

loaded. If on-line access was to be practical, it was necessary to create additional

on-line access points throughout the world, so called ‘mirror sites’.z A peak of 22

secondary distribution sites for the PDB was reached in mid-1994 (PDB, 1994), at

which time the improved performance of the internet was starting to reduce the need

for mirror sites. The PDB started to run a web site, a much more convenient mode of

operation and much less prone to congestion than ftp sites. This was the beginning of

the end of the need for large numbers of formal mirror sites. Formal and informal

mirror sites still exist, but they now provide convenient alternative access, rather than

being a necessity. At the same time the increasing bandwidth of the internet and the

ease of use of new unix-based system software allowed many informal PDB mirror

sites to be created around the world, and for those mirror sites to spawn value-added

PDB-based databases.

4.3 Archival Structural Databases Now

The two original archival structural databases, CSD and PDB, have been joined by

the Nucleic Acid Database (NDB) (Berman et al., 1992). The CSD remains at CCDC

in Cambridge, UK, but in 1998 the PDB moved from Brookhaven National

Laboratory to the Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB).

For all three databases, both data ingestion and data distribution have become more

efficient.

During the 1990s small molecule crystallography became a routine analytical tool,

creating an ever-increasing flow of solved structures. A highly automated publication

and deposition process based on a well defined ontology and the Crystallographic

Information File (CIF) format (Hall, Allen and Brown, 1991) was established. Small-

molecule structures moved quickly and efficiently through this system. The success of

the various genome sequencing projects created a popular expectation of a similarly

rapid growth in the rate of solution, deposition and publication of macromolecular

structures as a consequence of high throughput structure solution in the so-called

‘structural genomics’ project (Burley and Bonanno, 2004).

zPlease note that the concept of a miror site predates the existence of the world wide web, and can be applied to

ftp sites, gopher holes, databases, web sites and many other on-line data compendia.
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It is now clear that the pioneers in high throughput structure determination

underestimated the difficulty of the task they faced. Early efforts focused on

so-called ‘low hanging fruit’, structures that could be solved quickly, but consistently

high yields have not yet been achieved. One must recall that, in any flow through a

system, the capacity of the system is determined by the capacity of the narrowest

bottleneck (Elias, Feinstein and Shannon, 1956; Ford and Fulkerson, 1956). As of this

writing, the only stages of high throughput structure determination not faced with

serious bottlenecks are the computational aspects of crystallography, showing the

results of many decades of concerted effort.

The perception in the mid-1990s of an approaching flood of macromolecular

structural data led to intense discussions about the need for highly automated

structure deposition and a reduction on human involvement in deposition and

processing.

In the early 1990s, the PDB had offered an email list server, general on-line access

to its data from an anonymous ftp server and uploads of data via ftp as an alternative

to submission of data on magnetic tape (PDB, 1991). Many of the PDB’s commu-

nications with depositors had already been done via email, but electronic submission

of the data removed a significant bottleneck from the processing flow. It also raised

expectations as to how quickly data would be made available to the community.

Experiments were made with so-called ‘pre-release’ of partially processed data, but

for structural genomics and drug design the real need was for rapid release of fully

processed entries. CSD was buffered from similar pressure by working mainly after

the fact of publication, but the 1990s was a time of rising expectations for the

PDB, and the perception of a failure to meet those expectations. There was an

expectation of immediate access to all data fully integrated into on-line accessible

databases. The PDB went through a series of management changes in the 1990s,

including two hotly contested funding competitions, the second of which the BNL

group lost to RCSB.

The BNL PDB produced a deposition system called AutoDep (Lin et al., 2000)

(descendants of which are still available), which was replaced at RCSB by a more

robust CIF-based system called ADIT (Berman et al., 2000). The current rate of

deposition is several thousand structures per year (not the predicted tens of thousands

of structures per year) and this fortunate turn of events has allowed powerful

automated deposition and validation software to be coupled with detailed human

examination of the data, helping to maintain reasonable standards of quality.

Issues of division of labour, timely local support and regional pride have led to the

creation of a distributed data deposition system. European and Japanese depositors

have had the option of using deposition sites in their time zones for several years.

Depositors of nucleic acid structures have had the option of sending their data to the

NDB. This adds another dimension of stratification of annotation styles to the natural

stratification imposed by the simple passage of time. Therefore, the central archive

has to be concerned with a continuing effort at achieving data uniformity by

reviewing and, if necessary, revising and updating the data it provides (RCSB PDB

uniformity web page).
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Cambridge structural database (CSD)

The CSD is the primary world depository for the three-dimensional structures of

small molecules. These structures are distributed along with database and visualiza-

tion software in forms suitable for loading onto local host machines. In some areas,

local versions are made available to large network communities, but the subscription-

based funding model of the CSD has not admitted general free web-based access to

the full structural data.

In recent years, however, CCDC has provided increasing numbers of data on the

internet. Since 2002, it has been possible to make an internet request for any specific

data deposition for which the user has a literature citation and CCDC deposition

number (CCDC request web page). In addition, the Relibase database (see below)

allows on-line searching of protein-ligand complexes.

The CSD plays a definitive role in supplying the biological research community

with structures of small molecules, both as independent entities and as templates for

ligands and for polymeric residues. The deposition of structural data for small

molecules is increasingly handled on-line, and primarily uses CIF.

World wide protein data bank (wwPDB)

The PDB is the primary world depository for the three-dimensional structures of

macromolecules. Most deposition is done on the web, primarily to the RCSB

deposition site at Rutgers. Some depositions are done to sites in the UK (MSD/

ePDB) and Japan (PDBj). A single archive of annotated data is managed at RCSB.

Mirror sites are available worldwide. The major international collaborations between

RCSB, MSD/ePDB and PDBj have been formalized in the wwPDB Charter Agree-

ment (wwPDB charter web page).

The RCSB is a consortium of the Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology

at Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey, the San Diego Supercomputer Center

(SDSC) at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) and the Center for

Advanced Research in Biotechnology (CARB) at the National Institute of Standards

and Technology (NIST) (Berman et al., 2000). The Department of Biochemistry at

the University of Wisconsin has joined the RCSB. The RCSB group at Rutgers

manages the PDB, the NDB and TargetDB, a database of target sequences used to

help coordinate the structural genomics efforts. The RCSB group at SDSC maintains

a database of obsolete structures that is used in historical reviews of entries, a

structural homology database and a protein kinase resource. The RCSB group at

CARB-NIST maintains a Biological Macromolecule Crystallization Database

(BMCD). The RCSB group at the University of Wisconsin maintains the BioMag-

ResBank, an archive of NMR experimental data.

Collectively, the RCSB provides the central PDB data repository. Other groups

contribute to the deposition and annotation effort, but the RCSB has sole ‘write-

access’ for the publicly distributed archive, in order to help reduce the chances of
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creation of divergent versions of the archive. Within the RCSB, the primary focus of

the annotation effort is at Rutgers.

‘The European Bioinformatics Institute [(EBI)] is a non-profit academic organisa-

tion that forms part of the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL). . . . The

roots of the EBI lie in the EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Data Library, which was

established in 1980 at the EMBL laboratories in Heidelberg, Germany and was the

world’s first nucleotide sequence database. The original goal was to establish a

central computer database of DNA sequences, rather than have scientists submit

sequences to journals. What began as a modest task of abstracting information from

literature, soon became a major database activity with direct electronic submissions

of data and the need for highly skilled informatics staff. The task grew in scale with

the start of the genome projects, . . . There was also a need for research and

development to provide services, to collaborate with global partners to support the

project, and to provide assistance to industry. To this end, in 1992, the EMBL Council

voted to establish the European Bioinformatics Institute and to locate it at the

Wellcome Trust Genome Campus in the United Kingdom [at Hinxton, south of

Cambridge] where it would be in close proximity to the major sequencing efforts at

the Sanger Institute and RFCGR. From 1992 through to 1995, a gradual transition of

the activities in Heidelberg took place, till in September 1995 the EBI occupied its

current location on the Wellcome Trust Genome Campus’ (EBI about web page).

EBI uses an updated version of BNL’s AUTODEP software to accept deposition of

data and forwards processed entries to RCSB for inclusion in the archive.

The Protein Data Bank Japan (PDBj) is part of the Japanese National Project on

Protein Structural and Functional Analyses to ‘study both structures and functions of

proteins in a selected target of biological systems’ (PDBj NPPSFA web page).

The PDBj ‘maintains the database for protein structures with financial assistance

from the Institute for Bioinformatics research and Development of Japan Science and

Technology Corporation (BIRD-JST)’ collaborating with RCSB and EBI.

The PDBj accepts depositions from depositors in Asia and Oceania using the

RCSB ADIT software and forwards the processed entries to RCSB for inclusion in

the PDB archive.

Nucleic acid database (NDB)

The Nucleic Acid Database (NDB) was first made publicly available in late 1989 as a

‘database of bibliographic references and crystallographic coordinates of oligonu-

cleotides with two or more bases. . . [with an] interactive query program NDB. . . set

up to run on [local] computers. . .’ (PDB, 1989).

The Nucleic Acid Database (NDB) was established as a distinct facility in late

1991 and began releasing data in early 1992 (NDB, 1991). Until the NDB was

established, deposition of DNAs and RNAs was divided between the CSD and the

PDB on the basis of size or the desires of the depositors. At its inception, the NDB

took data from the PDB and from the literature and organized it into a database. Later,
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the NDB assumed responsibility for annotation of data as it came from depositors and

sent their processed data to the PDB.

The creation of the NDB was intended to improve the uniformity of representation

of the data in its own domain. The NDB also was a leader in efforts to improve the

match between the PDB archival format and the demands of modern relational

databases. In particular, the NDB was an early leader in the effort to create a

macromolecular version of the Crystallographic Information File (mmCIF) and is still

the home of the mmCIF effort.

The NDB proposed and implemented a much finer grained description of

information about the experimental context of crystallographic experiments than

was then the case for the PDB format. The PDB formalized changes to the

‘REMARK’ records of the PDB format to carry similar information in an extended

version of the PDB format, and added supplemental record types. Efforts are

underway at the PDB to obtain this detailed information for the older PDB entries,

starting by making the ‘remediated mmCIF files’ available.

CIF and mmCIF

Internally the PDB maintains the detailed information about structures in mmCIF

(Bourne et al., 1997), the macromolecular version of the Crystallographic Informa-

tion File, and uses extensions to mmCIF to maintain metadata about the processing of

entries. The mmCIF data sets differ from the fixed field PDB data sets in format and,

in some ways, in content. mmCIF provides a more detailed, database-oriented view of

the information in a data set. The same information may be presented in different

orders and with different spacing in equivalent mmCIF files. Rather than identifying

data in major blocks, as is the practice in the fixed field PDB format, data are

identified item by item.

One may appreciate the differences in style between the fixed field PDB format and

mmCIF format by comparing the crystallographic cell information for the entry

3CRO (Hendrickson and Teeter, 1981; Teeter, 1984). The fixed field PDB format

presents the cell information as a single ‘CRYST1’ record:

CRYST1 40.960 18.650 22.520 90.00 90.77 90.00 P 21 2

In mmCIF format, the same information is given field by field, with an identifying tag

for each field:

_cell.entry_id 1CRN
_cell.length_a 40.960
_cell.length_b 18.650
_cell.length_c 22.520
_cell.angle_alpha 90.00
_cell.angle_beta 90.77
_cell.angle_gamma 90.00
_cell.Z_PDB 2
_symmetry.space_group_name_H-M ‘P 1 21 1’
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PDB entries have been released in both the fixed field PDB format and in mmCIF

format since 1996 (Bernstein, Bernstein and Bourne, 1998). The original mmCIF

releases were based on the PDB format entries. Recently the PDB has made truly

native CIF entries based on their internal extension dictionary available (RCSB PDB

(2003q3) new features). These entries include detailed information not yet made

available in the fixed field PDB format data sets.

4.4 Contextual Databases

Much of the value of structural data comes when it is placed in the context of related

experimental, chemical, biological and bibliographic information. The CSD is

effectively a contextual database for ligand and residue chemical information needed

for the PDB. The PDB archives experimental structure factor information for PDB

entries resulting from crystallographic experiments. The BioMagResBank archives

the experimental data for PDB entries resulting from NMR experiments. For any

given structural data set there may be entries in many other databases that should be

cited for context.

Contextual coverage of deposited structures is not uniform. While there is now

wide acceptance of the importance of deposition of structural coordinates, experi-

mental data have not always been made available. As of the summer of 2003,

structure factors were available for only half the crystallographically determined

coordinate files in the PDB (RCSB PDB (2003q2) structure factor data). As of

December 2003, the situation had not improved significantly (Uppsala Electron

Density Server update).

When full experimental data are available one can attempt to reproduce the original

structure solution to gain confidence in its accuracy and, as better solution and

refinement methods become available, perhaps even to obtain more accurate structure

solutions from the original data. The authors of this chapter join in the call for the

deposition of experimental data.

Sequence databases

The first major effort at the creation of a sequence database was the work of Margaret

Dayhoff and her coworkers (Dayhoff et al., 1965, 1978) at Georgetown University

Medical Center. With the rise of the internet many other sequence databases were

created.

The major sequence databases are discussed in their own right in Chapter 2. PDB

data sets may have links to Blocks (Henikoff et al., 2000), the EMBL nucleotide

sequence database (EMBL-bank) (Baker et al., 2003), GenBank (Benson et al.,

2003), the Genome Database (GDB) (Talbot and Cuticchia, 1999), the Protein

Identification Resource (PIR) (Wu et al., 2003), Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL (Bairoch

and Apweiler, 2000). Swiss-Prot with the translations from EMBL-bank is the most

common sequence reference.
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PDB entries may also have links to ProSite (Sigrist et al., 2002) for relevant motifs.

Prosite uses similarities in sequences to group proteins into families. Prosite identifies

‘biologically significant sites, patterns and profiles’.

Users of the PDB should be aware that the structures given do not necessarily agree

precisely with the cited sequences. Any differences known at the time of annotation

of the entry are documented in the entries. Older entries may not have current

information. A crystallographic experiment may result in identification of residues

different from those assumed in the reference sequences, portions of chains may not

be observed, mutations may have been made, or changes may have been made in the

sequence to achieve observable density.

BioMagResBank (BMRB)

The BioMagResBank (BMRB) ‘database contains NMR chemical shifts derived from

proteins and peptides, reference data, amino acid sequence information, and data

describing the source of the protein and the conditions used to study the protein. In

constructing the database, proteins and larger peptides have been given priority. Shift

assignments for hemes, cofactors, and substrates of a protein are also included, when

they are reported as part of a complex’ (Seavey et al., 1991).

The BMRB serves as the repository for experimental data for the NMR coordinate

entries in the PDB (BMRB web page).

Biological macromolecule crystallization database (BMCD)

The Biological Macromolecule Crystallization Database (BMCD) ‘contains crystal

data and the crystallization conditions, which have been compiled from literature’

(Gilliland et al., 1994). It also holds data from NASA on crystallization in

microgravity conditions. The data on crystallization conditions are contextual data

of critical importance for high throughput structural determination.

4.5 Derived Structural Data Databases

With the improvements in performance of the internet and in computing speed,

communications and computational resources are no longer barriers to creating

databases derived from the PDB and other archival databases. There are many

production systems and many experimental systems, and many more can be expected

in the future. The RCSB (RCSB database list), EBI (EBI services web page), and

NCBI (NCBI cross-database search page) provide extensive lists of searchable

databases, and web searches (see e.g. the Google web page) will yield other

resources. The following are examples.
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Protein fold classification

Some of the derived databases focus on organizing proteins into groups according to

similarities in their secondary structures.

The Distance Matrix Alignment (Dali) Fold Classification Database (Holm and

Sander, 1994, 1996) provides a mapping of similarity of folding patterns from the

PDB, organizing the known proteins into a tree of fold families. The Dali search

engine keeps the database updated and is available to use to compare a probe

structure to the PDB (Dali web page).

The Structure Classification of Proteins (SCOP) Database (Murzin et al., 1995;

Conte et al., 2002) uses the PDB structural data to classify fold families of proteins

and tries to illuminate evolutionary relationships. ‘Nearly all proteins have structural

similarities with other proteins and, in some of these cases, share a common

evolutionary origin. The SCOP database, created by manual inspection and abetted

by a battery of automated methods, aims to provide a detailed and comprehensive

description of the structural and evolutionary relationships between all proteins

whose structure is known. As such, it provides a broad survey of all known protein

folds, detailed information about the close relatives of any particular protein, and a

framework for future research and classification’ (SCOP web page).

The Class, Architecture, Topology and Homologous superfamily (CATH) Database

(Orengo et al., 1997; Pearl et al., 2000) classifies protein structures by a combination

of automatic and manual techniques. ‘Class, derived from secondary structure

content, is assigned for more than 90% of protein structures automatically. Archi-

tecture, which describes the gross orientation of secondary structures, independent of

connectivities, is currently assigned manually. The topology level clusters structures

according to their toplogical connections and numbers of secondary structures. The

homologous superfamilies cluster proteins with highly similar structures and func-

tions. The assignments of structures to toplogy families and homologous super-

families are made by sequence and structure comparisons’ (CATH web page).

Other derived structural data

Other derived data databases extract significant interaction information or look for

other levels of classification and similarity.

Relibase (Hendlich et al., 2003) is a database of protein–ligand interactions. It can

be probed by 2D substructure and 3D protein–ligand structure (Relibase web page).

Relibase is free and web accessible. An enhanced version, Relibaseþ, is not free.

The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) of the U.S. National

Library of Medicine maintains access to 19 bioinformatics databases and other tools

in the Entrez system (NCBI Entrez web page). Among these databases are the Vector

Alignment Search Tool (VAST), Conserved Domain Database (CDD) and Molecular

Model Database (MMDB). The MMDB (Ohkawa, Ostell and Bryant, 1995) provides

a searchable view of the experimentally determined structures in the PDB. ‘Protein
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sequences from MMDB are extracted and available in the Entrez protein sequence

database. They are linked to the 3D structures; therefore, it is possible to determine

whether a protein sequence in Entrez has homologs among known structures by

examining its ‘‘Related Sequences’’ or ‘‘Protein Neighbors’’ and checking whether

this set has any ‘‘Structure Links’’’ (NCBI MMDB web page).

The asymmetric unit seen in crystallographic structural studies may or may not be

the biologically active form of a molecule. The Protein Quaternary Structure

Database (PQS) (Henrick, 1998) generates the biologically active multimers from

PDB entries. The algorithm is based on the PDB entries, plus processing, plus human

analysis.

For PDB entries prior to 1999, the depositors may not have provided information

on the biologically active form and PQS can be very helpful in determining the

biologically active form of an entry. For later entries, information on the biologically

active form has been requested from the depositors. In some cases, the biologically

active form of a molecule cannot be provided, either by the author, or by the PDB or

by the PQS, because the biologically active form and perhaps even the function of the

molecule is not known.

4.6 Summary and View of the Future

Molecular biology is an empirical science. ‘Empirical science characteristically

begins with some observation, which prompts the observer to ask a question. The

new question is then subjected to some kind of verification. . .’ (Valiela, 2001).

Structural databases are highly accessible, well indexed repositories of information

about the three-dimensional structures of biologically interesting molecules that play

a central role in this process. These databases make a large volume of experimental

data visible for observation with different viewing paradigms. They allow users to

pose questions and make an immediate start on verification of their hypotheses.

Easy access to structural databases is a recent development. Changes in database

technology in the 1970s and 1980s made creation of such databases more practical

and the rise of the internet in the 1990s lowered the cost of making such databases

accessible.

The study of biological processes at the molecular level continues to grow and will

produce increasing volumes of important data. The increasing ease and decreasing

cost of creation and dissemination of data on the internet will encourage the

establishment and maintenance of multiple databases providing differing views of

this data enhanced in new ways. Some of these databases will be very specialized;

some will be very general. The challenge one will face is to provide effective links

among these databases, dealing with the highly dynamic nature of some of the data in

a way that avoids stale links, and coping with the transient nature of web pages.

The value of these derived databases will depend on the continued production of

high quality data by the structural databases. Long term, stable funding must be
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assured for the structural databases using a model which encourages widespread

on-line dissemination of data of very high quality and consistency.
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5 Gene Expression Databases

H. Parkinson

Abstract
The study of gene expression is now an achievable goal for biologists.

However, the complexity and diversity of the experimental processes used present

significant challenges for scientists. In addition to the purely technical problems, in

order to make data comparable within and between communities bench biologists must

also manage their data, describe it adequately and, in order to publish, may need to

comply with community standards such as MIAME.

Here we discuss standardization for microarray experiments, meta-data description,

data management and quality assurance. These issues are discussed with examples from

the microarray gene expression and other communities.

Keywords
microarray, standards, database, ArrayExpress, MIAME, functional genomics,

ontology

5.1 Introduction

Advances in technology and the completion of several eukaryotic genomes have

presented biologists with a new range of experimental possibilities in addition to

traditional gene-by-gene and one post-doc–one gene approaches. With these oppor-

tunities come the practical problems of complex experimental design, large scale data

analysis and data storage: proteomics and transcriptomics data are not interpretable

without detailed protocols and sample information. Biological databases now face the
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challenges of storing these new data types and integrating huge new datasets with

existing resources.

The long established model organism databases provide vital information on genes

and sequences, serve species and domain specific data and provide literature curation

services. They are an invaluable resource for the bench biologist, but do not provide a

local solution to data management and annotation problems for individual biologists.

The scale of functional genomics experiments means that the gene model used by

species specific databases may not be the most appropriate for storing large scale

transcript level data. It should also be recognized that the use of transcriptomics by

clinicians and toxicologists for organisms of biological interest, where these are not

the subject of model-organism database, creates a data storage problem for commu-

nities that may not have any experience in dealing even with sequence data.

Transcriptomic, and specifically microarray data present analysis problems for

some scientists who have little training in statistical analysis and who often have

no local bioinformatic resources.

Microarray technology is now financially within reach of even very small groups,

but commercial database solutions are expensive and the problem of data comparison

has not been helped by the existence of multiple data formats. Public data are often

dispersed among journal and laboratory websites, and are often lacking in basic

sample information. This information is essential for interpretation, but requires some

effort to find it, and import it into local databases. Analysis is complicated by the fact

that even in relatively well understood systems like yeast we still do not have a

complete ‘parts list’ – that is a complete list of genes, gene products and functions.

Therefore, preservation of data for reanalysis when the parts lists are complete, or at

least extended, seems prudent.

There are three hurdles for the biologist to jump when interpreting public-domain

microarray data. To what genes do the spots correspond? What samples were used

and how were they treated? What statistical analysis was performed on the data

files to produce biological conclusions? It is also desirable that data from high-

throughput experiments should be integrated with the existing databases to provide a

common discovery platform for scientists. This is a huge challenge for bioinforma-

ticians, and we are still some way from fully integrated queries running across

multiple databases.

This is partly because this is an active area of research in bioinformatics, and partly

because a unified solution may not meet all the needs of prospective users. Journals,

local analysis systems and databases (LIMS) and public repositories have overlapping

needs and interests. Cooperation between these groups is necessary to produce useful

solutions for all. This will also result in a resource saving. Journals should not need to

archive on a website all material relating to a publication; rather it should be in a

repository in a common format. The solutions of data storage and annotation

problems are likely to be expensive and users will require training to use them.

The rewards for the researcher come once they have a common discovery platform

and clean data for analysis.
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5.2 What Do We Mean by Microarray Gene
Expression Data?

Microarray gene expression experiments allow biologists to make a snapshot of the

transcriptional state in a given tissue culture or even a single cell. The various

methodologies for this technology provide us with information about amounts of

transcript by measuring hybridization to sequences on an array. However, how the

data are reported depends upon the technology used to generate them.

There are two main technologies used in microarray experiments: (1) ‘two colour’

or ‘two channel’ experiments in which two nucleic acid (usually RNA) samples are

extracted from samples of interest, differentially labelled, typically with fluorescent

dyes Cy3 and Cy5; (2) alternatively, single channel platforms report gene expression

data in a single sample. In both case samples are hybridized to an array, usually on a

glass slide, on which the sequences of interest are spotted. These ‘probes’ may be

generated by PCR from cDNA clones; oligonucleotide arrays use synthetic ‘long’

oligonucleotides, and photolithographic arrays such as those generated by Affymetrix

synthesize ‘short’ 25-mer oligonucleotides in situ.

In the case of two colour arrays the differentially labelled samples are hybridized to

the same array and the array is then scanned at the two wavelengths at which the

labels fluoresce. The data are typically reported as ‘heat maps’ using a red/green

colour scheme. If both samples contain a given sequence in equal amounts the colour

is represented as yellow; if one or the other labels is in excess the dye in excess is

represented either as red or green. Typically the ratio of the signal in the two channels

is measured and the data are reported as a matrix.

The Affymetrix system is slightly different as a single sample is extracted,

biotinylated and hybridized to a single array. Each gene on an Affymetrix array is

represented by a set of probes. Each probe consists of a pair of oligonuclotides, a

perfect match (PM) and a mismatch (MM) oligonucleotide and the intensities of each

oligonucleotide are measured and the intenstity of the MM oligo is subtracted from

the intensity of the PM oligo to provide an ‘average difference value’. Details of the

Affymetrix system can be found at their website, http://www.affymetrix.com/support/

technical/whitepapers.affx

5.3 Data Complexity

Gene expression experiments are necessarily complex, and generate both numeric

data – in the form of gene expression values – and meta-data, which describe how

that value was obtained. (Meta-data simply means data about data.)

In order to support the types of query that biologists want to ask of their data

(whether stored locally or externally in a database), the meta-data relating to gene
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expression values themselves need to be recorded. For example, the query ‘show me

the top 10 up-regulated genes in organism x, treated with compound y’ requires that

all the data on genes, organism and compound treatments are stored. For such a query

to run efficiently in a database that contains millions of rows, the text values need to

be constrained. The likely follow-up query, ‘show me information on sequence and

annotation of my gene list’, requires either that links are made to external databases,

or that these data are held locally within the gene expression database or file which is

being analysed. As sequence and gene annotation data are typically in flux,

considerable efforts are required to update the data to obtain accurate analysis.

This is a non-trivial task as the arrays can contain sequences representing �30 000

genes, and this number is rising all the time as technology develops.

Different types of data need to be stored about both the samples used and the

sequences (genes) on the array. Many meta-data are in free text format and are

context or domain dependent, e.g. relating to a sequence present on the array, some

treatment or characteristic of the biological sample that was used in the experiment,

the technology type or the mathematical transformation that produced the data. While

humans are well equipped for free text processing, there are huge computational costs

in searching free text. If free text is constructed independently by a large number of

humans, the results are likely to have many errors and inconsistencies. Typographical

errors, synonyms and abbreviations all confound computational queries but are

processed effectively by humans.

The natural language processing community is now expending a great deal of

effort to process resources such as Medline abstracts to extract information, e.g.

about protein interaction. However, natural language processing never performs as

well as an expert human, and is limited by the format, volume and content of

data. Medline abstracts may just not contain information about protein interaction,

even if it is expressed elsewhere in the paper (Blaschke, Hirschman and Valencia,

2002). In addition to the problems of meta data as free text, the data files for gene

expression experiments can be huge – megabytes or gigabytes – as there may be

multiple measurements corresponding to each sequence on the array, and the data

are transformed many times as duplicate sequences are resolved, averaging is

performed across biological replicates and normalization and clustering are per-

formed.

The extent of the problems with microarray data has been widely recognized. The

result was the establishment of the Microarray Gene Expression Database (MGED)

Society in 1999 (www.mged.org). MGED provides a forum for those interested in the

problems of microarray data storage, exchange, analysis and annotation. Four

working groups were set up to address the development of a standard for data

description, creation of a common terminology for data annotation, methods for data

processing, and development of a database model for data storage and a format for

data exchange. Many founder members of MGED represent groups that generate or

analyse large numbers of data and therefore had a pressing problem and the most to

gain by working cooperatively. The first achievement of MGED was the development

of a standard for microarray data.
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5.4 Minimum Information About a Microarray
Experiment (MIAME)

MIAME addresses all parts of a microarray gene expression experiment and the goal

of the developers ‘. . . is to establish a standard for recording and reporting micro-

array gene expression data which will in turn facilitate the establishment of databases

and public repositories and enable the development of analysis tools’. The draft

standard was published in 2001 (Brazma et al., 2001) and has been widely adopted by

data producers and array and software manufacturers. It should be noted that while

MIAME addresses what should be reported about a microarray experiment it makes

no recommendations about what format data should be stored or exchanged in.

MIAME divides a microarray experiment into six component parts: experiment,

sample, hybridization, array, data and normalization. This is represented schematic-

ally in Figure 5.1. MIAME makes recommendations about what information should

be provided, if data are made public. Some relevant information is contained in

existing resources, such as those relating to the sequences of reporters (probes) on the

array, publication details and certain sample data; for some of these it is considered

sufficient to reference existing resources. These are shown in Figure 5.1.

Some of the important MIAME terms have specific meanings that may differ from

those commonly used in the laboratory. (A full glossary for MIAME and MAGE-OM

can be found at http://www.mged.org/Workgroups/MIAME/miame_glossary.html).

Experiment

An experiment is considered to be a group of biologically related hybridizations.

An experiment is therefore the ‘container’ for samples, hybridizations, arrays,

experiment

hybridization array
gene

(e.g. GENBANK)sample
source

(e.g. taxonomy)

normalization data

external links
publications

(e.g. PubMed)

Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of MIAME concepts. Reproduced with permission

from Nature
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normalization and data. Experiments should be uniquely identified, described simply

in a single sentence. A free text full description of the experiment may also be

provided. Separating all the things that happen during an experiment from the

experimental design and key parameters is needed when querying data. For example,

a series of hybridizations within a time course experiment are related by sampling

interval, for instance, 1 h, 2 h etc.

The author or submitter of the experiment should be named along with appropriate

contact details. Lastly, details of the quality control measures that were taken are

required. For example, if biological or technical replicate hybridizations were

performed, this should be recorded. The practical outcome of recording this data is

that the reader can easily identify the rationale for and design of the experiment,

identify critical variables and the constituent parts of the experiment, without having

to know a great deal of detail about the experiment itself. Often such information is

dispersed throughout publications, or omitted entirely. Needless to say, this makes

interpretation of the results difficult.

Array design

The array design component describes the number of arrays used, their respective

layout and the technology or platform used. Detailed information is also required

on genes represented on the array. As already discussed, gene lists can be in-

complete and in flux; therefore, it is critical that gene level information and details

of each reporter (probe) located on the array should be provided. It is essential

to ensure that in case of instability in gene lists, there is enough information to

remap each sequence on the array. This information could be in the form of the

sequence itself or at the very least links to a primary sequence database such as

DDBJ/EMBL/Genbank. In cases where cDNA clones are used as templates for PCR

reactions primer sequences and clone identifiers should also be supplied to allow

others to reproduce the experiment or to make meaningful comparisons. This is a

critical part of MIAME given the known problems with cDNA clones. Some

researchers consider it necessary to re-sequence and consequently to re-annotate all

clones used in the generation of cDNA arrays. Clone providers now provide

mechanisms for reporting problems with clones and many laboratories are moving

to long (typically �70-mer) oligonucleotide arrays to avoid problems inherent to

cDNA arrays.

Samples

The sample is the material from which nucleic acid is obtained. Descriptors of the

source material include those intrinsic to the material before the experiment. For

example, if a breast cancer sample is used, appropriate descriptors could include

species, tissue, disease state etc. Experimental treatments are also described; for

example, if the breast cancer sample were subsequently cultured in vitro and treated
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with a compound, then these treatments should be described. Finally all steps of

the microarray experiment are described: nucleic acid extraction, labelling and

hybridization etc. These steps are often invariant within a single experiment or

laboratory and are consequently easy to describe. It is harder to annotate properties of

the sample and sample treatments, which are far more variable. The MGED ontology

(Stoeckert and Parkinson, 2002) was initially developed to describe this part of the

experiment in a controlled way. It is outside the scope of MIAME itself and will be

addressed separately. Details of what should be described for different types of

microarray experiment are also beyond the scope of MIAME. However, some

communities are extending MIAME for specific domains and organisms.

Hybridizations

MIAME requires that the technical details of the hybridization conditions be

described and that certain parameters, for example hybridization time, temperature

and solution should be described.

Measurements

Measurements refer to the numeric data, often stored as a matrix in which samples are

the columns and genes are the rows. Many published experiments contain only a gene

list obtained by some clustering method. Format is also a problem. Affymetrix has its

own format and many journals supply only a pdf file.

In order to address this lack of disclosure of the measurement data MIAME

requires that all stages of the data generation be provided. This includes the

processing of image data, to ‘raw data’ and finally details of the data processing

that produced what is often referred to as the final gene expression data matrix and is

often the basis of a publication. In addition to the data derived from the image itself,

details of the scanner and image acquisition software used must also be supplied, as

must details of quantitation type – mean, median etc. for each column of data.

MIAME requires this level of detail, as reanalysis of data matrices is only possible if

quantitation types are supplied. This is particularly true in cases when non-standard

image analysis systems are being used. For example, if user-generated software is

used MIAME does not dictate the format, requiring only that adequate description

should be provided. It is desirable that quality indicators are provided for each data

point and many commercial systems now support this.

It should be noted that although the MIAME publication refers to deposition of

images in any of the current image formats (tiff, gif etc.) corresponding to each array,

the public repositories do not necessarily require image submission before assigning

an accession number. The main reason for this deviation is the storage costs of image

data and the computational resources required to serve images in real time. It is stated

that the requirement for image deposition may be ‘revisited’. In practice individual
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experimenters store their own image files and commonly these are not made publicly

available.

Normalization

The final matrix of genes and values is likely to be generated through a series of data

processing and data transformation steps. The data processing steps preceding

clustering or other analysis are commonly referred to as normalization. Normal-

ization is required to adjust for variation within a single array, such as that introduced

by printing the array. There is also variation that derives from actually performing the

experiment, such as the differences in labelling efficiencies in two colour systems, or

differences between replicate hybridizations. MIAME makes no recommendations on

what normalization method is used for a given data set, but the chosen method should

be reported in sufficient detail to be comprehensible. Details of spikes, so-called

housekeeping gene sets and whether all genes were used to normalize the data are

also required in this section.

Conclusion

Taken in small sections MIAME appears to be an exacting standard for the

average bench biologist. However, it is important to remember that the experimenter

already has all this information. Now that fewer experimenters are generating their

own arrays, much of the information required by MIAME is supplied by the

microarray facility, the array manufacturer, the scanner manufacturer and suppliers

of kits used, e.g. for nucleic acid extraction. Many of the standard protocols and

academic array designs are already present in the public repositories and can simply

be cited, leaving the biologist to provide details of the experiment design and the

samples. An inherent advantage in storing array designs centrally is that they can be

comprehensibly reannotated, as annotation in the underlying sequence databases

changes.

5.5 Journals and MIAME

An increasing number of journals now require MIAME-compliant data as a condition

for publication. (A list can be found at www.mged.org.) Several of the high impact

factor journals, such as Cell and Nature, require not only that the data are MIAME

compliant, but that the data also be publicly available in one of the public repositories

(see 5.11). Standards do not exist in isolation and the take-up of MIAME by the

journals, funding bodies and manufacturers has been critical for its success. Indeed,

other communities are now adapting the MIAME standards for microarray
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experiments where specific domains are addressed. These include the MIAME-Env

and MIAME-Tox projects, which are developing standards for the toxicogenomics

and environmental genomics communities respectively. Other standards efforts

include the HUPO effort on standardization for proteomics, in which standards are

being developed for mass spectrometry, protein–protein interaction etc. (Orchard,

Hermjakob and Apweiler, 2003).

The proteomics and transcriptomics standards efforts described above are accom-

panied by open source (freely available) tools, interfaces and databases. Here we will

explore some of the solutions available for microarray data.

The members of MGED have developed and also use the MAGE object model and

related data exchange for microarray data (Spellman et al., 2002). This is an

important advance, as a common format and tools for generating and reading this

format mean that individual groups need not develop their own. An object model was

required because microarray data are too complex for a flat file format, such as that

used by Genbank for sequence data. It is important to note that a community standard

is of little use if there are no tools which make the standard easy to use.

5.6 Storage and Exchange Formats: MAGE-OM
and MAGE-ML

MIAME represented a significant advance in standardization in the microarray field.

However, without a data exchange format recommendations about what should be

stored are of limited use. Several groups responded to the Object Management Group

(OMG) call for proposals for a gene expression data exchange standard. Separate

efforts, termed MAML and GEML, coalesced into the MAGE (or microarray gene

expression) object model and associated data exchange format MAGE-ML, a flavour

of XML. The full MAGE-OM specification is publicly available (Spellman et al.,

2002) and parts of it are described here.

Like the MIAME specification, MAGE is also composed of parts, called packages.

Each package describes a part of the microarray experiment. MAGE is more complex

and detailed than MIAME and is extremely flexible. Because of this, MAGE is

suitable for any hybridization-centric experiment, such as CGH or protein arrays.

Flexibility also incurs a cost as in some parts of the model information can be stored

in more than one way. In practice this problem is addressed by having de facto rules

for coding data in MAGE. These ‘rules’ have been developed consensually by the

MAGE community and have been driven by those groups working directly with a

relational database implementation of the MAGE model, and those who export data

as MAGE-ML to such a database.

The key parts of MAGE map to the MIAME concepts, though this mapping is not

one to one. For example, BioAssayData stores actual measurements. BioMaterial

holds information on samples and treatments, BioSequence holds annotation on the
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sequences represented on the array. Additional utility packages hold information on

publication, people, contact details etc. A mapping of the MAGE packages to the six

parts of MIAME and extra packages is shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Although MAGE is more complex than MIAME, the core structure is essentially

preserved. Consider the example of Array in MIAME, which is split into four distinct

parts in MAGE. Information that MIAME requires about an array is the following:

What biological sequences are represented on the array? What is their annotation?

How are they laid out and related? Which arrays were used in a given experiment?

These are split in MAGE: biological sequences are contained in the BioSequence

package; annotation is also stored here, excepting database information, which is

stored in the Description package. The layout of the array in zones, number of spots

and their physical distance apart is stored in the ArrayDesign package. As arrays can

be spotted in duplicate or the same transcript represented by different sequences – say

several exons of the same gene – we need to know how spots relate to each other.

This is stored in the DesignElement package. Finally, the information on which

particular arrays were used in a given experiment (serial numbers etc.) and what the

design is called is stored in the Array package. MAGE also has a new package –

Protocol – which is used to store details of all protocols, and in this example it would

be used to store array manufacture protocols.

As the various MAGE packages interact, information stored in one package can be

referenced by another. So there is a relationship between the annotation in the

BioSequence package and which spots correspond to it. This cross-referencing is

achieved by using unique identifiers for each MAGE object. BioSequence in this case

Table 5.1 Mapping of MIAME to MAGE package(s)

MIAME MAGE package

Experiment Experiment

Sample BioMaterial, Protocol

Array ArrayDesign, BioSequence, DesignElement, Array

Hybridization BioAssay, Protocol

Data BioAssayData, HigherLevelAnalysis, QuantitationType

Normalization Protocol, BioAssayData

Table 5.2 Non-‘MIAME’ mapped MAGE packages

MAGE package Data stored in package

Audit and Security Contact data, creation and editing details for document

BibliographicReference Publication details

Protocol All protocols, hardware and software relating to sample, array and

data treatments

Description Details of references to external databases, database entries and

ontology entries

Measurement Measurements corresponding to arrays, samples, data
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links to Reporter(s) from the DesignElement package, which in turn links to a Feature

(spot) in the ArrayDesign package. Relationships in MAGE have different cardinal-

ities, meaning that there are rules in the model about how many links there can be

between certain objects and these links are also directional.

MAGE-OM is described in detail elsewhere and there are MAGE tutorials for those

who want to use it practically. Many projects using MAGE are accessible from the

MAGE project site at source forge http://sourceforge.net/projects/mged/.

Community advice on MAGE can be accessed via a mailing list also described

on the website. As MAGE is a community project, it represents a general solution

for data storage and a standard format for data exchange. Although the MAGE-OM

can be implemented as a relational database, many microarray databases predate

MAGE and MIAME and such databases are unlikely to implement a new model,

especially as they have legacy data. However, as MAGE is both an object model and a

data exchange format, complete re-implementation is not necessary. Mapping an

existing database to MAGE is relatively simple, and once the mapping has been

achieved there is open source software (MAGEstk) that can be used to export data, to

external databases such as ArrayExpress (Brazma et al., 2003), and also to applica-

tions such as Bioconductor (Dudoit et al., 2003), for data analysis. Several institutions

have performed this mapping and can now successfully export MAGE-ML. These

include the Stanford Microarray Database, RZPD and TIGR.

5.7 ArrayExpress

ArrayExpress is the public European repository for microarray data (Brazma et al.,

2003) maintained at the European Bioinformatics Institute in the United Kingdom

(Brooksbank et al., 2003). ArrayExpress offers an archiving service for data that are

linked to publications and links submitted datasets to other bioinformatic resources at

the EBI, such as those developed by Ensembl (Clamp et al., 2003). It is also

developing a data warehouse to store microarray data that can be queried in a gene-

centric way. ArrayExpress is the first implementation of the MAGE model and is

implemented in Oracle; queries are achieved using a java-based web application

(www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress).

Supported queries in the current query interface include query by accession

number (experiments or arrays designs), author, laboratory, experimental design,

experimental factor and protocol type. Once an experiment, array or protocol is

returned the user sees a short text description with clickable links to specific parts

of the experiment. These can be explored, and data or array details downloaded

as tab-delimited or Excel files. Array information is presented in a format called

the Array Definition Format (ADF), which is also used to submit array information to

the database. Data are available for both raw and processed data (where these have

been provided by the submitter) and can be either exported as a tab-delimited file for

use in commercial analysis tools, or exported directly to Expression Profiler, the
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EBI’s own analysis tool. The database also has a browse function, whereby users can

see all the experiments, arrays or protocols in the database organized by various

criteria.

5.8 Annotation Tools

Data submission to ArrayExpress is either by MAGE-ML pipeline from an external

database or via the MIAMExpress submission tool. MIAMExpress is the preferred

submission method for biologists. It is a completely generic tool, which is not species

or domain specific and requires only a web browser to use. It is designed for users

with little experience of bioinformatics and requires no knowledge of MAGE or

MIAME. Data are entered by a series of web forms. Array designs and protocols may

be used in the submission of different experiments. This means that they need only be

submitted once, thereby making multiple submissions faster. Users of commercial

arrays need not submit their array designs as the ArrayExpress curation team works

with vendors to make these available.

Users submit their data in the order Array Design, Protocols, Experiments and

are taken through a series of forms to do this. If at any point they are unsure what to

do simply clicking on the help icon will provide help of two types: help on what to

do, upload a file, check a box etc., and help in the form of an example or description

of what is expected in a given field, such as species, or example format of data files.

Many of the fields in MIAMExpress contain drop-down lists from which users are

invited to select terms. These terms are drawn from the MGED ontology. Users may

also provide their own terms; these are curated and if appropriate added to both

MIAMExpress and the ontology. MIAMExpress users are supported by the ArrayEx-

press curation team throughout the submission process, after which data are exported

from the database as MAGE-ML, assigned an accession number and loaded into the

database. Submitters are asked to provide a hold date on which their data will be

released. They are provided with an account for the ArraysExpress database so they

can see their own data once a submission has been completed. The parts of the

submission and curation process are shown schematically in Figure 5.2.

5.9 Curation

Curation of the data is performed by a specialist team of data curators using a local

java tool MAGEvalidator and perl scripts. Although submission routes may vary,

coming via pipelines and MIAMExpress, the curation process is similar as the final

file format is common. MAGEvalidator processes the MAGE-ML file and checks

that the file is well formed, checks content for MIAME compliance and reports
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novel terms to the curator, who will make any necessary changes. These are of two

main types: when data are under-annotated and when information is missing

altogether. In cases where terms supplied are not in the MGED ontology these will

be considered for inclusion. If an incorrect term has been applied these will be

corrected by the data curator and the submitter informed. Finally data are loaded

either publicly or to the restricted part of the databases and the submitter is notified of

the accession number. ArrayExpress accession numbers have the format A-XXXX-1,

E-XXXX-1 and P-XXXX-1, for array designs, experiments and protocols respec-

tively. The four alphabetic characters indicate the software that generated the file, so

MIAMExpress has the code A-MEXP-1 and The Institute for Genomic Research

(TIGR) has the code A-TIGR-1.

5.10 Standardization and Semantics

One of the outcomes of standardization is that large scale data mining becomes

possible. Knowledge about the experiment is not only gained by humans reading

papers but is stored with the data and can be used computationally. To do this

effectively one must have access to data, a place to store and access it from, a

common format and some knowledge about how the data and meta-data are

described. Data descriptions need to be machine-readable to do this. Therefore,

Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram showing the process of submission to ArrayExpress via

MIAMExpress
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although a human may know that drugs have both generic and trade names

(synonyms) a query tool would need to ‘know’ all possible drug names for a given

compound and to look for all known variations. A simpler solution is to use ontology

to represent the domain of interest which is used by multiple applications. The Gene

Ontology is a good example of this system. This ontology, developed to describe gene

products, is now used in many applications and development of the vocabularies

continues. In some cases there is a requirement for an ontology for use in an existing

application. This is the case in the MAGE model. The developers identified areas

which should be described by an ontology and the ontology was largely developed

after the model was complete.

The MAGE model requires Ontology Entries to describe some Objects where the

developers considered that there should be some control over how certain information

should be expressed. The MGED ontology specifically addresses the requirements of

MAGE, but is usually useful in other contexts.

5.11 Public Microarray Databases

There are several public microarray databases, ArrayExpress at the EBI, GEO at

NCBI, SMD at Stanford and plans for another in Japan at NIG and countless smaller

institute specific databases who make their data public once a local researcher

publishes a paper. However, here we will focus on ArrayExpress, as it is a public

MIAME-compliant database whose schema, source code and data are freely available.

5.12 ArrayExpress, an Example of a Public Repository

ArrayExpress is an international repository for gene expression data, which uses the

MAGE-OM model. The MAGE-OM model is an (array) platform independent data

model which can equally represent data from single and dual channel experiments.

This means that data from various LIMS databases, manufacturers and public

databases can be mapped to MAGE and data exchanged in the same format –

MAGE-ML. As MAGE is now an adopted OMG standard there has been significant

take-up of the format and SMD, TIGR, RZPD, Agilent, Affymetrix and others are

now making data and array designs available in MAGE-ML format.

5.13 Submissions to ArrayExpress

ArrayExpress accepts submissions in two formats – pipeline submissions in MAGE-

ML format from institutions and manufacturers and submissions from submitters with
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little or no bioinformatics support. MAGE-ML is a heavyweight format and requires

a mapping of the source database to the MAGE-OM model. Therefore the EBI has

developed a MIAME compliant online submission tool.

5.14 MIAMExpress and other MIAME Compliant
Annotation Systems

MIAMExpress is essentially an implementation of the MIAME questionnaire as a

series of web forms which write to an underlying MySQL database. It uses the

MGED ontology to populate controlled vocabulary fields and allows users to define

their own terms where appropriate. For example, users working outside the field of

model organisms will not have appropriate ontologies from which to select terms and

these can be submitted through MIAMExpress and collated by the curators who act

as a point of reference for ontology advice. MIAMExpress is freely available as a

standalone tool for those who wish to install it locally and it can be configured for use

by a single community for their local needs with the addition of local controlled

vocabulary terms.

There are many other annotation tools under development which are similar to

MIAMExpress and which also use terms from the MGED ontology and are capable of

exporting MAGE-ML, for example RAD from the University of Pennsylvania

(Stoeckert et al., 2001) is used by biologists working on a diverse set of organisms

and uses the same web form approach as MIAMExpress. The take-up of MIAME

and MAGE-ML and use of ontologies means that the annotation of these datasets

will become very much easier for both users and curators and the potential for

analysis is huge.

5.15 Databases of Protein Expression Patterns

The ability to analyse and store gene expression data from high throughput

technologies is a relatively recent development. However, protein expression data

have been available for many years from low throughput visualization methods such

as immuno-histochemistry, radioactive labelling methods and beta-galactosidase

staining. Proteomics is a term used to describe what are essentially biochemical

methods (two dimensional gel electrophoresis, two hybrid interaction screening and

mass spectroscopy). These techniques provide quantitative or semi-quantitative

information about protein interactions and what proteins are present in a given

sample.

All of these methods have attendant problems in data storage, quality and format.

The approach taken by the proteomics community has been to divide up the problem
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by technique and data type. For example, the Intact project has a standard and a data

model for protein interaction data. Other groups work with mass spectroscopy and 2D

gel data. Databases for proteomics are typically less mature (with the exception of

SwissProt) than those that deal with expression data obtained using visualization

methods.

Visualization methods are useful as they provide an anatomical context for

expression data. Experimental ‘data’ produced using visualization are typically a

microscopic image of a tissue or organism, with some staining pattern that is

associated with structures within the tissue or organism. Interpreting such images

requires knowledge of the basic anatomy of the organism in question, and details of

the ‘probe’ used. Comparison of images is particularly difficult as they can be of

normal, mutant or diseased samples, are often in the form of serial sections and may

be from different animals and are not necessarily in the same plane. Storing images is

computationally expensive and good annotation of images is critical for efficient

querying.

5.16 The Gene Expression Database (GXD)

GXD (Ringwald et al., 2001) is an expression database for the mouse which

integrates data from in situ hybridization, immuno-histochemistry, northern and

western blotting and microarray data. It aims to integrate these disparate data types

into a single resource, GXD. GXD in turn is integrated with the mouse gene model

and gene sequence information.

GXD annotates anatomical data using the Mouse Anatomical Dictionary (MAD).

The MAD is a dictionary of terms to describe mouse anatomy in the developing

embryo organized in a hierarchical structure – or an ontology – and is used by other

projects such as the Mouse Atlas Database (Davidson et al., 1997), which combines

the ontology with three dimensional models of the mouse to produce annotated

images. The integration of GXD with other information on the mouse, including the

annotation of GO terms to sequences, allows queries such as ‘What genes annotated

to GO term DNA binding are expressed in the CNS at Theiler stage 15?’. This

combinatorial use of terms from different ontologies allows a complex query to be

made efficiently across different data types.

GXD includes images from publications that are curated and annotated. However,

in many experiments much of the primary data obtained are never published (in some

fields this may be as high as 80 per cent of all data generated), and to obtain these data

GXD has developed an annotation and submission tool, the Gene Expression

Notebook (GEN). This tool is for use by bench biologists, is Excel based, and allows

annotation of experiments such as in situ hybridizations when they are performed.

These can then be later submitted to GXD. Development of simple tools such as GEN

for biologists are critical if all the ‘missing’ data are to be accessed and made
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available to the research community. GXD, along with many other databases, is now

using its experience of using and contributing to existing ontologies to develop a

cross-organism phenotype ontology. Given that we are now using sequenced organ-

isms to study human disease, controlled annotation of phenotype will be critical in

making efficient use of forthcoming data.

5.17 Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed expression databases and the way that ontologies can be

used to annotate them. The examples selected are only two of many relevant

examples, and show how common annotation resources such as the Gene Ontology

and the Mouse Anatomical Dictionary can be used to benefit users of different levels

of expertise and different analysis needs. Use of ontologies in bioinformatics is a

growing field and we are slowly moving towards the goal of automated data mining.
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Abstract
We report species diversity as species incidence. Molecular biologists want one species

name per sequence. Taxonomists write conflicting treatments. Commonly, sequence

database users utilize species annotation sequences as a gold standard. Often, the

annotation violates a code of nomenclature. Five components of the International

Council for Scientific Unions manage the current codes of nomenclature applying to

all forms of life. Sometimes, ambiregnal names occur, i.e. organisms named under

multiple codes. Conclusions are as follows.

Taxonomy is not exactly congruent with function.

Restating Darwin’s conclusion: clones vary.

Sequences are not exactly congruent with taxonomy or function.

Species names are useful pointers to information.

Species names are not revealed truth or immutable.

Incidence of species is not a primary measure of diversity.

Scientific names and the sources of the names must be used to avoid ambiguity at the

species level.

Adequate annotation must describe in detail all known attributes of the clone studied.
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taxonomy, nomenclature, species, zoology, botany, microbiology, codes, sequences,
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6.1 Introduction

‘I am almost convinced . . . that species are not (it is like confessing to murder)

immutable’.

‘After describing a set of forms as distinct species, tearing up my M.S., and making

them separate, and then making them one again. I have gnashed, my teeth, cursed

species, and asked what sin I had committed to be so punished’ (Darwin, 1905)

(Murray, personal communication).

SPECIES (abbreviated to sp. or spp. (plural)).

1. A category, definable only in terms of position (below genus) in a hierarchical

system.

2. A taxonomic group, definable in terms of the characters of the constituent

members.

3. A concept; that it is useful cannot be denied, but the user must realize that the

species does not exist and is not an entity.

‘To summarize: a species is a group of organisms defined more or less subjectively

by the criteria chosen by the taxonomist to show to best advantage and as far as

possible put into practice his individual concept of what a species is’ (Cowan, 1978)

(Murray, personal communication).

The limiting factor in interdisciplinary communication is the ability of the persons

involved to understand the vocabulary and nomenclature of all the disciplines

included to the level needed to reason with the information. The user of information

must receive input from disparate disciplines each of which has its own jargon. The

practitioners of the various disciplines invent new words and give new meaning to old

words as their disciplines advance. This inevitable practice facilitates communication

locally but creates noise globally.

The most prevalent unit for describing biodiversity is the ‘species’. The boundary

delineating the definition of a species is critical to deciding whether a species is

endangered, even though, as Erlich (1988) posits, ‘The loss of genetically distinct

populations within species is, at the moment, at least as an important a problem as

the loss of entire species’. We report species diversity based on the incidence of

species using informational content measures. However, the concept of what

constitutes a species varies across the spectrum of life. In general, the larger the

organism, the simpler the demarcation into species appears. An elephant or sequoia

usually is identified with much more certainty, even when somewhat atypical, than a

bacterium such as E. coli. A three-legged elephant would still be identified as an
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elephant even though both the elephant and the sequoia are described as having a

‘trunk’.

People yearn for consistency in their intellectual pursuits. Consider a simple

example of this dilemma. Biologists name organisms. They develop the concept of

‘species’. Then the users of the names try to ignore the Darwinian principles of

variability within and between species. The molecular biologist wants one species

name for a biological specimen sequence. Taxonomists write conflicting (and valid)

treatments and a corresponding rationale for each treatment. This pleases taxono-

mists, but the molecular biologists are confused and do not understand the distinc-

tions. The converse is just as common. Yet, one or another of the conflicting opinions

becomes part of the annotation data of the sequence.

As with polynomials, the data have multiple valid roots. As our knowledge of the

diversity and classification of the biosphere increases, a form of Heisenberg

uncertainty increases. The more tools for classification available, the less certain

the ‘truth’. Ultimately, rules, no matter how arbitrary, must develop for defining

species in terms of the boundaries as well as their typical genetic and phenetic

attributes. Even then, uncertainty reigns.

The English philosopher John Locke (29 August 1632–28 October 1704) argued

that communication is the motivation for establishing species names and definitions.

That is, nature does not make species. People do, as a mechanism to facilitate

communication of a collection of ideas under one general term. In addition, Locke

states that the boundaries of species are opinions rather than natural borders.

A wish for consistency is not confined to molecular biologists. Ecologists,

environmentalists, lawyers, legislators and other groups seek stability as well.

Biologists currently expend great effort in developing check-lists, official nomencla-

ture lists and databases of names of species. The great utility of these is clear.

However, these communication devices are necessarily in a state of flux because of

varying classification methods and opinions.

Thus, a fundamental barrier to communication of information in biology is the lack

of adequate information transfer bridges among the subdisciplines of biology. To

carry the above example even further, many biologists will use the common name of

an organism in recording and communicating their data without understanding the

limitations of the common names. ‘Mouse’ covers either one or two genera of rodent,

depending on the dictionary consulted. Peanuts are not nuts. Hospital records list

‘atypical E. coli’ without keeping the original observations justifying the designation

of ‘atypical’. All of this taxonomic imprecision creates serious problems for adequate

searching and interpreting of data in biology.

Commonly, both sequence databases contributors and users utilize one or a few

examples of sequences of a species as a gold standard for describing the species. They

speak of the ‘mouse genome’. As pointed out above, there cannot be a ‘mouse

genome’. In many cases, the various Codes of Nomenclature are violated. Further,

different codes of nomenclature exist for various biota. Consider the codes of

nomenclature in common use as well as some of those proposed.
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6.2 Nomenclature

The International Council for Scientific Unions (ICSU), through various component

organizations, maintains, modifies, and applies the currently active codes of nomen-

clature applying to all forms of life. In addition, proposals exist for additional codes

to address issues such as lack of uniformity of rules among the existing codes and

treatment of cladistic organization of biological information.

The following outline gives the organization and Internet addresses of the

components of ICSU managing the current codes.

I. International Council for Scientific Unions (ICSU) (www.icsu.org)

A. International Union of Biological Sciences (IUBS) (www.iubs.org)

1. International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN) (www.

iczn.org)

(a) International Code of Zoological Nomenclature

2. International Association for Plant Taxonomy (IAPT) (www.botanik. univie.

ac.at/iapt/)

(a) International Code of Botanical Nomenclature

3. International Commission for the Nomenclature of Cultivated Plants

(ICNCP) (www.ishs.org/sci/icracpco.htm)

(a) International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants

(b) Code derived from the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature

with specific elements relating to cultivated plants

B. International Union of Microbiological Societies (IUMS) (www.iums.org)

1. International Committee on Systematics of Prokaryotes (ICSP) (www.the-

icsp.org)

(a) International Code of Nomenclature of Bacteria

(b) ‘Bacteria’ in the name of the code, rather than ‘Prokaryotes’, reflects the

name of the official publication of the code

(c) An earlier name of the code was the International Code of Nomenclature

of Bacteria and Viruses

2. International Committee on the Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV)

(http://www.mcb.uct.ac.za/ictv/ICTV.html) (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ICTV/

rules.html)

(a) International Code of Virus Classification and Nomenclature.
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Both a publication and the deposit of a type specimen or culture validates a new

name for any biological entity (except a virus). The stringency of both the rules of

publication and type specimen deposition vary with the individual codes. The original

publication usually lists the place(s) of deposit.

The following outline lists the practices for deposit of nomenclatural types for

codes. The outline elements are the code name, usual name for deposited material,

physical nature of deposit and the stringency of the requirement for deposit.

(I) International Code of Zoological Nomenclature

� Type specimen: nature varies with organism – deposition in a recognized

institution not required by the code, although most authors do, making

specimens available. Type specimen may be deposited in a private collection.

� Now must be designated and clearly identified for any species described

after 2000.

(II) International Code of Botanical Nomenclature

� Type: single plant, parts of one or several plants, or of multiple small plants –

usually mounted on a single herbarium sheet or in an equivalent preparation,

such as a box, packet, jar or microscope slide.

� Either a single specimen conserved in one herbarium or other collection or

institution, or an illustration for any species described after 1990.

(III) International Code of Nomenclature of Bacteria

� Type culture: living culture.

� Publication in the International Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary

Microbiology and deposition in two recognized culture collections in two

different countries.

� Living pathogenic entities are exceptions to the principle of accessibility

because of the risk of accidental or criminal release. Rules and laws

regulating accessibility and transport are on the increase.

(IV) International Code of Virus Classification and Nomenclature

� Physical type not used.

� Nomenclatural type description serves this function.

� Accepted description maintained by ICTV.

With the exception of virus nomenclature, the biological codes do not allow for

judgments as to the scientific validity of the application of the name of an organism.
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(The ICTV does make such judgments through a system of specialist committees.)

The only judgments made are on the etymological validity of a name. No judgment is

made of the scientific basis of the new name. Thus, competing taxonomies, reflecting

the views of differing scholarly taxonomists, are valid as long as they follow the rules

for publication of the name. Only usage decides which of the alternative taxonomies

will prevail.

Another source of nomenclatural confusion is the phenomenon of ‘ambiregnal’

nomenclature. That is, an organism may be validly published under the rules of more

than one code. Most of the ambiregnal occurrences are microorganisms. Well known

examples are the ‘blue-green algae’, which are prokaryotes. Under the Bacteriolo-

gical Code, they are the Cyanobacteria. The cellular slime moulds are amoebae,

which differentiate into a stalked fruiting body, which contains a form of cellulose.

Upon differentiation, the cellular slime moulds resemble fungi.

Names can be ‘ambiregnal’ as well. Isaak (2004) lists a number of instances of

names of plants and animals sharing the same name such as Aotus (pea or monkey)

and Bartramia (moss or sandpiper). This reference contains discussion and lists of

various unusual aspects of the naming of organisms.

6.3 Operational Definitions

The construct of species requires observation of the attributes of multiple biological

objects. Usually, these objects start with a single organism or part thereof, be it a

microbial cell, a tree or a rodent. The single object is the basic observational unit.

Each object is viewed in isolation. At the individual level, terms used for single

objects may be ‘isolate’ (in microbiology) or ‘specimen’ or ‘sample’. A group of

isolates comprises a ‘strain’, ‘klone’, ‘cultivar’ and so forth. (The term ‘klone’ in

German appears to be equivalent to the English ‘strain’.) Finally, a species emerges

from the accumulated observations of multiple objects.

Consider the following operational definitions and attributes of ‘isolate’, ‘strain’

and ‘species’ for microorganisms. Here we do not considering the metaphysical

definition of ‘species’. We leave that to the biological philosophers. We want to

manipulate data in a frame of reference that is consistent, even if arbitrary. This

discussion uses the terminology and examples from microbiology. However, the

issues pervade all of biology, albeit with varying terms and severity.

Simplest first. We can define the description of an isolate as a single assemblage of

data (a record) resulting from the observations of a single, unique object. (The

observations may be of phenotype, serotype, genotype, virulence, host range etc. All

these methods have been used to define or describe isolates, strains and species.)

There may be redundant observations of the properties of the singular object for error

reduction. Each observation has only one ‘true’ value (either numerical or presence/

absence). Recording incidence is a trivial concept. An isolate can only occur once.

However, recording the source of isolation is usually quite important.
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Rampant confusion abounds in use of the term ‘strain’. Often ‘strain’ and ‘isolate’

are used interchangeably. Nothing is wrong if clearly stated that the isolate definition

is the one that obtains. However, a strain commonly is defined as a series of isolates

that are ‘identical’ (as in the annual search for the new flu strain). Thus, at least two

isolate records must be compared to establish identity. Since identity is required, any

single isolate definition may be the definitive record. Describing incidence of the

strain becomes a two step process. First, identity must be confirmed by exact match to

the definition (allowing for some observational error). The result of this step can

only be true or false (identity/no identity). Second, the time and place of isolation of

the individual isolations must be recorded. Only the incidence data are further

analysable.

Some would argue that isolates exhibiting ‘small’ differences should still belong to

the same strain. However, a single change in a viral epitope or an amino acid on the

haemoglobin molecule profoundly affects their biological activity. A flower cultivar

that loses a pigment through a single base change may warrant a patent as a unique

entity. Here again we have a boundary problem. How many nucleotide changes in an

t-RNA molecule form the boundary condition between strains? Five? Four? Three?

Two? One?

A species is described in terms of at least one record describing one or more

isolates that are distinctly different from other isolates. The requirement of distinction

implies some decision rule (either codified or personally operational) as to what is

sufficient distinction. Between identity (strain) and distinction (species) lies the area

of similarity. (For simplicity, this discussion omits consideration of decision planes

for subspecies and other intermediate taxonomic levels between strain and species.)

The same arguments with respect to the need for decision rules obtain. Only the level

of required similarity differs. We speak of ‘atypical’ strains, variants (serovars,

pathovars etc.). This verbal imprecision actually reflects the degree of similarity,

ascertained by some distance measure, to the idealized strain description. Thus, the

definition of a species has two components: the idealized strain description and the

decision boundary of allowable variation.

Incidence of species in space and time is a statistical problem in that the

incidence must be derived from the individual isolate records. First, the species

‘identity’ (actually similarity) must be computed or deduced from experience.

Second, the distributions must be calculated or mapped. At this point, the raw

data from which the species is determined are often discarded. One sees the

aforementioned phrase ‘atypical E. coli’ on hospital patient records with no in-

formation as to what made them ‘atypical’. Useful epidemiological studies are thus

precluded.

An even more basic problem occurs when these distinctions are blurred. The

logical difference between the concept of isolate and species impacts directly on

the design of data structures. We find data elements for both in the same data

structure. What is the ‘habitat’ of an isolate? What is the ‘source of isolation’ of a

species? What is the virulence of a ‘species’? The host range of an isolate can be

determined experimentally. That of a species must be inferred from the data
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accumulated by test of the host ranges of a representative set of isolates or by

inference based on source of isolation of many isolates.

Consequently, isolate and strain data can be recorded largely as presence/absence

or continuous variables. Species data usually take the form of numerical data

(frequencies, continuous variables, ratios, ranges, distributions etc.). Strain data can

be calculated from isolate data. Species data are calculated from isolate or strain data.

Species data cannot yield strain data and strain data cannot yield isolate data. These

concepts are summarized in Boxes 6.1–6.3.

Box 6.1. Isolate

Box 6.2. Strain

Box 6.3. Species

! OBSERVATIONS OF A CLONE

! A SINGLE ASSEMBLAGE OF DATA (A RECORD)

" PHENOTYPE

" SEROTYPE

" GENOTYPE

" VIRULENCE

" HOST RANGE

! ONE ‘TRUE’ VALUE/OBSERVATION

! INCIDENCE¼ ISOLATE CAN ONLY OCCUR ONCE

SOURCE OF ISOLATION USUALLY QUITE IMPORTANT

! SERIES OF ISOLATES THAT ARE ‘IDENTICAL’

! ISOLATE RECORDS COMPARED TO ESTABLISH IDENTITY

! ANY SINGLE ISOLATE THE DEFINITIVE RECORD

! INCIDENCE OF STRAIN – TWO STEP PROCESS

" IDENTITY¼ EXACT MATCH TO THE DEFINITION

" TIME AND PLACE OF ISOLATION

ONLY THE INCIDENCE DATA ARE FURTHER ANALYSABLE

! 1 RECORD COMPUTED FROM MULTIPLE ISOLATES

! ISOLATES DIFFERENT, BUT NOT TOO DIFFERENT

! OPERATIONAL SPECIES DEFINITION – 2 COMPONENTS

" IDEALIZED STRAIN DESCRIPTION

-HYPOTHETICAL MEDIAN ORGANISM

" DECISION BOUNDARY OF ALLOWABLE VARIATION

-CODIFIED (COMPUTED STATISTIC)

-PERSONALLY OPERATIONAL

# EXPERIENCE

# KEY
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Consider Figure 6.1. The ability to grow at various temperatures is at least partially

under genetic control. Critical heat sensitive or resistant cellular components that

confer the ability to grow at differing temperatures must differ in their chemical

structures. Therefore, differing responses within the same species must reflect such

structural differences. The temperature responses of multiple strains of these

species of the genus Bacillus varied at the outer bounds of the tested temperatures

(Mitchell, 1951).

The figure indicates clearly that there are no definitive extremes usable as a range at

the species level. For example, the strains of B. stearothermophilus exhibit percentage

levels that vary as the incubation temperatures increase from 33 to 45 �C. Not until

50 �C do all strains grow. At 70 �C approximately half the strains grew. The decline of

the ability of B. coagulans to grow at higher temperatures is the approximate obverse

of the B. stearothermophilus increase. Thus, the variability at the extremes for each

species makes reporting a growth range at the species level confusing at best. A

sequence analysis of the genes or proteins sensitive to the increased temperature

levels should reflect an analogous distribution in fine structure.

6.4 Searching for the Taxonomic Gold Standard

A 1991 workshop (Krichevsky et al., 1991) considered questions of establishing a

taxonomy and the desired nature of the methodological ‘gold standard’ for taxonomy

or identification in bacteria. The conclusion reached at that time was that no clear

candidate exists. The method is question dependent. Conversely, the question is

method dependent. The conclusion applies to later times and other organisms.

The following scheme illustrates the iterative nature of establishing a collection of

biological objects from nature (or from other collections) and classifying the

Figure 6.1 Growth of multiple strains of Bacillus species at various temperatures
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organisms thus obtained. This scheme describes the process for cultivatable micro-

organisms. The scheme is largely method independent and applies to all organisms.

With only minor modification of the protocol for data gathering it would apply

to Darwin’s finches (http://www.pnas.org/cgi/content/full/94/15/7768) (http://

hometown.aol.com/darwinpage/darfinch1.htm).

Establishing strain population for accession and study

� sample econiche to classify predominant phenetic biotypes

� accumulate representatives of each major biotype

� assign biotypes to appropriate putative taxa

� establish minimum phenetic span for inclusion in each biotype.

Data gathering on isolates in each category

� collect data on physiology, biochemistry, morphology, serology, macromolecular

sequences, DNA homology etc. of isolates.

Data management and quality control

� store and search data (simple bookkeeping)

� evaluate tests

� compare results of repeats as controls

� feed back results to investigator

� generate reports.

Analysis

� compare by direct matching with authentic strains

� evaluate tests for applicability and discriminatory power

� do statistical analysis

� determine feature frequencies

� choose taxonomy (by informational content for intended use).

Classify isolates

� establishment of identification methods

� construct keys

� construct probabilistic matrix.
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As the collection grows, the above process is repeated and the taxonomy

is updated. Why not use a ‘standard’ taxonomy? As stated above, there is no

‘official’ scientific definition of the boundaries of each taxon. Therefore, the

individual taxonomists must use their best professional judgment to identify a

new object.

Sneath and Sokal (1973) stated the possible informational states for placing an

object into a species. These are as (a) a member of a particular existing species, (b) a

member of another species, (c) a transitional organism between two species or (d) an

outlier, thus a member of no known species. Implicit in this construct are decision

boundaries distinctly separating these states. A mathematician colleague observed

that the formulation by Sneath and Sokal is an example of what is now known as

‘fuzzy logic’.

Commonly, the user of a sequence data bank asks for the nearest match to the

sequence at hand. When a satisfactory closest match results, the user next asks for

the the name of the organism associated with that match. The assumption is that the

annotation is taxonomically correct and yields the identity of the user’s sequence.

Thus, a single sequence in the database becomes the reference standard for

identification.

Under the codes of nomenclature, the type does not have to be typical. It is the

object that was first associated with the name by valid publication. Thus the position

of the sequence donor organism has an unknown position in the distribution of

biological entities that make up the construct of the species. If the detected best match

is from a donor on the periphery of the species, an error of only a small number of

bases in either sequence could shift the identification from one species to another,

closely related, species.

Further, the errors of nomenclature can propagate in the databank with time.

Assume that the first instance of a reference sequence was taxonomically misidenti-

fied. A second sequence exhibiting the closest match to the erroneously identified

sequence would also have erroneous taxonomic identification. One can imagine a

(presumably rare) cascade of misidentifications, a virtual clade of erroneously

identified sequences.

Changes in taxonomy due to new valid publication of names continue unabated.

The annotation of organism names is a snapshot in time of the name of the sequence

donor organism. The database user should consult the various sources for updated

information in the taxonomic area of interest.

Placing a sequence in an existing taxonomy is as much art as science. The

sequence data bank consists of a large set of single reference sequences which may

or may not be at the ‘centre’ of the named taxon. In cases where probability or other

statistical descriptions of the phenotypes in the taxon are available, the donor

organism should be ‘identified’ in this way as well. If the two agree, the identification

is satisfying and acceptable. That is the best possible outcome. There is no absolute

gold standard for identification.
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6.5 Conclusions

� Taxonomy is not exactly congruent with function

� Restating Darwin’s conclusion: clones vary

� Sequences are not exactly congruent with taxonomy or function

� Species names are useful pointers to information

� Species names are not revealed truth or immutable

� Incidence of species is not a primary measure of diversity

� Scientific names and the sources of the names must be used to avoid ambiguity at

the species level

� Adequate annotation must describe in detail all known attributes of the clone

studied.
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Abstract
Sequencing and analysis of complete genomes has become a primary focus within

modern biology. Analysis of small bacterial genomes is now fairly routine, but structur-

ing the genomic sequences of complex organisms is still a considerable challenge.

Powerful systems are available to exploit the data, extract coding information and attach

biological information to genetic units.

This chapter outlines strategies to extract information, add biological knowledge to

gene products and place them in a genome-wide and comparative frame.

Apart from key requirements in modern genome analysis, such as gene detection

and modelling, we address the problem of continuously and consistently assigning

functional information and attaching molecular cues to individual genetic units.

Finally, we address the problem of data standardization and connecting heterogenous

data and databases.
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7.1 Beyond the Sequence: the Challenge of Complete
Genome Analysis

The last decade of the 20th century saw a paradigm shift in the biological sciences.

The focus of research shifted away from the study of individual genes. Sequencing

and analysis of complete genomes, study of complete genomes, the genetic networks

governing molecular circuits, communication and responses have now become a

primary focus within biology. The shift started with the sequencing of small viral or

bacterial genomes, accelerated after complete genome sequences from insects

(Adams et al., 2000), yeast (Goffeau et al., 1996) and worms (Anon., 1998) became

available, and reached a peak with the publication of a draft sequence of the human

genome (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001).

Technology has developed considerably in a comparably short time period.

Deciphering the complete sequence of smaller genomes such as those of bacteria

is now fairly routine. However, determining and structuring the genomic sequences of

complex organisms with enormous genome sizes and complexities is still a conside-

rable challenge for research groups worldwide, and the successful determination of

complete genomes of several mammals is an achievement of the greatest significance.

Notwithstanding the successes, a complete genome sequence does not easily reveal

the information stored and the elements encoded. Powerful systems and strategies

have recently been developed to exploit the data, to extract the information about the

genomic inventory of the individual organisms and to attach biological information to

individual units. In addition, it is widely accepted that a genomic ‘part list’ is only a

starting point to learn about the biology of individual organisms. The highly

orchestrated interplay of the individual components to form complex, highly flexible

and interconnected molecular networks connects and integrates the individual jigsaw

pieces (the proteins) into function on a whole-organism scale. Thus genome-wide

functional analysis of the individual constituents is the logical follow-up to elucidate

the molecular function of organisms and to gain insight into similarities and

diversities between organisms.

In this chapter we focus on strategies to extract the information from genomic

sequences and to add biological knowledge to individual genes and gene products,

and highlight current strategies that attempt to analyse individual elements and place

them in a genome-wide, contextual frame.

7.2 Extracting the Genes

Genome sizes range in order of magnitude from 103 basepairs for small viral

genomes such as SV40 up to an over hundred gigabase range (1011 basepairs)

(Table 7.1). Although superficially genome size seems to reflect the complexity of the
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organism, huge genome size-range variations exist within taxa. For example, lilies or

salamander genomes are far larger than the human genome. Moreover, in contrast to

the exponential increase in genome size for multicellular and complex organisms, the

number of genes encoded within the respective genomes does not increase in

proportion to the genome sizes, although there is a pronounced increase in gene

number with the increase in organism complexity, reaching approximately 35 000

genes for human and between 45 000 and 60 000 genes in rice (Table 7.1) (Goff et al.,

2002; Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2002a). Indeed, the

pronounced differences in genome size are not directly related to the number of

genes encoded but largely attributable to highly expanded repetitive regions (see

below).

For genome analysis and gene annotation, it is not the number of genes that

complicates the analysis and gene extraction in higher eukaryotes. Typically, genes

encoded in lower eukaryote genomes contain only a few introns, whereas in higher

eukaryotes multiple introns appear to be the rule. In vertebrates introns can reach

several 100 kilobases in length, and additional genetic elements such as transposable

elements can be located within them. In simple organisms, intergenic spaces are in

general relatively small, and conserved features such as ribosome binding sites

Table 7.1 Genome sizes and gene content of organisms within different taxa

Organism Genome size Gene number

Bacteriophage Lambda (Sanger et al., 1982) 48 kb 70

Haemophilus influenzae (Fleischmann et al., 1995) 1.8 Mb 1 850

Brewers’ yeast (Goffeau et al., 1996) 12.5 Mb 6 200

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae)

E. coli (Blattner et al., 1997) 4.6 Mb 4 300

Fruit fly (Adams et al., 2000) 180 Mb 14 100

(Drosophila melanogaster)

C. elegans (Anon., 1998) 97 Mb 19 100

Thale cress (Anon., 2000) 125 Mb 26 000

(Arabidopsis thaliana)

Rice (Goff et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2002b) 430 Mb �40 000–60 000

(Oryza sativa)

Human (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001) 2900 Mb �30 000–40 000

(Homo sapiens)

Mouse (Anon., 2002) �2500 Mb �30 000

(Mus musculus)

Maize (Bennetzen, Chandler and Schnable, 2001) �2500 Mb �50 000

(Zea mais)

Pufferfish (Aparicio et al., 2002) �365 Mb �31 000

(Fugu rubripes)

Wheat 16 500 Mb �50 000 (?)

(Triticum aestivum)
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(RBSs) appear to be tightly connected to transcription start sites and can thus be used

to delineate gene borders by using the transcription initiation sites. As in bacterial

genomes and lower eukaryotes genes are most often encoded as uninterrupted open

reading frames, this allows effective gene identification by scanning the genomic

sequence for open reading frames exceeding a given limit in size, and fulfilling

additional criteria such as elevated GC content and coding potential.

Although in eukaryotes also coding regions usually differ from noncoding regions

(such as introns and intergenic regions) by various features such as elevated GC

content and coding potential, the more complex structure of eukaryotic genes poses a

challenge for gene detection and modelling. Within genomes of higher eukaryotes

split gene structure becomes the rule rather than the exception. This has severe

implications for the detection and modelling of individual genes, for in addition to the

detection of coding exons these have to be combined to complete genes. Thus correct

splicing as well as 50 and 30 gene borders need to be detected and integrated into the

output (see also below).

7.3 Organism Specific Peculiarities

Is there a generalizable recipe for the analysis of large genomic stretches for all

organisms? There are huge differences between organisms in the composition and

overall structure of genomes. Despite the general rule that intergenic and intronic

sequences have a more or less pronounced difference in AT content compared to

exons, AT contents in genomes vary over a wide range. For example, the genome of

Borrelia burgdorferi has a GC content of only 20 per cent whereas Streptomyces

coelicolor has 69 per cent GC content.

Even between organisms with comparable AT contents within coding regions, the

usage of nucleotides often has pronounced differences. On the one hand, this allows

us to distinguish DNA from different organisms based on hexanucleotide frequency,

and on the other it complicates analysis procedures and gene detection. Thus,

underlying parameters for gene detection, such as GC content and coding probability,

differ among organisms. To achieve a maximum fidelity in gene detection, training

and adjustment of the programs has to be done individually for each organism, as

even subtle differences in individual peculiarities accumulate and contribute to errors

in gene prediction.

A special case appears in the nucleotide and codon composition of genes in

monocotyledonous plants, e.g., genes in grasses such as rice, maize, wheat or barley.

Grass genes contain a gradient of GC content along most of their genes. In these

genes a higher GC content is observed at the 50 part of the gene compared with the 30

part. Comparison of orthologous genes between dicotyledonous and monocotyledo-

nous plants typically show a pronounced slope in GC content (Wong et al., 2002).

This peculiarity poses a challenge for gene identification and the correct delineation
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of gene structure, as the computer programs have to cope with a pronounced variation

of both GC content and codon usage in the 50 to 30 course of the individual genes.

7.4 Topology of Genomes

Whereas smaller bacterial and lower eukaryotic genomes contain only very restricted

intergenic regions, these regions can become very large in higher eukaryotes. In

addition, in larger genomes the intergenic space (as well as intronic regions in

vertebrates) often contain large amounts of repetitive sequences, transposable

elements, and remnants of transposable elements. These are often highly enriched

in, and around, centromeric regions, as well as in island-like regions that are often

clearly recognizable on a cytological level (Fransz et al., 2000; McCombie et al.,

2000). For grass genomes it has been found that transposon-enriched regions alternate

with gene-rich islands. For the maize genome, which is in the same size range as the

human genome, there are estimates that the genome is comprised of up to 80 per cent

transposable elements of different type, which are arranged in a very complex manner

(SanMiguel et al., 1996). Transposons can also be located within individual genes,

especially within introns.

As during the course of evolution the reading frame and gene structure of elements

no longer active have been mutated, open reading frames frequently appear to be

disrupted and often are detected as a mosaic of subframes of the respective element.

In addition, for transposons located within introns of genes, as well as for transposons

located in the close surroundings of genes, it is often difficult to distinguish the two

closely located but separate genetic elements. In consequence, automated application

of genefinding programs on genomic DNA stretches containing no longer active

transposable elements often leads to models that contain exon – intron structures that

do not reflect the actual structure of the element. These models reflect the mutated

nature of no longer transposable elements by circumventing mutations causing

frameshifts and stop codons by aberrant splicing. For transposable elements located

within introns or the surroundings of genes, automated prediction methods often fail

to distinguish the two different genetic elements, but instead report gene models that

are concatenations or mosaics of the two elements.

Thus, for transposon-containing genomic regions it is important to have criteria to

separate transposable elements from genic regions, that allow us to detect, classify

and distinguish the two features. A popular and robust approach is to detect and mask

transposable elements based on homology matches to known transposable elements.

The regions harbouring these elements are masked and not considered in subsequent

genefinding procedures. However, intrinsic limitations appear, as the approaches rely

on already known classes of transposons, and the individual transposon borders are

often blurred. Thus homology-driven methods for transposon detection and masking

can potentially be complemented by methods that focus on structural features of

individual transposon classes, such as tRNA-like structural features found in SINE
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elements and/or long terminal repeat stretches (LTRs) flanking the borders of LTR

retrotransposons.

7.5 Gene Extraction Pipelines

As described above, various parameters have to be considered for distinguishing

coding from non-coding stretches and combining individual exons into complete

genes. Because of the complexity of both signals and genomic structure, multi-

layered analysis pipelines (Figure 7.1) have been developed which allow integration

of input from various programs. The scheme in Figure 7.1 shows the principal steps

and workflow of individual modules involved in the initial analysis of genomic

sequences. Several genefinding programs are widely used. They differ in the under-

lying parameters used for gene and exon detection, and their assembly into gene

models. Consequently, there are differences in performance accuracy at the exon,

splice site and whole-gene level. Combinatorial approaches aim to combine the

output of several genefinders by weighting their signals according to the performance

of the individual programs. Programs having a relatively low accuracy for one

parameter (e.g. delineation of 50 ends) are assigned a lower weight for such features

than others, but are assigned a higher weight for features for which they show a

higher accuracy rate (e.g., detection of internal splice sites).

As already mentioned, it is of the highest importance to include only correctly

parameterized and evaluated programs in analysis pipelines (Pavy et al., 1999).

Accuracy can dramatically change when faced with new species specific peculiarities.

Usually the training and adjustment of programs for a new genome to be analysed

Figure 7.1 Schematic analysis pipeline for gene modelling and annotation
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requires a large set of experimentally known genes from the respective organism.

For exotic organisms this can be a limiting factor, as frequently only too few

experimentally characterized genes are publicly available.

Not only is the correct delineation of exons and introns of major importance, but

the correct detection of acceptor and donor splice sites, as well as the detection of 50

and 30 borders of the genes and the correct separation of genetic elements, is also

essential. For these purposes, specialized programs based on hidden Markov models,

neural networks and support vector machines have been developed (see Table 7.2),

which are now common components of large scale analysis pipelines.

Table 7.2 Programs for gene detection

Specificity Information and availability

Genscan

(Burge and Karlin,

1997)

Detection of exons; modelling of

complete genes

http://genes.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html

Genemark HMM

(Lukashin and

Borodovsky, 1998)

Detection of exons; modelling of

complete genes; various spe-

cies specific matrices available

http://opal.biology.gatech.edu/

GeneMark/hmmchoice.html

Genemark

(Lukashin, and

Borodovsky, 1998)

Detection of exons; modelling of

complete genes; various spe-

cies specific matrices available

http://opal.biology.gatech.edu/

GeneMark/genemark24.cgi

FGENESH

(Salamov and

Solovyev. 2000)

Detection of exons; modelling of

complete genes; various spe-

cies specific matrices available

http://www.softberry.com/berry.phtml

Glimmer

(Delcher et al.,

1999)

Detection of exons; modelling of

complete genes

http://www.tigr.org/software/

glimmer/

Netplantgene

(Hebsgaard et al.,

1996)

Detection of splice sites http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/

NetPGene/

Netstart

(Pedersen and

Nielsen, 1997)

Detection of transcription start

sites; delineation of 50 borders

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/

NetStart/

Eugene Combination of different pro-

grams; weighting and genera-

tion of a combinatorial output

http://www-bia.inra.fr/T/EuGene/

PipMaker

(Schwartz et al.,

2000)

Homology-dependent gene mod-

elling

http://bio.cse.psu.edu/pipmaker/

SGP-1

(Wiehe et al., 2001)

Homology-dependent gene

modelling

http://195.37.47.237/sgp-1/

DiAlign2 & Agenda

(Morgenstern et al.,

2002)

Homology-dependent gene

modelling

http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-biele-

feld.de/cgi-bin/dialign_submit

TwinScan

(Korf et al., 2001)

Combination of ab initio gene

prediction and homology-

driven gene modelling

http://genome.cs.wustl.edu/�bio/
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So far we have focussed only on methods for the detection of intrinsic signals, e.g.

signals embedded within the nucleotide sequence. However, with the exponential

growth of publicly available sequence information, a vast amount of available

extrinsic information can be applied to genome analysis. Although usually only a

small fraction of genes of an organism have been detected experimentally, there are

often rich resources of expressed sequence tags (ESTs), and orthologous and

homologous sequences. For highly conserved genes, such sequence information

can be used even across kingdom borders. For less conserved genes or gene families,

present only in specific evolutionary lineages, such homology-dependent information

can still be used between evolutionarily diverged organisms.

For purposes of genome analysis it is most practical to divide large sequence

repositories like Genbank, EMBL or SWISSPROT into protein accessions, nucleotide

sequence accessions and ESTs. Further subdividing these selections, into species

specific collections, allows us to carry out homology searches against selected

databases of evolutionarily related organisms. For example, for the analysis of a

novel vertebrate genome comparison against a database or databases containing

human, mouse, rat and/or cow, ESTs would be preferable to comparisons to plant or

fungal sequences. As homology searches on the nucleotide level necessarily have a

lower sensitivity than against three or six frame translations, or protein sequences,

nucleotide-based homology searches (i.e. BlastN) commonly are complemented by

comparisons with dynamic translations and protein sequences (i.e. BlastX and

BlastP). Matches very often support pure in silico detections or allow correction

and fine-tuning of predictions based on intrinsic data. A typical example of gene

modelling is given in Figure 7.2. In the bottom panel the analysis output of several

programs as well as the analysis for open reading frames (ORFs) are graphically

Figure 7.2 Gene modelling involves both extrinsic and intrinsic data
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depicted. The filled bars depict individual exons/ORFs. Deviations in the prediction

between different programs are apparent.

The top panel graphically shows the position of BlastX database matches. The

arrow indicates that from extrinsic data it can be concluded that the region contains

two genes and the proposed gene model has to be split. Only one program

successfully predicts the presence of two genes.

The increasing amount of sequence and genomic information deposited in public

databases also allows exploitation of evolutionary relationships between sequences.

Coding sequences and encoded protein sequences tend to be more highly conserved

than intronic sequences. Thus comparisons on the genomic sequence level allow

detection of better conserved regions, which are likely to be functionally conserved

(i.e. likely to represent exons), and distinguishing them from regions with a lower

degree of conservation, i.e. regions that are intronic or that flank coding regions. Such

systems have now been developed (Table 7.2) and, with the availability of appropriate

reference genomes for comparison, are becoming an integral part of analysis

pipelines. It should be noted that systems have been devised that aim to combine

gene prediction on genomic DNA sequence with homology-dependent gene model-

ling, and indeed evaluation data show that combinatorial approaches are likely to be

more accurate and powerful than ab initio or homology-driven approaches alone.

7.6 Added Value and Knowledge

Although gene modelling is a challenging topic, requiring sophisticated analytical

tools, its goal is limited to elucidating the correct structure of individual genes.

However, gene structure and primary peptide sequence do not instantly reveal

information about the molecular role of the individual genetic elements. Additional

analysis modules and systems have to be applied to retrieve information about the

function, or at least the potential function, of genes. As already mentioned, typically

only a small percentage of genes within organisms has been detected and experi-

mentally characterized before genomic analysis. In fact the majority of assigned

functional information found in today’s databases arises from transferred knowledge.

In the majority of cases, functional information attached to individual genes has not

been gained by experimental analysis of the respective gene but has been transferred

from a related gene.

The most commonly used approach to gain information and hints for the function

of novel genes is homology search. Primary databases against which comparisons are

carried out are Genbank (Benson et al., 2002), EMBL (Stoesser et al., 2002)

and SWISS-PROT (Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000). Although the SWISS-PROT

database does not reach the completeness achieved by Genbank and EMBL it

has the advantage of being highly curated, a crucial advantage for any information

transfer between homologous genes. When carrying out large scale genome

annotation every group feels pressure to rationalize and speed up annotation by
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automatable procedures. However, there are no commonly used and accepted

standards or thresholds for assigning or suggesting molecular function based on

homology measures. Thus annotation and functional assignments done at different

centres usually are not readily comparable, as different standards have been applied.

At best there is a grey area. As an example take a protein that has a considerable

homology to others in a restricted region of the sequence, indicative of a conserved

domain. One annotator may decide to name this an ‘unknown protein’ and state

within the note the apparent similarity. A second annotator might decide that the

conservation marks a functional domain, and that the molecular function can be

transferred from the annotatory information associated with the matching protein

sequence, and the title of the gene now reflects the homology match.

There are several problems associated with these procedures. Often there is no

indication that the title and tentative functional assignment has been made based on

detected homology rather than experimental verification. This bears the danger of

transferring functional hints from one predicted protein to the next without requiring

homologies to experimentally characterized genes. This blurs the transferred infor-

mation. In addition, information on the thresholds used and the basis for assigning a

molecular function are only rarely reported.

There are even more profound problems. Often the vocabulary used is uncon-

trolled, aggravating considerably the difficulty of reliable retrieval of annotation and

of genes belonging to a particular family. Another problem is that any functional

assignment depends on the version of the reference database. Thus assignments

represent the state of knowledge at a particular time point.

A fundamental demand on genome and sequence databases however is to represent

the most up-to-date information on the particular genes, a goal that can hardly be

achieved by non-automated and non-recursive methodologies. Such methodologies

are currently beginning to emerge. They include dynamically updated homology

searches, and intelligent systems to analyse for family relationship – and thus

functional relationship – against curated databases containing functional annotation.

A highly automated approach to assign function to new genes detected in genome

projects is the analysis for conserved functional domains. An example is given in

Figure 7.3. From top to bottom the panels show

� the probable secondary structure of the protein (alpha helices and beta sheets)

� detected PFAM and

� prosite domains

� BLASTP matches and the region they cover and

� the protein sequence of the analysed protein.

Numerous domain databases, created at least in part using different underlying

methodologies, are available for the development of diagnostic domain signatures.

The InterPro database marks a remarkable effort of most of the important domain
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databases to develop a unified domain database which integrates various individual

databases with different scientific focus and different methodology (Apweiler et al.,

2000). Screening of new genes against these databases allows scanning for the

presence of characteristic sequence signatures. These signatures subsequently allow

transfer of established knowledge from the highly curated and documented database

entries to the respective new protein, and indicates a potential molecular function.

Another level of knowledge transfer, and an approach to structure and organize the

biological knowledge associated with individual genes, is to use controlled vocabul-

aries, or ontologies. Genes that carry out specific functions are retrievable within

thousands of genes, and comparison of functions between organisms beyond the

sequence homology level is facilitated. Common levels of classification include

molecular function, e.g. the tasks performed by individual gene products,

biological process and

cellular component, e.g. subcellular structures, location, and macromolecular

complexes.

Figure 7.3 Display of summarized annotation and secondary analysis data
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Among the most prominent classification schemes are the MIPS Funcat (Mewes

et al., 2002), the TIGR role categories (Peterson et al., 2001) and the GO

(Gene Ontology) classification scheme (Ashburner et al., 2000), an effort carried

out by a collaboration of various different genome databases. The first two

classification schemes are hierarchically organized, which facilitates their use as an

additional data axis to structure and analyse large scale genomic data, such as

expression arrays. The GO classification schema is based on directed acyclic graphs,

which allow higher resolution, and more easily cope with the complexity of

biological functions.

Among the increasing armoury of analytical tools and databases, a basic repertoire

of analysis is being carried out within large scale genome sequence analysis. This

includes comparison with the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)

(Kanehisa et al., 2002) to assign enzyme classification, comparison against the

Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Laskowski, 2001) tentatively to assign three dimensional

structure, and against the COG database (Tatusov et al., 2001), which contains

phylogenetic classification of proteins encoded in complete genomes. Analytical tools

to analyse for secondary structure (Heringa, 2000), transmembrane domains (Krogh

et al., 2001) or localization signals (Emanuelsson, Nielsen and von Heijne, 1999)

complete the repertoire of standard analytical tools applied to individual genes.

Workbenches to apply a suite of selected tools automatically to large sets of genes

have been developed (Frishman et al., 2001) (a cutout is shown in Figure 7.3). They

generate a comprehensive analysis summary for each individual tool and gene. Such

workbenches have become an indispensable component within large scale genome

annotation workflows, and constitute a convenient way to communicate and display

the results of highly complex analysis, and to pave the way to elucidating the function

of the individual genes.

7.7 Beyond the Parts List

Classification into ontology classes, assigning enzyme-nomenclature codes to indi-

vidual genes, or analysis for localization signals, already goes beyond the isolated

analysis of individual genes. It is widely accepted that the initial sequencing, analysis

for gene content and exhaustive analysis of the individual genetic units can be only a

starting point for the molecular understanding of the lifestyle of individual organisms.

The list of genetic elements contained within genomes has been compared to a parts

list. Everybody who ever tried to assemble a piece of furniture that has been delivered

in individual parts without using the assembly instructions has experienced the

difficulty of constructing the object. Usually only for a few parts is it obvious which

function they carry out. For most it is mysterious where they fit in, and which function

they serve.
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In the analysis of genomes we face a very similar problem. Only a few genes have

clear hints (by homologies, domain signatures etc.) that let us identify their molecular

function and functional role. Most, unfortunately, provide only vague or no hints

towards their functional role that can be deduced from the primary sequence

information.

Bacterial genomes however contain additional information, that is encoded within

the coappearance of genes within the same operon. As it is known that genes located

in the same operon carry out related functions, this can be exploited in the analysis.

By analysing for genomic colocalization between functionally uncharacterized genes

and genes with attached functional information, and comparison of detected associa-

tions between different genomes, it is possible to assign potential function to

previously functionally uncharacterized genes (Kolesov, Mewes and Frishman, 2001).

A characteristic of biological systems is that the individual components are

organized in complex networks and pathways that often resemble a scale-free

network (Koonin, Wolf and Karev, 2002). Current genome analysis can cope with

this in only a rudimentary way. Usually, even genes with clear functional indications

do not appear to be connected with genes that take part in the same pathway or

functional module. Future directions of development of genome analysis will

necessarily aim at integrative analysis strategies that utilize contextual information,

and apply functional associations such as signalling, metabolic or regulatory net-

works and pathways. In addition to development and refinement of bioinformatic

analysis strategies (i.e. regulatory elements and the embedding of detected element

combinations into regulatory networks), the integration of large scale experimental

data into genomic analysis backbones are logical steps towards getting insight into

how to assemble the individual parts. Examples include large scale analysis for

protein interactions, whole genome expression analysis or large scale experimental

analysis for protein localization.

Integration of a large variety of heterogeneous data into a centralized database has

been shown to be impractical. Database schemes to cope with diverse and hetero-

geneous data sets, often with ambiguous definitions of different data types, are

extremely difficult to establish. Novel developments therefore are focussing on

distributed database approaches and forging technical links among different data-

bases. One example is the SRS system (Etzold, Ulyanov and Argos, 1996) that allows

searching and retrieving information in and from different databases. Within specified

data fields in selected databases, specific queries can be carried out and information

of interest selected. Future genome databases probably will be less centralized

repositories, but instead will follow a distributed schema with different, in part

highly specific, contributing databases, that will allow us to carry out complex queries

across multiple databases without the need to navigate between them. This will have

a major impact on our understanding of genomes and of the underlying molecular

principles of life. Once we meet the challenge of analysing the enormous amount of

genomic and experimental data in a genomic context and integrating them into

functional modules, we shall be able to look at the molecular basis of life on a more

systematic level.
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8 Annotation of Protein

Sequences

W. C. Barker and C. H. Wu

Abstract
Protein sequence databases with accurate, comprehensive and up-to-date information on

proteins are fundamental resources for a wide range of researchers, educators and

students. Inaccurate annotations in these databases have led to erroneous conclusions

and to propagation of errors into other databases and into the literature. The relatively

few annotations in these databases that are based on direct experimental data are the

most reliable and should be well identified, with citations to the sources of the

information. Conversely, it must also be very clear which annotations are based,

implicitly or explicitly, on sequence similarity or predictive algorithms. Such predictions

are more reliable when applied within groups of closely related proteins in which one or

more members have been experimentally characterized. UniProt, the Universal Protein

Resource, strives to assist users to judge the quality of the data by clearly distinguishing

experimental from predicted annotations, by using reliable and multiple prediction

methods, by providing clear evidence attribution and by using standardized terminology.

PIR protein family and superfamily classification serve as one basis for rule-based

procedures that perform integrity checks and provide rich automatic functional annota-

tion among homologous sequences.
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8.1 Introduction

With the recent accumulation of genome sequences of many organisms, notably

including the human sequence, attention has turned to the identification of all of the

different proteins in cells and to the comprehensive study of protein interactions,

modifications and functions, defining the field of proteomics. In addition, structural

genomics initiatives are generating new protein structures that will elucidate

the mechanistic details of protein function. Inevitably, the experimental determination

of protein functions and properties lags far behind the current avalanche of

sequence data.

Identification of all of the genes encoding functional proteins in the genome of an

organism is essential but not sufficient for understanding how these proteins function

in making up a living cell. The number of different functional proteins in an organism

often substantially exceeds the number of genes due to the generation of protein

isoforms by alternative RNA processing as well as by covalent modifications of the

precursor proteins. To cope with the complexity of protein sequence and functional

information, annotated databases of protein sequence and function, with high

interoperability to the multitude of related biomolecular databases, provide a

cornerstone for a wide range of scientists active in modern biological research,

especially in the field of proteomics. The major protein sequence databases are the

most comprehensive sources of information on proteins. In addition to these universal

databases that cover proteins from all species, there are collections storing informa-

tion about specific families or groups of proteins, or about the proteins of a specific

organism. Regardless of the scope and size of the database or whether it is intended

for public, commercial or in-house use, the extent and quality of the annotation that

accompanies the sequence data will be critical in determining the utility of the

database for scientific investigations.

8.2 What is Annotation?

In a database of protein sequences, annotation generally refers to all information

other than the sequence. This information can include (but is not limited to)

� Database unique identifiers

� Protein name and synonyms

� Protein source (organism, tissue, cell type, organelle)

� Dates of accession and modification

� Citations for the sequence and annotation data
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� Classifications

� Genetics

� Function and activities

� Secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure

� Covalent modifications and other position specific features

� Sequence variants

� Cross-references to other databases

� Keywords.

To make the data readable, searchable and retrievable, annotations are structured

into labelled records and fields, which are presented in a database-defined order in

each entry. They also usually follow a defined syntax and often employ a controlled

vocabulary. Although data structure, syntax and semantics vary significantly among

databases, there are ways for database designers to maximize interoperablility with

related databases. These include, for example, adopting widely used ontologies and

classifications and providing PubMed cross-references for citations. Here we will

discuss some practical aspects of protein sequence annotation, drawing examples

from the databases of the UniProt and InterPro consortiums.

8.3 UniProt: Universal Protein Resource

UniProt (Apweiler et al., 2004) joins the experience and expertise of the three major

annotated and comprehensive protein sequence databases, PIR-PSD, Swiss-Prot and

TrEMBL. The Protein Information Resource (PIR) (Wu et al., 2003) provides an

integrated public resource of protein informatics to support genomic and proteomic

research and scientific discovery. PIR produces the Protein Sequence Database (PSD)

of functionally annotated protein sequences, which grew out of the Atlas of Protein

Sequence and Structure edited by Margaret Dayhoff (1965–1978). Swiss-Prot

(Boeckmann et al., 2003) is a protein knowledgebase established in 1986 and

maintained collaboratively by the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB) and the

European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI). It strives to provide a high level of

annotation, a minimal level of redundancy, a high level of integration with other

biomolecular databases and extensive external documentation. Because maintaining

Swiss-Prot is a time-consuming process involving extensive sequence analysis and

detailed curation, a supplement to Swiss-Prot was created in 1996. This supplement,

TrEMBL (Translation of EMBL nucleotide sequence database) (Apweiler et al.,

1997), contains computer-annotated protein sequences not yet integrated into Swiss-

Prot, including entries derived from the translation of coding sequences in the DDBJ/
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EMBL/GenBank nucleotide sequence database, sequences extracted from the

literature and sequences submitted to Swiss-Prot. Together, PIR, EBI and SIB

maintain and provide UniProt, a stable, comprehensive, fully classified, richly and

accurately annotated protein sequence knowledgebase, with extensive cross-

references and querying interfaces as the central hub for the collection of functional

information on proteins (http://www.uniprot.org). The three groups continue to

maintain web sites (http://pir.georgetown.edu, http://www.ebi.ac.uk and http://expasy.

org) that provide many useful sequence analysis tools and databases.

8.4 Protein Family Classification

Classification of proteins provides valuable clues to structure, activity and metabolic

role. Protein family classification has several advantages as a basic approach for

large-scale genomic annotation: (i) it improves the identification of proteins that are

difficult to characterize based on pairwise alignments; (ii) it assists database

maintenance by promoting family-based propagation of annotation and making

annotation errors apparent; (iii) it provides an effective means to retrieve relevant

biological information from vast numbers of data and (iv) it reflects the underlying

gene families, the analysis of which is essential for comparative genomics and

phylogenetics.

A number of different classification systems, some highly automated and others

curated, have been developed in recent years to organize proteins. Among the variety

of classification schemes are (i) hierarchical families of proteins, such as the

superfamilies/families (Barker, Pfeiffer and George, 1996) in the PIR-PSD, and

protein groups in ProtoNet (Sasson et al., 2003), (ii) families of protein domains, such

as those in Pfam (Bateman et al., 2002) and ProDom (Corpet et al., 2000),

(iii) sequence motifs or conserved regions, such as in PROSITE (Falquet et al.,

2002) and PRINTS (Attwood et al., 2003), (iv) structural classes, such as in SCOP

(Lo Conte et al., 2002) and CATH (Pearl et al., 2003) and (v) integrations of various

family classifications, such as iProClass (Huang et al., 2003) and InterPro (Mulder

et al., 2003). While each of these databases is useful for particular needs, no

classification scheme is by itself adequate for addressing all protein annotation needs.

8.5 InterPro: Integrated Resource of Protein Families,
Domains and Sites

Databases of domain and motif signatures are essential tools for identifying distant

relationships in novel sequences and hence for inferring protein function. Several

publicly available signature databases, including PROSITE, PRINTS, Pfam, ProDom,
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SMART (Letunic et al., 2002) and TIGRFAMs (Haft et al., 2001), collaborate to

produce InterPro (Mulder et al., 2003), an integrated documentation resource for

protein families, domains and functional sites. Each InterPro entry contains signa-

tures from one or more of the member databases describing the same group of

proteins. Each entry includes a unique name and short name; an abstract, which

provides annotation about the proteins matching the entry; literature references and

links back to the relevant member database(s) and a list of precomputed matches

against the whole of Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL. PIR protein superfamilies have been

included in InterPro starting in 2003.

The InterPro database is maintained at the EBI with close collaboration with the

member databases. It is updated regularly to coincide with new releases of the

member databases. All data are stored in a relational database and direct web access

via Java servlets is provided. The InterPro database is also distributed as flat files in

XML format via FTP. On the web server (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/) the data are

available for text or sequence searches. The sequence search package, InterProScan

(Zdobnov and Apweiler, 2001), combines the search methods from each of the

databases into a single package and provides an output with all results in a single

format. In this way, researchers can submit their sequences using a web interface and

obtain results of hits in InterPro in both a graphical and tabular view.

8.6 PIR Protein Families and Superfamilies

PIR defines ‘closely related’ proteins as having at least 50 per cent sequence identity;

such sequences are automatically assigned to the same family. The families produced

by automatic clustering can be refined during curation to produce groups that make

biological sense, for example to include somewhat more distantly related members

that are clearly orthologous and functionally equivalent. A PIR superfamily is a

collection of families. Sequences in different families in the same superfamily may

have as little as 15–20 per cent sequence identity. The PIR superfamily/family

concept (Dayhoff, 1976), which is the earliest classification based on sequence

similarity, is unique in providing comprehensive and non-overlapping clustering of

protein sequences into a hierarchical order to reflect their evolutionary relationships.

Proteins are assigned to the same superfamily/family only if they share end-to-end

sequence similarity, including common domain architecture (i.e. similar number,

order and types of domains), and do not differ excessively in overall length (unless

they are fragments or result from alternative splicing or initiators). Other major

family databases are organized based on similarities of domain or motif regions

alone, as in Pfam and PRINTS, or consist of mixtures of domain families and families

of whole proteins, such as SCOP and TIGRFAMs. However, in these the protein-

to-family relationship is not necessarily one to one, as in PIR superfamily/family, but

can also be one to many. The PIR superfamily classification is useful to discriminate
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among multidomain proteins where functional differences are associated with the

presence or absence of one or more domains.

Family and superfamily classification frequently allow identification or probable

function assignment for uncharacterized (‘hypothetical’) sequences. To assure correct

functional assignments, protein identifications must be based on both global (whole

protein, e.g. PIR superfamily) and local (domain and motif) sequence similarities.

8.7 Ontologies

The use of non-standardized vocabularies to name proteins, genes or organisms or to

describe protein function can hinder searching across multiple proteins and species in

different databases for common characteristics. Compiling a dictionary or thesaurus

of biological terms is a major project that is most effectively done by a consortium of

interested and expert parties, with the visibility needed to assure widespread adoption.

In order to maximize interoperability and take advantage of the work of others,

databases are well advised to minimize the use of in-house controlled vocabularies

and instead rely on established external ontologies. Useful examples of these are the

Enzyme Commission categorization, naming and description of enzyme functions

(http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iubmb/enzyme/), the taxons and their hierarchical

arrangement from the NCBI Taxonomy Browser (Wheeler et al., 2003), the RESID

Database of Protein Modifications (Garavelli, 2003), gene designations from various

sources, ontologies for molecular function, biological process and intracellular

location from the Gene Ontology Consortium (2000, 2001) and authoritative sources

for gene names, such as HUGO (http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/hugo/) or FlyBase

(FlyBase Consortium, 2003).

For example, to provide standardization for enzyme names, activities, pathways

and associated keywords, PIR compiled an electronic database of enzyme activities

from the publications of the Enzyme Nomenclature Commission before an official

electronic version was available. Now enzyme entries in PIR-PSD and iProClass are

linked to the official IUBMB Enzyme Nomenclature which serves as the standard for

classification and naming of enzymes and a source for representation of the reaction

catalysed. The EC numbers (e.g. 1.1.1.1 designates alcohol dehydrogenase) provide a

hierarchical organization of enzyme activities and can also be used to establish links

to other enzyme and pathway databases such as the BRENDA collection of enzyme

functional data (http://www.brenda.uni-koeln.de) (Schomburg et al., 2002) and KEGG,

the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/)

(Kanehisa et al., 2002). The PIR also maintains an in-house relational database

implementation of the Enzyme Commission data, which contains EC numbers,

nomenclature, reaction and other information. Such relational implementations can

contain the hierarchical relationships of terms, as well as synonyms, usage guide and

other associated information.
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8.8 Protein Names, Source Information
and Unique Identifiers

Databases typically assign a name to each protein. These names are characterized by

their great variety. Like people, proteins can have the equivalent of nicknames as well

as official or formal or full names. The same protein can be called by different names.

It is extremely common to have a plethora of variations of spelling, capitalization,

punctuation and spacing, especially for the nicknames. Some protein names are

single words: trypsin, myosin, tropomyosin, insulin, haemoglobin, collagen.

Even these, however, are more properly understood to refer to a fairly specific

class or type of protein that may be further differentiated by additional modifiers.

More often protein names contain several terms and mix uppercase and lowercase

letters, numerical figures and non-alphabetical characters. Common examples

are enzyme names, well established or ad hoc abbreviations (the equivalent of

nicknames), gene symbols and arbitrary designations. These names can include

simple protein names, nicknames, common English words (even including ‘and’

and ‘of’), words that describe some general or specific property or activity of the

protein and indications of the source of the protein (organism, tissue, organelle).

Curated databases typically impose some conventions of syntax and semantics

and provide a list of other names (including misnomers as well as synonyms) that

have been used so that users can search using terminology with which they are

familiar.

Organism names in the UniProt databases have been mapped to NCBI taxons and

linked to the descriptions in the NCBI Taxonomy Browser (Wheeler et al., 2003),

which include synonymous names, lineages, and genetic codes. Although this source

is not a taxonomic authority, it is compiled from many sources and is widely used for

macromolecular sequence data. Relational database implementation of the NCBI

taxonomy at PIR is used to map organism names from different source databases and

to provide the taxonomy hierarchical tree. This implementation allows easy query and

term alignment among related databases.

The Gene Ontology Consortium (2000, 2001) has developed ontologies for

molecular function, biological process and cellular component (location of action)

to describe gene products and to allow the annotation and comparison of molecular

characteristics across species. Each vocabulary is structured so that any term may

have more than one parent as well as zero, one or more children. This makes attempts

to describe biology much richer than would be possible with a strictly hierarchical

structure. Currently the GO vocabulary consists of over 17 000 terms, which will, in

time, all have strict definitions for their usage. The Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL/InterPro

group at EBI belongs to the Gene Ontology Consortium and will use its standard

vocabulary to characterize the activities of proteins in the UniProt knowledgebase.

The EBI will provide assignments of GO terms to gene products for all organisms

with completely and incompletely sequenced proteomes and will contribute to the
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expansion of the ontologies by requesting new terms when necessary, thus extending

the scope of the GO ontologies beyond those terms necessary to describe the proteins

of the model organism databases.

Because protein names in databases may be complex and are often changed as the

proteins become better characterized, it is very important also to assign database

specific unique identifiers to each protein. These are of two types: entry identifiers

and accession numbers. Entry identifiers can be suggestive mnemonics (e.g.

HBB_HUMAN), though it can become tedious to keep up with this practice, or

arbitrary combinations of letters and/or numbers (B91637 or Q9UNL6). Accession

numbers are arbitrary, permanent, machine-generated combinations of letters and/or

numbers assigned to a reported sequence. Both PIR-PSD and TrEMBL initially use

the same token for the entry identifier and accession number. Entry identifiers can be

changed, which may happen when two reports of the same protein are merged into

one entry or when a meaningful identification is made for a previously poorly

characterized protein.

8.9 Common Identification Errors

The usual approach for naming of proteins translated from genomic sequences is to

infer protein characteristics based on sequence similarity to annotated proteins in

sequence databases. This process is error prone (Bork and Koonin, 1998) and has

produced many genome annotation errors (Brenner, 1999; Devos and Valencia,

2001), many of which have been propagated to other molecular databases. There

are several sources of errors. Usually the sequence will be searched against a single

comprehensive dataset, such as PIR-NREF (Wu et al., 2003) or Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL,

and the sequence will be assigned the name of the highest-scoring sequence(s). The

common sequence searching algorithms, BLAST or PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al.,

1997) and FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) find best-scoring similarities;

however, the similarity may involve only parts of the query and target molecules.

The retrieved similarity may be to a known domain that is tangential to the main

function of the protein or to a region with compositional similarity, e.g. a region

containing several transmembrane domains. Since many proteins are multifunctional,

the assignment of a single function, which is common in genome projects, results in

incomplete or incorrect information. Before making or accepting identification, users

should examine the domain structure in comparison to the pairwise alignments and

determine whether the similarity is local, perhaps associated with a common domain,

or extends convincingly over the entire sequences.

Second, annotation in the searched databases is at best inconsistent and incomplete

and at worst misleading or erroneous, having been based on partial or weak similarity.

The major nucleotide sequence databases GenBank (Benson et al., 2003), EMBL

(Stoesser et al., 2003), and DDBJ (Miyazaki et al., 2003) are ‘archival’ databases,
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recording the original identifications as submitted by the sequencers unless a revision

is submitted by the same group. Therefore, the protein identifications in GenPept,

which are taken directly from GenBank annotations, may never be updated in light of

more recent knowledge. In many databases, it may not be evident when identification

is based on solid experimental evidence, inference from properties of a closely related

protein or simply the best partial match in a database search.

Over-identification is a common error when similarity is not strong over the entire

lengths of the query and target sequences. Sequences in different families in the same

superfamily may have different activities, though often falling within the same

general class. For example, the long chain alcohol dehydrogenase superfamily

contains alcohol dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.1), L-threonine 3-dehydrogenase (EC

1.1.1.103), L-iditol 2-dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.14), D-xylulose reductase (EC

1.1.1.9), galactitol-1-phosphate 5-dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.251) and others. Of five

sequences from the recently sequenced genome of Brucella melitensis (DelVecchio et

al., 2002) that were identified specifically as alcohol dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.1),

only two are closely related (60 per cent identity) to well characterized alcohol

dehydrogenases. For the others, the functional assignment may be overly specific, as

they are more distantly related (less than 40 per cent identity). For the most part, users

will need to inspect database entries and read at least the abstracts of published

reports to ascertain whether a functional assignment is based on experimental

evidence or only on sequence similarity. Users should also ascertain that any residues

critical for the ascribed activity (e.g. active site residues) are conserved.

In many cases a more thorough and time-consuming analysis is needed to reveal

the most probable functional assignments. Factors that may be relevant, in addition to

presence or absence of domains, motifs or functional residues, include similarity or

potential similarity of three-dimensional structures (when known), proximity of genes

(may indicate that their products are involved in the same pathway), metabolic

capacities of the organisms and evolutionary history of the protein as deduced from

aligned sequences. Bork and Koonin (1998) discuss additional effective strategies.

Iyer et al. (2001) analyse several additional examples of misidentifications and their

subsequent correction.

8.10 Evidence Attribution

To prevent propagation of annotation errors and improve information content, protein

annotations ideally should include, for both experimental and computational data, the

types of evidence and methods for the annotation along with attribution of their

sources. Evidence attribution is of growing importance since the comprehensive

biomolecular databases combine data from a broad variety of sources. Data in

TrEMBL, for example, may be automatically imported from the underlying DDBJ/

EMBL/GenBank coding sequences, imported from other databases, partially curated
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by EBI staff, generated from specific programs, or added by automatic annotation

systems. Although every effort is made to ensure correct and consistent data, data

quality is limited by the quality of the input data. Currently, it is difficult for database

users to recognize where individual data items come from and whether they are well

founded, reasonably inferred or highly speculative. Too often users assume that all

data in the major databases are accurate and authoritative.

Attribution of protein annotations to validated experimental sources provides

effective means to avoid propagation of errors that may have resulted from large

scale genome annotation. This is already possible, in part, both in Swiss-

Prot/TrEMBL (http://expasy.org/cgi-bin/lists?annbioch.txt) (Junker, Apweiler and

Bairoch, 1999) and in PIR, through the use of a number of qualifiers or status tags

which differentiate between experimental and non-experimental data. To distinguish

experimentally verified from computationally predicted data, PIR entries are labelled

with status tags of ‘validated’, ‘similarity’ or ‘imported’ in protein title, function and

complex annotations (Figure 8.1(a)). The validated function or complex annotation

includes hypertext-linked PubMed unique identifiers for the articles in which the

experimental determinations are reported. The entries are also tagged with

‘experimental’, ‘absent’, ‘atypical’ or ‘predicted’ in feature annotations (Fig-

ure 8.1(b)). The first two tags are used to indicate the experimentally determined

presence or absence of features. To appropriately attribute bibliographic data to

features with experimental evidence, we are conducting a retrospective bibliography

mapping. Literature citations within each protein entry are computationally filtered

based on titles and abstracts, using controlled terms describing the experimental

Figure 8.1 PIR evidence attribution for (a) title, complex and function annotation and (b)

feature annotation
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features. Subsequently, the filtered papers are manually curated and added to the

feature lines as literature attributions.

Evidence tags will be added to UniProt records by computer programs and during

the literature-based curation process, allowing users to view the source of all data

items in each record and to distinguish between experimental and computationally

derived data. During the annotation process, curators will assess any information that

has been added by a program, and if it is correct they will confirm it using the

appropriate evidence tag. This will increase the reliability of all program-added

information and will also allow for improvements to programs through feedback from

curators to programmers. It will also prevent the overwriting by a program of any data

that have been edited by a curator so that it will be possible to use programs to add

information to a curated entry without touching manually curated data items. As each

piece of data may have more than one evidence tag, this system is appropriate for data

items that are derived from multiple sources. This system has been used internally at

EBI for some time and a large number of data items in the TrEMBL database have

already been tagged. The UniProt consortium will build on this method and extend it

to allow tagging of known false information, e.g. if a keyword generated by an

automated annotation system is known to be wrong by curator judgment. This will

allow the incorporation of feedback from users and curators to improve the rules for

automatic annotation. All data items tagged with a ‘negative’ evidence tag will be

removed from the entry before publication.

8.11 Position Specific Annotations

Position specific annotations appear in the ‘feature table’ sections of database entries

and are of several types, including amino acids that are post-translationally modified,

unusual encoded amino acids (selenocysteine being the most common), active or

inhibitory sites and binding sites. These are annotated with reference to a specific

residue (position) or to a short list of residues (e.g. 34, 52). Properly speaking, a ‘site’

should not be designated by a range (e.g. 32–38) of residues.

An important class of post-translational modifications comprises those amino acids

that are chemically changed in such a way that they could not be restored by

physiological processes of hydrolysis, ammonolysis or simple reduction, including

chemical changes involving the alpha amino group (e.g. N-formylmethionine), or the

alpha-carboxyl group of the carboxyl terminal residue, and selenocysteine and other

rare amino acids that are translationally incorporated but for historical reasons are

represented as modified residues. Active site residues are those known or thought to

function in the actual catalytic reaction of an enzyme. Similarly, inhibitory site

residues are those residues in enzyme inhibitors that serve as pseudo-substrates to

block enzymatic activity.

Binding sites may be either covalent of non-covalent. Covalent changes may occur

transiently or more or less permanently, but the original amino acid could in principle
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be recovered and detected by typical methods of sequence analysis, whereas modified

residues could not be. Non-covalent bonds may be ionic, ligand, Van der Waals or

donative or receptive hydrogen bonds with ions, cofactors or other molecules

(excluding the protein constituting the entry).

The RESID Database (Garavelli, 2003), originally compiled at the NBRF to

support PIR databases, is the most comprehensive collection of annotations and

structures for protein modifications, including amino-terminal, carboxyl-terminal and

peptide chain cross-link post-translational modifications. It has been publicly ac-

cessible since 1995 and currently contains more than 300 entries. The current

version (http://www.ncifcrf.gov/RESID/) maps post-translational modifications to

both PIR and Swiss-Prot feature table representations. Ideally, post-translational

modifications appearing in feature tables will be linked to the corresponding entries

in RESID.

8.12 Rule-based Annotation

For large databases of protein sequences, the time and effort involved in thorough

curation by a staff annotator dictates that only a small fraction of entries can be

carefully annotated by hand. One strategy is to carefully choose representative entries

for hand curation. Often this is paired with a strategy of automatic carry-over of

annotations from a curated entry to other closely related entries. PIR family and

superfamily classification serves as the basis for rule-based procedures that perform

integrity checks and provide rich automatic functional annotation among homologous

sequences. Integrity checks are based on controlled vocabulary, standard nomencla-

ture and other ontologies. For example, the IUBMB Enzyme Nomenclature is used to

detect obsolete EC numbers, misspelled enzyme names or inconsistent EC number

and enzyme name.

Combining the classification information and sequence patterns or profiles, rules

have been defined to predict position specific sequence features such as active sites,

binding sites, modification sites and sequence motifs. For example, when a new

sequence is classified into a superfamily containing a ‘ferredoxin (2Fe–2S) homology

domain’, that sequence is automatically searched for the pattern for the 2Fe–2S

cluster and, if the pattern is found, the feature ‘Binding site: 2Fe–2S cluster (Cys)

(covalent)’ is added. Such sequence features are most accurately predicted if based on

patterns or profiles derived from sequences closely related to those that are

experimentally verified. For example, within the cytochrome c domain (PF00034),

the ‘CXXCH’ pattern, containing three annotatable residues, is easily identified, and

the ligands (haem and haem iron) are invariant; however, there is no single pattern

derivable for identifying the Met that is the second axial ligand of the hame iron. In

contrast, within the many superfamilies containing the calcineurin-like phosphoester-

ase domain (PF00149), the metal chelating residues, the identity of the bound metal
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ion and the catalytic activity are variable. In such a case, automated annotation must

be superfamily or family specific in order to be accurate.

Table 8.1 illustrates how an integrated set of rules can be triggered by family

classification to produce dynamic annotation of protein entries. After classification,

all SF000460 superfamily members containing positive identifications of Pfam

domain PF00343 and PROSITE motif PS00102 are automatically tested (Action 2)

for the superfamily-tailored pyridoxal-phosphate binding site ‘EASG(QT)(GS)

NM^KXXXN(GR)’ (where K is the residue covalently binding the cofactor) and

instructions are generated to add the appropriate feature. If all essential sequence and

site features are present, the entry title is checked for the string ‘phosphorylase

(EC 2.4.1.1)’ or, even more specifically, ‘starch phosphorylase (EC 2.4.1.1)’ if

the organism is a plant (Action 4). Then, enzyme-associated keywords such as

Table 8.1 Classification-driven and rule-based approach for automated and quality annotation

Action Process Rule Description*

1 Protein

classification

Superfamily Superfamily: SF000460, phosphorylase

Domain: PF00343, Carbohydrate

phosphorylase

Motif: PS00102, Phosphorylase

pyridoxal-phosphate attachment site

2 Site

identification

Feature Rule 1 IF pattern:

EASG(QT)(GS)NM^KXXXN(GR)

THEN add feature: ‘Binding site: pyridoxal

phosphate (Lys) (covalent)’

3 Site

identification

Feature Rule 2 IF superfamily member þ animal (Metazoa)

And IF pattern: (KR)(KR)(KR)QI^S(VIL)RG

THEN add feature: ‘Binding site: phosphate

(Ser) (covalent) (by phosphorylase kinase)

(in phosphorylase a)’

4 Protein name

checking

Protein name

rule

IF: superfamily member þ feature rule 1

THEN use name: ‘phosphorylase (EC 2.4.1.1)’

IF: superfamily member þ feature rule

1 þ plant (Viridiplantae)

THEN use name: ‘starch phosphorylase (EC

2.4.1.1)’

5 Keyword

checking

Keyword rule IF protein name includes: EC 2.4.1.1

THEN add keywords: ‘glycosyltransferase’,

‘phosphorylase’, ‘hexosyltransferase’

6 Keyword

checking

Keyword rule IF: feature rule 1

THEN add keyword: ‘pyridoxal phosphate’

7 Keyword

checking

Keyword rule IF: feature rule 2

THEN add keywords: ‘phosphoprotein’,

‘allosteric regulation’

*The quoted texts are terms in PIR controlled vocabularies.
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‘glycosyltransferase’ and ‘hexosyltransferase’ are added (Action 5). Superfamily

members from animals are tested for the phosphorylase kinase phosphorylation site

and the appropriate feature is added (Action 3). The two new features trigger the

addition of keywords ‘pyridoxal phosphate’ (Action 6), and ‘phosphoprotein’ and

‘allosteric regulation’ (Action 7), respectively.

Family specific patterns for such features are derived from alignments of closely

related sequences for which some of the sequences have experimentally determined

properties. The rule may further specify other topological constraints for the pattern,

such as restricting the annotation of the P-loop feature to the ABC transporter domain

regions for the excinuclease ABC chain A superfamily. Looking for expected active

site and binding site sequence motifs and disulfide bonds only by homology within

the family or superfamily prevents errors such as annotation of signal sequences for

nuclear proteins, myristylation sites internally in sequences, phosphorylation sites

when there is no evidence that the protein is phosphorylated, carbohydrate-binding

sites in cytosolic proteins etc. Sometimes the concatenation of predicted features in a

sequence is so plausible as to justify a functional classification and feature annotation

even if there is no family or superfamily member with validated function. For

example, a eukaryotic protein containing a predicted signal sequence, followed by

several predicted immunoglobulin-like domains, followed by a predicted transmem-

brane domain, followed by a predicted protein kinase or protein phosphatase domain

is very likely a receptor involved in a signal transduction pathway.

8.13 Conclusions

A diverse community, including students and professors of biochemistry and

bioinformatics, researchers in structural biology and cancer therapeutics, scientists

at patent offices and regulatory agencies, statisticians and ontologists, depends on

general or specialized protein sequence databases. Inaccurate annotation in these

databases will lead to erroneous conclusions and propagation of errors (Wu and

Barker, 2004). Although relatively few of the annotations in these databases are based

on direct experimental data, these are the most important and reliable of the

annotations. Consequently, they should be well identified, with citations to the

sources of the information. Conversely, it must also be very clear which annotations

are based, implicitly or explicitly, on sequence similarity or predictive algorithms.

Such predictions are more reliable when applied within groups of closely related

proteins (families and some superfamilies) in which one or more members have been

experimentally characterized. Although, in the final analysis, it is the responsibility

of the user to judge the credibility of the data, the databases must strive to make

this feasible by distinguishing experimental from predicted annotations, using

reliable prediction methods, giving clear evidence attribution and using standardized

terminology.
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9 Issues in the Annotation of

Protein Structures

G. J. Swaminathan, J. Tate, R. Newman, A. Hussain, J. Ionides,

K. Henrick and S. Velankar

Abstract
With structural genomics initiatives taking off all around the world, it is now more

important than ever that there are systems in place to handle the large number of

expected depositions in an efficient and consistent manner. With the tools designed and

implemented by the E-MSD for the annotation of depositions, the stage is set for high

throughput curation of PDB entries deposited at EBI. Our collaborations with various

scientific programmers and users have already led to major advancements in the ease

with which new structures and the information associated with them can be deposited at

the E-MSD. We believe that the deposition and curation tools produced by the E-MSD

group will be instrumental in creating a richer and more consistent database of protein

structures.

Keywords
macromolecular structure database, protein structure curation, annotation, data

harvesting, quaternary structure, geometry validation, ligand chemistry, protein

databank, wwPDB

The European Bioinformatics Institute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk) was established in

1995 as a home for a large set of biological databases covering a broad range of

topics from nucleotide sequence through to protein function. From its inception the

EBI has hosted the EMBL nucleotide sequence database (Hamm and Cameron, 1986)

and SWISS-PROT (Bairoch and Boeckmann, 1994). The E-MSD (EBI-Macromolecular

Database Annotation in Molecular Biology Edited by Arthur M. Lesk
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Structure Database (Boutselakis et al., 2003; Golovin et al., 2004) (http://www.

ebi.ac.uk/msd/) was set up in 1996 to give Europe an autonomous facility to

collect, organize and make available data about macromolecular structures and

to integrate biological macromolecular co-ordinate data with the other databases

already at the EBI. Since then, the E-MSD group has been working in three main

areas:

� Accepting and processing depositions to the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman

et al., 2002)

� Transforming the PDB flat file archive to a relational database system

� Developing services to search the PDB.

The E-MSD, together with the Research Collaboratory for Structural Biology

(RCSB) and PDB Japan (PDBj) form the single repository for macromolecular

structures called the Worldwide Protein Data Bank (wwPDB) (http://www.

wwpdb.org). All three organizations serve as deposition, data processing and

distribution sites of the PDB archive. Structures are deposited with the RCSB and

PDBj using the ADIT deposition interface (Berman et al., 2002), whereas the E-MSD

uses a new deposition system called autodep4 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/auto-

dep4). This system has some superficial similarity with AutoDep (Lin et al., 2000)

but is a completely re-written software package. New depositions at the E-MSD are

generated by autodep4 and are processed locally into complete PDB entries.

The finished PDB files are then forwarded to the RCSB for inclusion in the weekly

public release. Mechanisms are also put in place to ensure that the archive maintains

its unity despite originating from different deposition streams worldwide.

The E-MSD deposition and annotation tools are designed to implement a consistent

approach in the handling and curation of deposition data. The new version of our in-

house deposition system, autodep4, has drastically reduced the time it takes to

complete a deposition; a deposition will typically take 45 minutes, and for 95 per cent

of depositions a processed review copy and a report on the processing procedure is

sent back to the depositor in less than one working day and often within a few hours.

It has also ensured that certain mandatory fields defined by the PDB format are

handled in exactly the same way for all new structures that are deposited with the

E-MSD.

The annotation of the deposited entry, which occurs at the post-AutoDep stage, is

difficult to automate fully given the diverse range of structural data that can be

deposited with the PDB. However, using a large set of in-house programs (around

270 perl scripts and 110 legacy fortran programs, comprising over 200 000 lines of

code) and some third party software, many of the mundane tasks in the annotation

of the PDB entry are automated. Despite this, there are many issues concerning

the annotation of PDB entries that need to be addressed on a case-by-case basis.

These include
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� Data harvesting

� Assembly identification

� Taxonomy

� Sequence identification

� Secondary structure

� Structure validation

� Residue and ligand identification

� Solvent handling.

9.1 Data Harvesting

The concept of data harvesting for macromolecular data involves the automatic or

semi-automatic communication of relevant data from the software used during

structure determination and analysis to the deposition software. The most time-

consuming step in the deposition process for structural data was previously the

manual entry of various data fields required by the PDB format. In order to simplify

this task, data harvesting was first incorporated in X-PLOR, a refinement program for

both crystallography and NMR (Brünger, 1992). At the end of the refinement process,

the program would write out a PDB file suitable for deposition with many mandatory

PDB fields filled in. Data harvesting was incorporated into the latest release of

AutoDep at the E-MSD for the task of making deposition simpler and more

automated. As a result, the new deposition software no longer requires authors to

provide manually any information that can be derived from the co-ordinates (e.g.

secondary structure and disulfide bonds) and the vast majority of the data fields may

be populated directly from uploaded CNS (Brünger et al., 1998) and CCP4 (CCP4,

1994) harvest files. This approach greatly reduces the occurrence of typing and

cutting/pasting errors, allows more information to be archived without placing

additional burden on the depositor and has also simplified the process of manual

annotation of the deposited entries. In addition to the benefits to the depositor, this

approach has resulted in the generation of a database that is richer in the volume of

data and its accuracy, as well as being more consistent between various PDB entries

that are deposited with harvest files. A generalized scheme of the data harvesting

process is shown in Figure 9.1. The aim of the harvesting is to make it as pain-

less as possible for the depositor to provide details about the structure in question.

This is achieved by automatically extracting information from various harvest files

produced by refinement and data processing programs during the course of structure

determination.
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9.2 Identification of the Biologically Relevant Assembly

Quaternary structure is defined as that level of form in which units of tertiary structure

aggregate to form homo- or hetero-multimers. Consideration of the presence of a

quaternary state is important in the understanding of a protein’s biological function.

For a PDB entry determined using X-ray crystallography, the deposited co-ordinates

typically consist of the contents of the asymmetric unit (ASU). The deposited co-

ordinates may, therefore, contain one or more complete macromolecule(s), some

parts of which may require crystallographic symmetry operations to be applied to

each part in order to generate the complete macromolecule(s). Algorithms (Henrick

and Thornton, 1998; Ponstingl, Henrick and Thornton, 2000) have been developed to

determine the most likely oligomeric state, taking into account the symmetry related

chains. These algorithms form the basis of the Protein Quaternary Structure (PQS)

server (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/pqs).

In simple terms, these algorithms calculate the overall loss of accessible surface

area from an isolated chain to that in the assembly predicted by the crystal symmetry

operations (Example 1 below). As a rule of thumb, a buried surface area of about

15 per cent of the total accessible surface area of an isolated chain indicates the

possibility of an oligomeric state. However, since crystal structures often make many

contacts with other protein molecules from neighbouring unit cells, the prediction

from the PQS algorithm can never be 100 per cent accurate. In some cases, true

physiological dimers may also have a buried interface area less than 15 per cent. It is,

therefore, necessary to incorporate information from other sources, including bio-

chemical data and visual inspection of surface complementarity at the oligomeric

Data Harvesting

Data processing 
and reduction

Structure
solution

Model building 
and refinement

Output files 
and data

Deposition 
files

DatabaseSubmission
procedure

Manually entered
information

Figure 9.1 A general scheme for the data harvesting process
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interface to determine the biological assembly (Example 2 below). The occurrence of

super-secondary structures formed by the association of monomers, for example, the

formation of a large beta-sheet by the alignment of individual beta-sheets from each

monomer, could also provide important information regarding the nature of an

assembly. Additionally, the effects of a single amino acid substitution in a function-

ally important region of a protein can also cause changes in the oligomerization state

(Example 3 below). Another category that is problematic in the correct annotation of

the assembly information involves the structures that constitute only a small fragment

of a larger protein. In these cases, the assembly information for a fragment can be

substantially different from the true quaternary structure of the full-length protein

(Example 4 below).

Example 1. Figure 9.2(a) shows the structure of ascorbate oxidase as deposited with

the PDB (PDB entry 1aoz) (Messerschmidt et al., 1992). The two arms, at the top and

the bottom left, are well ordered and PQS finds an alternative dimer in which these

two arms interlock at the dimer interface as shown in Figure 9.2(b). Interestingly,

ascorbate oxidase is also found in higher oligomeric states and so both the interfaces

shown in Figure 9.2(a) and (b) are likely to be biologically significant.

Example 2. Figure 9.2(c) shows the structure of arginase (PDB entry 5cev) (Bewley

et al., 1999). The asymmetric unit contains two tightly packed trimers arranged

around a three-fold axis. PQS analysis of this entry suggested that the oligomeric

structure could be a tightly packed hexamer, a claim also supported by biochemical

information for this protein from BRENDA (Schomburg, Chang and Schomburg,

2002) (http://www.brenda.uni-koeln.de/). The hexameric assembly generated by PQS

is shown in Figure 9.2(d).

Example 3. The native structure of human importin alpha-fragment (PDB entry

1bk5) (Conti et al., 1998), under conditions required for crystallization, forms a

homodimer that prevents the study of peptide binding (Figure 9.2(e)). Tyr 397

triggers dimer formation even though it is distant from binding site. On the other

hand, the structure of importin mutant Tyr397Asp (PDB entry 1ee5) (Conti and

Kuriyan, 2000) shows that this mutant does not form a homodimer, allowing peptide

complex formation (Figure 9.2(f)).

Example 4. The human mannose-binding protein exists as a trimeric or hexameric

assembly, as documented by crystallographic and functional studies (PDB entry 1rtm)

(Weis, Drickamer and Hendrickson, 1992), but the lectin domain of the protein (PDB

entry 2msb) (Weis and Drickamer, 1994) forms a dimer, as predicted by PQS.

However, since the fragment of the protein has little biological relevance when it

exists in its true physiological state, the quaternary structure of the domain itself is

not a significant biological oligomeric state for mannose-binding protein.

In addition to the automatic and manual procedures described above, depositor input

is often crucial in annotating the correct oligomeric state of the protein in the PDB file.
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9.3 Taxonomy

The correct identification of the organism from which the deposited structure

originates is a critical step in the annotation of the PDB entry. For any given entry,

this step determines the subsequent annotation and identification of the sequence. The

data regarding the organism is annotated in the ORGANISM_SCIENTIFIC section of

the SOURCE records. During the annotation process, the species name is checked

(a) (b) 

(c) 
(d) 

(e) (f ) 

Figure 9.2 Examples of generating the PQS assembly from deposited coordinates
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against the EBI NEWT database1 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/newt) for consistent nomen-

clature. Where one particular species has many synonyms, the official name is used

instead. For example, the bacterial species Cellvibrio japonicus is also known as

Cellvibrio cellulosa, and Pseudomonas fluorescens cellulosa, but is corrected to the

former official name in any entry that refers to this species. Similarly, for entries that

derive from related sub-species for which there is no individual taxonomy identifier,

the nearest parent (species) or grandparent (genus) taxonomical definition is chosen

for annotation purposes. This follows the rationale that related proteins from closely

related organisms would have almost identical structures without necessarily having a

100 per cent sequence identity between them. In circumstances where a species does

not exist in the NEWT database or the NCBI taxonomy database (Wheeler et al.,

2001) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/taxonomy), the information regarding this spe-

cies is sent to the NCBI in order to generate a new taxonomy identifier.

9.4 Sequence Recognition and Cross-reference

In structural study, the sequence is the basic chemical description of the system under

study, which is not necessarily the same as an entry in a sequence database. For a

PDB entry the coordinates contain only the observed atom positions and in many

cases the atom sites do not necessarily represent the complete sequence of the protein

studied, especially in cases where only an extracellular fragment or a structural

domain was used in the experiment. In addition, there are often additional residues at

the terminal ends of the protein arising from cloning or purification procedures in the

form of an artificial construct such as histidine tags. The problem in the correct

assignation of a sequence cross-reference is further exacerbated when artificial fusion

protein structures are described. Gaps in the protein structure (i.e. residues that were

disordered in the crystal and therefore not observed in electron density maps) are

often not reflected in the sequence information provided. In each case, determination

of the correct sequence database reference is vital, as information obtained from the

UNIPROT cross-reference is used to generate appropriate HEADER, COMPND,

DBREF, SEQADV, MODRES and SOURCE records in the PDB entry. UNIPROT is

a central repository of protein sequence and function created by joining the

information contained in Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL and PIR (Apweiler et al., 2004).

Furthermore, correct assignment of a UNIPROT cross-reference allows the database

entry to be mapped to various other sequence and sequence-related databases. In

consultation with the depositor, we determine the exact sequence of the protein that

was used in the experiment, taking into account any expression constructs, unob-

served residues and insertions including the usually flexible N- and C-termini.

Knowledge of the exact crystallized sequence is essential for the correct alignment

1The taxonomy database maintained by the Swiss-Prot group. It integrates taxonomy data compiled in the NCBI

database and data specific to the Swiss-Prot protein knowledgebase.
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of the sequence from the PDB entry to the sequence database, in order for the

generation of REMARK 465 and 470 PDB records, and their equivalent database

records, which describe residues that were not observed in the structure.

The sequence of the protein under study is described in the SEQRES records, with

one entry for each polypeptide or nucleotide chain described in the entry. The PDB

file is also annotated with DBREF records that map the sequence of the protein

studies with the appropriate UNIPROT (Apweiler et al., 2004) (http://www.ebi.

uniprot.org/) cross-reference, including the numbering scheme from the sequence

database. Where the protein contains artificial constructs, these regions are not

mapped to a sequence database cross-reference. In cases where there are discrepan-

cies between the sequences derived from the PDB file and that present in the

appropriate sequence database, SEQADV records are added to the PDB file to

indicate the nature of the conflict. These lines could indicate actual engineered

mutations, variants or splice variants. However, this is not always an easy task, as

many residues are regularly truncated to alanine in co-ordinate records when electron

density for a particular residue side-chain is not unambiguously visible. Such matters

are usually resolved in consultation with the depositor.

Deposition and annotation steps are taken to ensure that the data are not only

consistent within a PDB entry and across the PDB archive but also consistent with

other databases that contain related information. The E-MSD group works closely

with UNIPROT in the development of procedures that match atom records to the

experiment sequences and to the sequence databases. Information on chains, frag-

ment sequences and journal references that are obtained during the curation of a PDB

entry are passed back to the UNIPROT database at EBI, in order to maintain

consistency between the structure and protein sequence archives. In cases where

the protein sequence deposited with the structure is new to the UNIPROT, a new

UNIPROT database entry for that sequence is generated in consultation with the

UNIPROT group and the depositor.

9.5 Recognition of Secondary Structure Elements

In the PDB the HELIX, SHEET and TURN records represent secondary structure. In

previous versions of AutoDep, the depositor was asked to provide secondary structure

assignments, but these assignments were frequently found to be inconsistent with the

co-ordinates, either due to typing errors or inappropriate cutting/pasting from other

entries. The latest version of our deposition software does not ask for secondary

structure and instead secondary structure assignments are generated during proces-

sing, using a single program that integrates DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) and the

Promotif suite (Hutchinson and Thornton, 1996). The assignments are included in

the copy of the PDB entry the depositor is sent for review and any changes to the

secondary structure that the depositor wishes to make are incorporated at this stage,
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and are recorded in REMARK 650 to 700 as having been determined by the

depositor. The PDB format also allows for the identification of bifurcated beta-

sheets, which are also annotated in REMARK 700.

9.6 Validation of Structures

A key aspect of making the PDB useful to a diverse community of researchers is that

the data should be accurate, consistent and machine-readable and carry clear

indicators of quality. Data are more useful if they are associated with meaningful

confidence criteria and if they can be retrieved in a form that indicates the degree of

confidence that can be placed on any observation.

Both AutoDep and the subsequent processing stages contain a validation compo-

nent that is primarily targeted at determining deviations from what is normally

observed. This is achieved by comparison with a knowledgebase to identify unusual

features. A validation report that follows the recommendations of Hooft et al., 1996, is

prepared as part of the AutoDep4 procedures and is made available to depositors.

Deviations from standard geometry and expected backbone torsion angles are

detected using in-house software. REMARK 500 records in PDB format files are

used for describing such information. This section also includes information about

close contact between atoms in the same asymmetric unit, close contacts between

atoms of symmetry-related molecules and unusual deviations in bond lengths and

bond angles in covalently linked atoms, as well as residues whose backbone torsion

angles lie outside predicted Ramachandran (Kleywegt and Jones, 1996; Ramachan-

dran and Sasisekharan, 1968) plot regions. As part of the validation and annotation

process, atoms that lie on crystallographic axis are marked as being in ‘special

positions’ and described in REMARK 375. Unusually high deviations from the

standard statistical values are brought to the attention of the depositor and in many

cases the depositor will provide a set of revised co-ordinates with corrected geometry,

and this is used as a replacement for the initially deposited structure.

It is anticipated that validation during deposition will become more important as

high throughput approaches for structure determination are developed and the

determination of structures becomes separated from the analysis. The E-MSD

works closely with the European software groups such as CCP4 (http://www.ccp4.

ac.uk) (CCP4, 1994), for X-ray structure determination, and CCPN (Fogh et al.,

2002), for NMR techniques, as well as the EU-funded NMRQUAL (Spronk et al.,

2003) project for developing validation criteria for structure determined using NMR.

Increasingly, structure factors, which are the reduced raw data for an X-ray

crystallographic experiment, are being deposited with the PDB. The raw data from

these experiments are deposited in a wide variety of formats, depending on the

programs used for refinement of the structure. As part of the annotation process, we

automatically convert these into the format described by the PDB and run the CCP4
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validation program SFCHECK (Vaguine, Richelle and Wodak, 1999) to calculate the

goodness of fit between the deposited model and the data. We also run an in-house

version of the Uppsala Electron Density Server (EDS) program (Kleywegt et al.,

2004) to calculate electron density maps, graphs and structure factor statistics that are

made available to the depositor for their perusal. Unusually low values for the

goodness of fit are brought to the attention of the depositor. Ideally all the validation

checks that are run during deposition would have been run before the deposition

process starts. To encourage this, the E-MSD runs the CRITQUAL validation service

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/biotech). CRITQUAL (Dodson, 1998; Dodson et al.,

1998; Wilson et al., 1998) is the European 3D Validation Network, and has devised a

series of geometrical and structure factor tests that may be used to assess how well a

crystal structure fits the observed data and how well its geometry agrees with target

values.

9.7 Residue Identification

This step comprises a major computational chunk of the annotation process. The

process of residue identification not only involves a consistent standard in the nomen-

clature of amino acids, nucleic acids and solvent molecules but also the recognition

and classification of other chemically distinct species such as bound ligands, modified

amino acids or nucleic acids and metal ions. PDB conventions dictate that each

chemical entity is identified by a three-letter code that is consistent across the entire

archive. In addition, each residue in a PDB entry is described by a chain identifier, a

sequence number and an insert code, which may vary from one entry to another. The

process of residue identification is the major part of the deposition and is a pre-

requisite before properties for the chemical identities in a PDB entry can be derived

for the annotation process. The problems inherent in the process of residue

identification for standard amino acids are exacerbated by the occurrence of many

topological variants of the same amino acid. For example, the standard PDB topology

dictionary for L-histidine contains 12 distinct variants, which differ in their proto-

nation states or their position within a polypeptide chain, and the nature of any

termini with which they may be associated. As part of making the PDB globally

consistent, it is important that all chemical species found in the PDB have atom

names that match for each occurrence of the same, and that similar atoms have

similar atom names for molecules related by chemistry. In order to achieve this goal

in an automated fashion, the E-MSD has designed tools that implement both the

recognition and matching of chemical identity as well as the comparison and

matching of atoms names against reference data. Where an exact structural match

for a residue is found in the reference database, the residue is renamed according to

the database entry, and the constituent atoms of that residue are reordered and

renamed to fit with PDB conventions. These tools are an extremely important
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component of the PDB curation and annotation process at E-MSD, especially in the

identification of non-standard amino or nucleic acids or bound ligands, also known as

heterogens or hetgroups.

9.8 Hetgroup Identification

Of the about 18 000 entries in the PDB, at least half contain metal ions or other non-

polypeptide groups. These chemical entities include substrates, products, inhibitors

and prosthetic groups. As in the case of standard residues, PDB conventions require

that each chemically unique identity be assigned a unique identifier for each

occurrence of the same in the whole archive. For example, every occurrence of

beta-glucose should be labelled GLC. The PDB requires the additional check that the

atom names for all residues must be compliant with the PDB hetgroup dictionary and

are presented in a set order defined in that same dictionary.

The correct recognition of the chemistry for each of these entities is a complicated

procedure, not least because the methods used to determine macromolecular

structures often do not give accurate structures for the bound small molecules, but

also because the deposited hetgroup may comprise only a small portion of the whole

chemical used in the experiment. In addition, the deposited PDB entry may also

contain chemical species that were not part of the experiment but which were

observed to be associated with the protein; the chemical identity of these unknown

compounds is frequently a mystery. The E-MSD has put in place a system for

matching all the chemical constituents of the entry against the PDB hetgroup

dictionary. Graph isomorphism approaches are used to match against a compound

against a version of the PDB hetgroup dictionary that has been significantly extended

to include stereochemical detail such as chirality, ring atom definition and cis/trans

double bond information.

In addition, algorithms have been developed for matching fragments of molecules

against fragments of the molecules in the PDB hetgroup dictionary (subgraph–

subgraph isomorphism). A schematic diagram describing the logical flow of this

process is shown in Figure 9.3. In short, graph representations for each of the

chemical compounds present in the PDB archive are contained in an Oracle database,

which is compiled into rapidly accessible binary files. The graph-matching utility

allows a query hetgroup to be compared against the whole database of small

molecules and individual precompiled compounds at a rate of 4000 reference

compounds/minute. The graph matching utility can automatically differentiate

between different stereoisomers of compounds and renames the residues deposited

to the PDB hetgroup identifier for that compound. For example, both �-D-mannose

(hetgroup code MAN) and �-D-mannose (hetgroup code BMA) are present in the

PDB hetgroup dictionary (Figure 9.4) and occur in many PDB entries. When a new

entry contains a residue described as XYZ, the graph-matching algorithm will

compare the deposited hetgroup with its precompiled list of compounds. If the
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deposited compound matches BMA on stereochemistry and geometry, the name of

the deposited hetgroup XYZ will be automatically changed to BMA with the atoms

renamed to match that of BMA.

For new ligands, where no match could be obtained against the hetgroup database,

procedures are in place to automatically generate the new dictionary entry. Generat-

ing a new dictionary entry automatically from the deposited co-ordinates is not

always a simple matter since bond orders and protons must be correctly assigned.

In addition, procedures are in place for the automatic assignment of R and S

stereochemistry on atoms and E or Z on double bonded atoms. Many of the procedures

are built around the CACTVS software suite (Ihlenfeldt et al., 1994, 2002), into

which the co-ordinates of a new ligand are input via hydrogen-additive step. The new

hetgroup dictionary entry also allows for the description of leaving groups/atoms.

Collect all   
atoms for 

one residue 

Partition atoms
between possible

conformations

Create topological 
graph, labelled by

element type

Search for exact match
to reference graphs
[Ullman algorithm ]

Missing atoms
new chemistry?

Sub-graph isomorphism
[Ullmann method]

Matched:
reorder, rename

atoms

New chemistry
check similar chemistry 

make dictionary

Chemical 
identity and 
matching to 
reference 
structures

Figure 9.3 Schematic diagram illustrating the various steps involved in the graph-matching

algorithm used for determining the correct identity of bound molecules/heterogens during the

annotation process

Figure 9.4 Schematic diagram showing the detailed chemical structures of �-D-mannose

(MAN) and �-D-mannose (BMA), highlighting the stereochemical differences around position

C1 (marked with *)
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The whole process of hetgroup identification and curation is under the control of a

single in-house program called DOHLC. This script identifies any hetgroup in a PDB

entry and matches atom names for known residues. The program also creates the

necessary LINK, CONECT, HET, HETNAM, MODRES, FORMUL records and

REMARK 600 with angles for metal coordination. For new residues the program also

creates a new hetgroup dictionary. All new ligands are also visually inspected by

annotators to flag any obvious errors or omissions in the deposited hetgroup, before

choosing a new hetgroup identifier for the ligand. The hetgroup dictionary is also sent

to the depositors for inspection and any problems or concerns are resolved in

consultation with them. These procedures are extremely useful for ensuring that

families of compounds are handled in a consistent manner. The completed chemical

descriptions are exchanged with the RCSB on a daily basis to maintain PDB

consistency between entries processed at the different sites.

9.9 Solvent Handling

Most entries deposited to the PDB that have been determined by X-ray crystal-

lography contain within them a number of water molecules associated with the

polypeptide or nucleotide chain. As part of making the PDB archive consistent in its

approach in the handling of solvent molecules, a strict naming convention is usually

enforced. All water molecules are assigned the residue name HOH (even if submitted

as WAT, OH2 etc) and assigned chain identifiers depending on the polypeptide or

nucleotide chain they are associated with. For example, for an entry that contains

protein chains labelled from A to D, the corresponding water molecules will be

assigned chain identifiers from Z to W, with chain Z corresponding to waters bound to

chain A etc. A remark in the PDB file (REMARK 525) is used solely for describing

the mapping relationships of macromolecular chains with solvent chains. The

processing scripts used for annotation flag solvent molecules if they are found

more than 4.0 Å from the nearest protein atom but could be transformed using

crystallographic symmetry to a new location that would place them within 4.0 Å of a

protein atom. A list of such solvent molecules is provided in a temporary addendum

to REMARK 525 for the information of the depositor. If the depositor agrees that

these solvent molecules can be moved to new locations or removed from the

deposited entry, the necessary changes are applied to the PDB entry before its release.

9.10 Miscellaneous Annotation Issues

In addition to the various issues described in detail above, the annotation of structural

data involves multifarious tasks, which are discussed in brief below.
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HEADER records

The HEADER record in any PDB entry is the first data field of that entry. As part of

the annotation process, the HEADER records are made extremely generic rather than

entry specific. The header record describes the functional class of the entry under

description. For example, enzymes which are a lyase or a ribonuclease are both

marked as hydrolase in the header, as this best describes the functional class and

activity of the protein.

Complex hetgroups

In cases where an entry contains a large hetgroup, submitted as a single chemical

entity but the single hetgroup is really composed of a collection of covalently bound

smaller hetgroups, the hetgroup matching algorithm will fail to find a match for the

whole hetgroup. In such a case, the annotator must split the hetgroup into chemically

sensible parts and match each separately against the database. This allows for greater

flexibility in the use of the same hetgroup in other depositions and not merely specific

to one entry alone. This also ensures that the hetgroup database consists of various

building blocks and remains broadly generic. For example, where entries are deposited

with N-acetyl-lactosamine (GlcNaC), we split the entry into its two component parts

D-galactose (GAL) and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (NAG) and match each one inde-

pendently against our database. A similar approach is used for standard amino acids

which have hetgroups covalently attached to their side-chain. For example, LYR

(pyridoxal phosphate attached to lysine) is split into the amino acid lysine and

pyridoxal phosphate before the latter is matched against our hetgroup database.

Terminal residues

In crystal structures where the electron density representing the last few C-terminal

residues is ambiguous or uninterruptible, it is common practice to add a terminal

oxygen to the last visible residue of a chain and treat the remaining residues as

unobserved. Although this is a convenient way of simplifying the description of the

protein for refinement programs, it leads to an incorrect description of the structure of

the final observed residue, since the last observed residue is not actually the end of the

polypeptide chain. To correct this problem we routinely convert atom OXT in the

final observed residue into atom N from the following unobserved residue. This

means that the final observed residue is assigned the correct chemical structure.

Journal citations

As structures are usually deposited at the PDB before the paper describing this

is actually published, a series of perl scripts monitor the PubMed database
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(Macleod, 2002) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed), looking for citations that

match the JRNL record in the PDB entry. The list of positive hits is analysed on a

weekly basis, and the correct citation information included in the PDB file. This

process also impacts on the release status of the entry if the structure was initially

deposited as HPUB (release on publication).

Correspondence

In order that the PDB entry is as accurate and globally consistent as possible, contact

with the depositor is maintained on a regular basis during the initial stages of

annotation following deposition. Any concerns and questions from both the depositor

and the PDB are resolved in consultation with the depositor. This ensures that the data

that are archived in the PDB meet the approval of the depositor and the high standards

desired for the database. Great care is taken to ensure that any annotation steps that

have been agreed with the depositor are documented by a paper-trail of email

correspondence.

9.11 Conclusions

With structural genomics initiatives taking off all around the world, it is now more

important than ever that there are systems in place to handle the large number of

expected depositions in an efficient and consistent manner. With the tools designed

and implemented by the E-MSD for the annotation of depositions, the stage is set for

high throughput curation of PDB entries deposited at EBI. Our collaborations with

various scientific programmers and users have already led to major advances in the

ease with which new structures and information associated with them can be

deposited at the E-MSD. It is hoped that the curation and deposition tools produced

by us will go a long way in contributing to a richer protein database.
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10 Classification of Protein

Function

A. M. Lesk, H. Parkinson and J. C. Whisstock

Abstract
Annotation of a genome requires assignment of functions to gene products, in most

cases on the basis of amino acid sequence alone. The goal of structural genomics

projects is to make three dimensional information available, which is invaluable in

assessing inferences from amino acid sequences. Nevertheless, prediction of protein

function, even if sequence and structure are known, is in many cases a difficult problem.

Comparative genomics and patterns of interaction sometimes provide essential clues.

Some methods provide reasonable guesses at function, but none is foolproof. An

underlying problem is that function is in many cases an ill defined concept. In this

article we review the state of the art in function prediction.

Keywords
function prediction, function classification, phylogeny, homology, orthology,

protein structure, interaction patterns

10.1 Introduction

The sequence of a genome contains the information required to build an organism,

but the decoding and implementation of genetic information depends on the functions

of the proteins and nucleic acids that it encodes. Assignment of functions to gene

products, in most cases based on the analysis of amino acid sequence alone, is a

crucial component of annotating a genome. Three-dimensional structure can aid the
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assignment of function, motivating the challenge of structural genomics projects to

make structural information available for novel uncharacterized proteins.

To reason from sequence and structure to function is to step onto shaky ground.

Many procedures described in the literature on function prediction do not specify

function exactly, but provide general hints. For instance, a protein known to contain a

TIM barrel is likely to be a hydrolytic enzyme. Such evidence is very useful in guiding

experimental investigations of function, and indeed a sufficient accumulation of

evidence – based on sequence, structure, genomics, co-expression and interaction

patterns – may well allow an expert to propose a specific function. However, such an

approach, relying on human expertise, is difficult to automate for high throughput full

genome analysis.

A common way to assign function to a protein is to identify a putative homologue

of known function and guess that the function is shared. Many families of proteins do

contain homologues with the same function, widely distributed among species.

However, the assumption that homologues share function is less and less safe as

the sequences progressively diverge. Moreover, even closely related proteins can

change function, either through divergence to a related function or by recruitment for

a very different function (Ganfornia and Sánchez, 1999). In such cases, assignment of

function on the basis of homology can lead to misannotation in databanks. In the end

there is no substitute for experiment.

An aspect of divergence important for its implications about function is the

distinction between orthologues and paralogues. Any two proteins that are related

by descent from a common ancestor are homologues. Two proteins in different

species descended from the same protein in an ancestral species are orthologues. Two

proteins related via a gene duplication within one species (and the respective

descendants of the duplicates) are paralogues. After gene duplication, one of the

resulting pairs of proteins can continue to provide its customary function, releasing

the other to diverge to develop new functions. Therefore, inferences of function from

homology are more secure for orthologues than for paralogues. The database,

Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COGs), is a collection of proteins encoded in

fully sequenced genomes, organized into families (Natale et al., 2000). The COG

database shows how this approach has successfully been applied to analysis of

function and genome annotation.

It is becoming clear from the various genome-sequencing projects that there is

likely to be a limited number of genes and proteins whose structure and function may

be conserved across species. This means that knowledge of a protein function in one

organism may be informative for the same protein in a related species. However,

annotation systems and nomenclature in different species are very different, and the

naming of genes and their products is often inconsistent even within a single

organism, so one must also consider sources of data and their reliability. It is also

common in prokaryote genomes to use the same gene name in different species even

though the genes are not necessarily orthologous. At worst, gene names are simply

human-readable identifiers. This complicates cross-species comparisons to infer

function.
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10.2 Mechanisms of Divergence of Protein Function

How much must a protein change its sequence before its function changes? The

answer is ‘not at all’! There are numerous examples of proteins with multiple

functions.

1. Eye lens proteins in the duck are identical to active lactate dehydrogenase and

enolase in other tissues, although they do not encounter the substrates in the eye.

They have been recruited to provide a completely unrelated function based on the

optical properties of their assembly. Several other avian eye lens proteins are

identical or similar to enzymes. In some cases residues essential for catalysis have

mutated, proving that the function of these proteins in the eye is not an enzymatic

one (Wistow and Piatigorsky, 1987).

2. Some proteins interact with different partners to produce oligomers with different

functions. In E. coli, a protein that functions on its own as lipoate dehydrogenase

is also an essential subunit of pyruvate dehydrogenase, 2-oxoglutarate dehydro-

genase and the glycine cleavage complex (Riley, 1997).

3. Proteinase Do functions as a chaperone at low temperatures and as a proteinase at

high temperatures (Spiess, Beil and Ehrmann, 1999).

4. Phosphoglucose isomerase (¼ neuroleukin ¼ autocrine motility factor ¼ differen-

tiation and maturation mediator) functions as a glycolytic enzyme in the

cytoplasm, but as a nerve growth factor and cytokine outside the cell (Jeffery,

1999; Jeffery et al., 2000). (We shall see that the Gene Ontology Consortium

tracks cellular location, making it possible to disentangle certain cases of location-

dependent functions.)

These cases show that even if experiments do identify a function, we cannot be sure

that we know the protein’s full repertoire of biological activities. As additional

functions are discovered, it is important to pass the emended annotations on to

derived databanks.

To understand the variety of functions shown by individual proteins and by close

relatives, we must understand how proteins develop new functions during their

evolution. Observed mechanisms of protein evolution that produce altered or novel

functions include (1) divergence, (2) recruitment and (3) ‘Mixing and matching’ of

domains.

Divergence

In families of closely related proteins, mutations usually conserve function but

modulate specificity. For example, the trypsin family of serine proteinases contains
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a specificity pocket: a surface cleft complementary in shape and charge distribution to

the side-chain adjacent to the scissile bond. Mutations affect the shape and charge of

its lining, altering the specificity.

This theme is typical: homologous proteins show a general drifting apart of their

sequences, but often only a few specific mutations account for functional divergence

(Golding and Dean, 1998), as initially proposed by Perutz (1983) for haemoglobin. In

some cases very large divergence has led to very different function. Murzin (1998)

and Grishin (2001) have discussed how far divergence can push the relationships

between homology, structure and sequence divergence, and functional change.

Recruitment

The application of enzymes as lens crystallins illustrated another route of evolution: a

novel function preceding divergence. Divergence and recruitment are at the ends of a

spectrum of changes in sequence and function. Aside from cases of ‘pure’ recruitment

such as the duck eye lens proteins or phosphoglucose isomerase, there are examples

on the one hand of relatively small sequence changes correlated with very small

function changes (relatively pure divergence) and relatively small sequence changes

with quite large changes in function (recruitment), but also many cases in which there

are large changes in both sequence and function.

‘Mixing and matching’ of domains, including duplication/

oligomerization, and domain swapping or fusion

Many large proteins contain tandem assemblies of domains that appear in different

contexts and orders in different proteins.1

Censuses of genomes suggest that many proteins are multimodular. Serres et al.

(2001) report that, of 4401 genes in E. coli, 287 correspond to proteins containing

two, three or four modules. Teichmann et al. (2001a, 2001b) have analysed, for

enzymes involved in metabolism of small molecules, the distribution and redistribu-

tion of domains. The structural patterns of 510 enzymes could be accounted for in

total or in part by 213 families of domains. Of the 399 which could be entirely

divided into known domains, 68 per cent were single domain proteins, 24 per cent

comprised two domains and seven per cent three domains. Only four of the 399 had

four, five or six domains. Teichmann et al. also showed that there are marked

preferences for pairing of different families of domains.

1The reader must be warned that there is no universal agreement about how to define a domain or a module; one

traditional definition is that a domain is a compact subunit of a protein that looks as if it should have independent

stability. Some authors refer to a compact unit as a module, and reserve the term domain for a unit that stays

together as an evolutionary unit, appearing in partnership with different sets of other domains, or in different

orders along the chain. These authors describe the serine protease structure as a single domain comprising two

modules.
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Multidomain proteins present particular problems for functional annotation,

because domains may possess independent functions, modulate one another’s func-

tion or act in concert to provide a single function. On the other hand, in some cases

the presence of a particular domain or combinations of domains is associated with a

specific function. For example, NAD-binding domains appear almost exclusively in

dehydrogenases. Annotators have access to resources such as Interpro and Swiss-Prot

to assist them (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro, http://www.expasy.org/sprot).

10.3 Classification of Protein Functions

General classes

Andrade et al. (1999) distinguished the functional classes of proteins involved in

energy, information, and communication and regulation (Table 10.1).

The enzyme commission classification

The best known detailed classification of protein functions is that of the Enzyme

Commission (EC) (http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iubmb/enzyme/). The EC classifica-

tion originated in the action taken by the General Assembly of the International

Union of Biochemistry (IUB) and the International Union of Pure and Applied

Chemistry (IUPAC), in 1955, to establish an International Commission on Enzymes.

Table 10.1 General classification of protein functions (Andrade et al., 1999)

� Energy

– Biosynthesis of cofactors, amino acids

– Central and intermediary metabolism

– Energy metabolism

– Fatty acids and phospholipids

– Nucleotide biosynthesis

– Transport

� Information

– Replication

– Transcription

– Translation

� Communication and regulation

– Regulatory functions

– Cell envelope/cell wall

– Cellular processes
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EC numbers (looking suspiciously like IP numbers) contain four fields, corre-

sponding to a four-level hierarchy. For example, EC 1.1.1.1 corresponds to alcohol

dehydrogenase, catalysing the general reaction

an alcohol þ NAD ¼ the corresponding aldehyde or ketone þ NADH

Several reactions, involving different alcohols, would share this number; but the same

dehydrogenation of one of these alcohols by an enzyme using the alternative cofactor

NADP would be assigned EC 1.1.1.2. The Commission has emphasized that ‘It is

perhaps worth noting, as it has been a matter of long-standing confusion, that enzyme

nomenclature is primarily a matter of naming reactions catalysed, not the structures

of the proteins that catalyse them’. The EC merges nonhomologous enzymes that

catalyse similar reactions.

The first number indicates one of six main divisions:

Class 1. Oxidoreductases

Class 2. Transferases

Class 3. Hydrolases

Class 4. Lyases

Class 5. Isomerases

Class 6. Ligases.

The significance of the second and third numbers depends on the class. The fourth

number gives the specific enzymatic activity.

Granting its groundbreaking achievement, there is consensus that the EC classi-

fication has many drawbacks that limit its utility for contemporary work.

Specialized classifications are available for some families of enzymes; for instance,

the MEROPS database by N.D. Rawlings and A.J. Barrett provides a structure-based

classification of peptidases and proteinases (http://www.merops.sanger.ac.uk/).

Given the goal of mapping a functional classification onto sequence and structure

classifications, several problems associated with current functional categorizations

are generally recognized. Gerlt and Babbitt (2000), who are among the most

thoughtful writers on the subject, pointed out that ‘no structurally contextual

definitions of enzyme function exist’. They propose a general hierarchical classifica-

tion of function better integrated with sequence and structure. For enzymes they

define the following.

� Family: homologous enzymes that catalyse the same reaction (same mechanism

same substrate specificity). These can be hard to detect at the sequence level if the

sequence similarity becomes very low.
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� Superfamily: homologous enzymes catalysing similar reaction with either

(a) different specificity or (b) different overall reactions with common mechanistic

attribute (partial reaction, transition state, intermediate) that share conserved

active-site residues.

� Suprafamilies: different reactions with no common feature. Proteins belonging to

the same suprafamily would not be expected to be detectable from sequence

information alone.

There is also a ‘culture clash’: the traditional biochemist’s view of function arises

from the study of isolated proteins in dilute solutions; to a molecular biologist, an

adequate definition of function must recognize the biological role of a molecule in the

living context of a cell (or intracellular compartment) or the complete organism, and

its role in a network of metabolic or control processes (Lan, Jansen and Gerstein,

2002; Lan, Montelione and Gerstein, 2003). There is a generic problem with all

attempts to force functional classifications into a hierarchical format (see comments

of Riley, 1998, and Shrager, 2003).

The Gene Ontology ConsortiumTM

A more general approach to the logical structure of a functional classification has

been adopted by The Gene OntologyTM Consortium (2000) (http://www.geneonto-

logy.org). Its goal is a systematic attempt to classify function, by creating a dictionary

of terms and their relationships for describing molecular functions, biological

processes and cellular context of proteins and other gene products.

The gene ontology (GO) consists of three orthogonal (non-overlapping) vocabul-

aries, which describe molecular function, biological process and cellular compartment.

The organizing concepts of the gene ontology project include the following.

� Molecular function: a function associated with an activity performed by a protein

or RNA molecule itself; either a general description such as ‘enzyme’, or a specific

one such as ‘alcohol dehydrogenase’. This is function from a biochemist’s point of

view.

� Biological process: a component of the activities of a living system, mediated by a

protein or RNA, possibly in concert with other proteins or RNA molecules; either a

general term such as signal transduction, or a particular one such as cyclic AMP

synthesis. This is function from the cell’s point of view.

Because many processes take place at specific locations within a cell or organism,

gene ontology also tracks the following.

� Cellular component: the assignment of site of activity or partners; this can be a

general term such as nucleus or a specific one such as ribosome.
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Content of the gene ontology

The current number of defined terms across all three vocabularies is �16 000. GO

is a resource that describes biology and that can be used to annotate gene

products (RNAs and proteins). It is a very valuable resource for annotation of

gene products and is now very widely used, even though it cannot yet claim to be

complete.

GO has two types of term relationship: is-a and part-of. The ontology is structured

as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In the GO all paths to the root must be

biologically true. If the terms are concatenated with the relationship types we can

see the truth ‘ATP dependent helicase IS_A helicase IS_A enzyme’. The biological

‘truth’ holds whichever way the DAG is navigated back to the root and however

many branches the ontology has. Each term can have one or more parents and

children in this structure and as the DAG is traversed down from the root granularity

increases.

A full list of GO terms and current statistics can be found at http://www.geneon-

tology.org/doc/GO.current.annotations.shtml. The GOA (Gene Ontology Annotation)

project at the EBI is one of many contributors of mappings between GO terms and

gene products. It uses a mixture of electronic and manual curation to assign GO

terms to database records such as the human non-redundant proteome set. Data are

made available in the GO flat file format. The files contain information on the

originating database, identifiers for objects from that database (genes, gene products

etc.) and GO and PubMed identifiers. Evidence codes indicate how the GO terms

were assigned, and are an indicator of relative quality. For example, terms assigned

on the basis of sequence similarity (IEA code) are typically less granular and less

reliable.

Tools which use the gene ontology

Tools built around GO include editors, browsers, query services and analysis

(http://www.geneontology.org/doc/GO.tools.html). Here we will consider just one

category of these tools, which can be used to analyse microarray data. The EP:GO

browser is built into Expression Profiler, http://ep.ebi.ac.uk/EP/GO, a suite of analysis

tools for microarray data at the EBI. Microarray analysis often results in clusters of

genes, which, as they are co-expressed, may be functionally related, ‘a guilt by

association’ approach (Quackenbush, 2002). EP:GO allows a cluster to be associated

with a GO term. This is a particularly useful approach when genes of unknown

function within a cluster are to be analysed in future experiments.

GO is an important resource for discovery as well as for annotation. Pattern

discovery in budding and fission yeast annotated by common GO terms reveals that

proteins annotated by a common term can show putative regulatory patterns upstream

of the initiator site.
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10.4 Methods for Assigning Protein Function

Detection of protein homology from sequence

If there is a standard method for predicting protein function, it is the detection of

similarity of amino acid sequence by database similarity searching, and assuming that

the molecules identified are homologues with similar functions. However, the transfer

of function assignment becomes less reliable as the similarity between the unknown

sequence and its (putative) homologue falls.

Wilson, Kreychman and Gerstein (2000) conclude that for pairs of single domain

proteins, at levels of sequence identity �40 per cent, precise function is conserved,

and for levels of sequence identity �25 per cent broad functional class is conserved

(according to a functional classification that uses the EC hierarchy for enzymes, and

supplements it with material from FLYBASE (Ashburner and Drysdale, 1994) for

nonenzymes). Todd, Orengo and Thornton (2001) found that for pairs of proteins,

both known to be enzymes, slightly fewer than 90 per cent of pairs with sequence

identity �40 per cent conserve all four EC numbers. Even at �30 per cent sequence

identity they found conservation of three levels of the EC hiererchy for 70 per cent of

homologous pairs of enzymes. Devos and Valencia (2000) reached very similar

conclusions.

Having identified putative homologues, multiple sequence alignments enable

identification of conserved residues. The literature may provide crucial information

about the family as a whole and the role of conserved residues, and phylogenetic trees

can provide information as to whether an unknown clusters with a particular

functional grouping (Hannenhalli and Russell, 2000; Gu and Vander Velden, 2002).

If an unknown protein shares significant sequence similarity with a family of known

function, and possesses the ‘essential conserved residues’ (e.g., active site residues),

then a prediction of function (proteinase, exonuclease etc.) can be proposed. In addition,

if the unknown also forms part of a well supported functional cluster or clade within a

phylogenetic tree, a more detailed level of functional prediction may be possible.

Detection of homologues may provide one or more relatives for which the three

dimensional structure is known. This may permit construction of a molecular model.

Even an approximate model may allow the compatibility of the unknown sequence

with the fold to be assessed (Schonbrun, Wedemeyer and Baker, 2002). Furthermore,

because the active sites of enzymes are often the most highly structurally conserved

regions, it may be possible to build a detailed model around the active site, even if

overall sequence similarity is low. If the results of an experimental structure

determination are not available, theoretical methods of structure prediction may be

useful in identifying putative remote homology (Schonbrun, Wedemeyer and Baker,

2002; Kinch et al., 2003; Tramontano, 2003).

In some cases it is possible to bypass this type of reasoning and to recognize the

residues comprising the active site from a specific signature pattern or motif within
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the sequence. However, although many motifs do reflect functional active sites, others

reflect positions for post-translational modification (e.g. glycosylation sites), or

structural signals (e.g. N and C caps of �-helices), or signal sequences, with no

direct functional implications.

Attwood (2000) has described general methods for deducing sequence patterns. All

start with (or produce) a multiple sequence alignment, and seek to identify common

distinctive features of particular positions of the sequence. These features may

involve the following.

1. A motif describing a single consecutive set of residues.

2. Multiple motifs – a combination of several motifs involving separate consecutive

sets of residues.

3. Profile methods, based on entire sequences and weighting different residue

positions according to the variability of their contents. Extensions and general-

izations of profile methods, including hidden Markov models, are among the

most sensitive detectors of distant homology based entirely on sequence data that

we have.

Databases of profiles

PROSITE contains a compendium of profiles characterizing entire domains (Falquet

et al., 2002). Because matching of such profiles is sensitive to the sequences of entire

domains, it is less likely to return false positives; but because the information

contained in the most conserved part of the sequences is eroded, it may lose

sensitivity relative to motif matching.

An alternative approach to describing a set of homologous sequences is hidden

Markov models (HMMs) (Eddy, 1996). HMMs represent successive positions in a

probabilistic way. They are more general than simple profiles, and do a better job of

discriminating homologues from non-homologues, provided that they are trained with

correct alignments. HMMs currently provide the most sensitive methods for detecting

distant homologues given only the amino acid sequence of a query protein. Pfam is a

database of multiple alignments of protein domains, and the hidden Markov models

built from them (Bateman et al., 2002). Search software permits detection of whether

a query sequence belongs to any of the families in Pfam. The Superfamily database is

a library of hidden Markov models for all proteins of known structure (Gough et al.,

2001). Its goal is to identify, from protein sequences, domains with folds correspond-

ing to one or more known structures.

A weakness of single motif patterns is that an active site of a protein may be

defined by regions that are distant in the sequence although nearby in space. Single

motif patterns are also necessarily based on characteristics of single domains,

whereas it may be useful to identify proteins by the presence of more than one
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domain. Multiple motif databases aim to remedy these problems. BLOCKS (Henikoff

et al., 2001) and PRINTS (Attwood, 2002; Attwood et al., 2002, 2003) are databases

of multiple motifs, typically �20 residues long, presented in the form of ungapped

multiple sequence alignments.

Profiles or HMMs are sensitive to overall folding pattern, sometimes at the expense

of focus on specific active-site residues. Conversely, some motifs are sensitive to

active-site residues but in their insensitivity to features of the sequence as a whole

may pick up non-homologous proteins as false positives.

Among these classes of method, a combination of a profile and motif match would

therefore seem to be the most reliable criterion for function assignment (see Chen and

Jeong, 2000). This is the approach of InterPro, an umbrella database built from Pfam,

PRINTs and PROSITE (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro).

Detection of structural similarity, protein structure classifications

and structure/function correlations

It is well known that structure changes more conservatively than sequence during

evolution. Several authors have applied the known structures to infer homology

among proteins too distantly related to be identified as homologues from the

sequences alone (Holm and Sander, 1999; Aloy et al., 2002).

Most classification schemes for sequences and structures are expressed as hier-

archical clusterings. For instance, the Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP)

database has as its basis individual domains of proteins (Murzin et al., 1995; LoConte

et al., 2002).

Several groups have attempted to correlate protein structure and function. For

example, Hegyi and Gerstein (1999) correlated the enzymes in the yeast genome

between their fold classification in SCOP and their EC functional categories, via the

annotation in Swiss-Prot. They identified 8937 single domain proteins that could

be assigned both a fold and a function. The broadest categories of structure were from

the top of the SCOP hierarchy. The broadest categories of function were from the top

of the EC hierarchy. There are therefore 6 (structural classes) � 7 (functional

classes) ¼ 42 possible combinations of highest level correlates. By using finer

classifications of structure and function (down to the third level of EC numbers)

there are a total of 21 068 potential fold–function combinations. Only 331 of these are

observed, among the 8937 proteins analysed.

The observed distribution is highly non-random. Non-enzymatic functions account

for 59 per cent of the sequences, of which well over half are in the all-� or all-� fold

category. Of the enzymes, the most popular combinations were �/� folds among

oxidoreductases and transferases, and all-� and �þ � hydrolases.

Knowing the structure of a domain, what can be inferred about its function? Many

folds are compatible with very different activities. The five most ‘versatile’ folds are

the TIM barrel, �þ � hydrolase, the NAD-binding fold, the P-loop-containing NTP

hydrolase fold and the ferredoxin fold. Conversely, the functions carried out by the
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most different types of structure are glycosidases and carboxylases. These two

functions are carried out by seven different fold types, from three different fold

classes.

What we are looking for, however, are cases where structure provides reliable clues

to function. In their cross-table, Hegyi and Gerstein (1999) show several folds that

appear in combination with only one function. These appear to have predictive

significance for function. Of course one cannot tell whether this is just because they

are rare folds, and whether the correlation will hold up as the databases grow.

Several authors have sought to extend motif searching to three dimensions. Given

that motifs tend to correspond to regions of conserved structure linked to function,

Wallace, Laskowski and Thornton (1996) searched known protein structures for the

Ser–His–Asp catalytic triad of trypsin-like serine proteinases. They identified all

known serine proteinases in their dataset, plus triglycerol lipases which share the

catalytic triad. de Rinaldis et al. (1998) derived three dimensional profiles from a

single protein structure or a set of aligned structures. They applied their results to

identifying proteins with matching surface patches. Analysis of the three dimensional

profiles of ATP- and GTP-binding P-loop proteins identified a positively charged

phosphate-binding residue (Arg or Lys) in a position conserved in space but not in

sequence. In a similar approach, Jackson and Russell (2000, 2001) have identified

regions with conformations similar to those of PROSITE motifs, but not necessarily

sharing sequence similarity with them. They were able to identify serine proteinase

inhibitors that contain regions similar in conformation to the loops in known

inhibitors that have a common structure that docks to the proteinase.

Methods making use of structural data

Shapiro and Harris (2000) and Teichman, Murzin and Chothia (2001) illustrate the

power of structure, including but not limited to identifying distant relationships not

derivable from sequence comparisons.

1. Identification of structural relationships unanticipated from sequence can suggest

similarity of function. The crystal structure of AdipoQ, a protein secreted from

adipocytes, showed a similarity of folding pattern to that of tumour necrosis factor.

The inference that AdipoQ is a cell signalling protein was subsequently verified.

2. The histidine triad proteins are a broad family with no known function. Analysis

of their structures indicated a catalytic centre and nucleotide binding site,

identifying them as a nucleotide hydrolase. Note that this did not depend on

detection of a distant homology.

3. Structural similarity of a gene product of unknown function from Methanococcus

jannischii and other proteins containing nucleotide-binding domains led to

experiments showing it to be a xanthine or inosine triphosphatase (Hwang

et al., 1999).
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As with some sequence-based methods, these structure-based methods proceed by

searching for homologues. Although distant relationship is frequently more easily

detectable in structure than in sequence, the returns are diminishing because the more

distant the relationship the less reliable the inference of common function.

Lichtarge, Bourne and Cohen (1996a) have developed an evolutionary trace

method to define binding surfaces common to protein families. They extract

functionally important residues from sequence conservation patterns and map them

onto the protein surface to identify functional clusters.

Successful predictions by the Evolutionary Trace method include identification of

the functional surface in families of G protein � subunits (Lichtarge, Bourne and

Cohen, 1996b) and regulators of G protein signalling (Sowa et al., 2000, 2001). Both

cases were blind predictions subsequently verified by experiment. The success of the

Evolutionary Trace method has led to its being taken up and developed by a number

of groups (Aloy et al., 2001; Madabushi et al., 2002; Lichtarge and Sowa, 2002; Yao

et al., 2003).

10.5 Applications of Full Organism Information:
Inferences from Genomic Context and Protein
Interaction Patterns

For proteins encoded in complete genomes, approaches to function prediction making

use of contextual information and intergenomic comparisons are useful (Marcotte

et al., 1999; Huynen and Snel, 2000; Kolesov, Mewes and Frishman, 2001, 2002).

1. Gene fusion. A composite multifunctional gene in one genome may correspond to

separate genes in other genomes. The implication is that there is a relationship

between the functions of these genes.

2. Local gene context. It makes sense to coregulate and cotranscribe components of a

pathway. In bacteria, genes in a single operon are usually functionally linked.

3. Interaction patterns. As part of the development of full organism methods of

investigation, data are becoming available on patterns of protein–protein interac-

tions (Xenarios et al., 2002). The network of interactions reveals the function of a

protein.

4. Phylogenetic profiles. Pellegrini et al. (1999) have exploited the idea that proteins

in a common structural complex or pathway are functionally linked and expected

to coevolve. For each protein encoded in a known genome, they construct a

phylogenetic profile that indicates which organisms contain a homologue of the

protein in question. Clustering the profiles identifies sets of proteins that co-occur

in the same group of organisms. Some relationship between their functions is

expected.
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There need be no sequence or structural similarity between the proteins that share a

phylogenetic distribution pattern. One unusual and very welcome feature of this

method is that it is one of the few that derives information about the function of a

protein from its relationship to nonhomologous proteins (Pellegrini et al., 1999;

Marcotte et al., 1999).

10.6 Conclusions

The problem of prediction of function from amino acid sequence and protein

structure is far from being satisfactorily solved.

It appears that the most general and wide ranging cross-species classification of

function is that produced by The Gene OntologyTM Consortium. Their results have

the advantage of being appropriate to both biochemistry and biology, at the expense

of greater logical complexity.

Many of the methods that have been applied to function prediction work part of the

time but none is perfect. Morever, the more expert analysis of the results is applied,

the better the predictions are. This makes it difficult to envisage a purely ‘black-box’

automatic annotation machine for new whole genome sequences. In most cases,

predictions suggest, but do not determine, the general class of function. Their most

useful effect is to guide investigations in the laboratory to confirm, or refute, the

prediction, and, even if correct, to define the function in greater detail.

We conclude that predictions are useful but no substitute for work in the laboratory.

Indications from theory may indict, but only experimental evidence can convict.
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11 Information Flow and Data

Integration of Databanks

C. H. Wu and W. C. Barker

Abstract
The large scale genome projects have resulted in a rapid accumulation of genome

sequences and other high throughput data. Associated with the large volume and

complexity of data is the growing number of molecular databases being maintained

in heterogeneous and distributed sources. To fully exploit the value of the data, we need

to address issues that hamper information flow and data integration. Major problems

include non-standard representation of primary database objects (genes and proteins),

disparate syntax and semantics of distribution formats, as well as genome annotation

errors and error propagation among databanks. It requires wide adoption of common

nomenclature and ontology for database annotation, common exchange formats and

concise database definition for database distribution and evidence attribution for

annotation error control. Furthermore, data integration facilitates knowledge discovery,

allowing researchers to answer complex biological questions that may typically involve

querying multiple sources, as illustrated by the iProClass database framework.

Keywords
data integration, database distribution format, error propagation, genome annota-

tion, iProClass database, knowledge discovery, ontology, syntax and semantics

11.1 Introduction

The high throughput genome projects have resulted in a rapid accumulation of

genome sequences for a large number of organisms. Meanwhile, scientists have
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begun to systematically tackle gene functions and other complex regulatory processes

by studying organisms at the global scale of genomes (genes, regulatory and

noncoding sequences), transcriptomes (RNA and gene expression), proteomes (pro-

tein expression), metabolomes (metabolites and metabolic networks), interactomes

(protein–protein interactions) and physiomes (physiological dynamics and functions

of whole organisms). Associated with the enormous number and variety of data being

produced is the growing number of molecular databases that are being generated and

maintained. Meta-databases (databases of databases) have been compiled to catalo-

gue and categorize these databases, such as the Molecular Biology Database

Collection (Baxevanis, 2003). This online collection (http://nar.oupjournals.org/cgi/

content/full/31/1/1/DC1) lists over 400 key biological databases that add new value to

the underlying data by virtue of curation, provide new types of data connection, or

implement other innovative approaches to facilitate biological discovery. Based on

the type of information they provide, these databases can be conveniently classified

into subcategories. Examples of major database categories include genomic sequence

repositories (e.g. GenBank (Benson et al., 2003)), gene expression (e.g. SMD (Gollub

et al., 2003)), model organism genomes (e.g. MGD (Blake et al., 2003)), mutation

databases (e.g. dbSNP (Sherry et al., 2001)), RNA sequences (e.g. RDP (Cole et al.,

2003)), protein sequences (e.g. PIR-PSD (Wu et al., 2003), Swiss-Prot (Boeckmann

et al., 2003)), protein family (e.g. InterPro (Mulder et al., 2003)), protein structure

(e.g. PDB (Westbrook et al., 2003)), intermolecular interactions (e.g. BIND (Bader,

Betel and Hogue, 2003)), metabolic pathways and cellular regulation (e.g. KEGG

(Kanehisa et al., 2002)) and taxonomy (e.g. NCBI taxonomy (Wheeler et al., 2003)).

To fully explore these valuable data, advanced bioinformatics infrastructures must

be developed for biological knowledge management. New approaches need to be

devised for data collection, maintenance, dissemination, query and analysis. One

major challenge lies in the volume, complexity and dynamic nature of the data, which

are being collected and maintained in heterogeneous and distributed sources. To

facilitate scientific discovery from these data sources, it is important to consider

database information flow and issues concerning data integration. This paper

describes information flows among databanks (Section 11.2), discusses issues

of database distribution format (Section 11.3) and error propagation (Section 11.4)

and illustrates our approach for data integration to facilitate knowledge discovery

(Section 11.5).

11.2 Information Flow Among Databanks

While there are a large variety of databases, some databases constitute the primary

data sources upon which secondary databases are derived. To analyse the information

flow among databanks, it is useful to distinguish primary, underlying databases from

secondary, derived databases. Major examples of the primary databases are DNA
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sequence databases such as GenBank, as well as protein sequence databases such as

PIR-PSD and Swiss-Prot. Entries in these databases represent basic gene and protein

objects that constitute the primary database objects of numerous secondary databases.

With the genome sequencing projects, the vast majority of sequences in protein

databases are now derived from conceptual translation of gene sequences rather than

direct protein determination. The information, thus, flows from DNA sequence

repositories to protein sequence databases to secondary databases that may provide

value-added information or specialized properties for genes or proteins, such as

protein family, function and pathway databases.

Representation of primary database object

In primary sequence databases, each object (gene or protein) is described by a varying

degree of detail in different annotation fields, such as those listed by Barker and Wu

(2004). However, only four fields, namely, database unique identifier, name, source

organism and sequence, are commonly used to identify a gene or protein object in

secondary databases. Still, the representation of gene or protein objects in these four

fields is associated with several problems that may hinder information flow and data

integration. Major problems for protein object representation are discussed below and

summarized in Table 11.1.

Database unique identifier

The database unique identifier (UID) is the ID and/or accession number assigned by

individual databases to uniquely identify each sequence entry. Unlike the gene object

Table 11.1 Format problems and annotation errors in the representation of protein object that

hamper information flow and data integration

Field Format problems or annotation errors

Unique identifier (UID) No standard UID; ID or accession number no longer

accessible

Protein name No standard nomenclature; alternative names/synonyms not

available; inconsistent usage of protein name fields;

protein name too long or uninformative; wrong func-

tional assignment for protein name or EC number

Source organism/ taxonomy Contradictory taxonomy ID and organism name; missing

ID or name; representation at different hierarchical level

(genus, species, strain)

Protein sequence Sequence variation due to alternate splice/initiator forms,

allelic variants and post-translational modification;

sequence discrepancy due to choices of reading frame

initiation, splice boundary, genetic code or RNA editing
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where there is a widely acceptable UID (i.e. GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ ID), there is no

standard UID as the central reference point for a protein object. Various secondary

databases often use different UIDs to reference the same object from different protein

sequence databases. For example, the human DNA-directed RNA polymerase II

14.4 kDa polypeptide can be identified using seven sets of UIDs from PIR-PSD

(S38627), Swiss-Prot (RPB6_HUMAN or P41584), GenePept (AAH03582.1 or

13097771, CAB62981.1 or 18254493, CAA81629.1 or 415388), RefSeq (NP_068809

or 11527390) and PDB (1QKL:A) (see http://pir.georgetown.edu/cgi-bin/

nfEntry.pl?id ¼ NF00104599). This is due to a high level of redundancy in GenPept

(annotated GenBank translations), and the lack of one unified, central protein

sequence database. PIR has recently joined forces with EBI (European Bioinfor-

matics Institute) and SIB (Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics) to establish the Universal

Protein Resource (UniProt), a central resource of protein sequence and function that

merges PIR-PSD, Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL databases.

Protein name

Protein name is the form by which a protein object is referred to and communicated

in the scientific literature and biological databases. There is, however, a long standing

problem of nomenclature for proteins, where ‘profligate and undisciplined labeling is

hampering communication’, as discussed in Nature (1997). Scientists may name a

newly discovered or characterized protein based on its function, sequence features,

gene name, cellular location, molecular weight or other properties, as well as their

combinations or abbreviations. The same protein is often named differently in

different databases, and occasionally different proteins may share the same name.

For example, the human ATP-dependent RNA helicase is variably named based on

function at different hierarchical levels (‘ATP-dependent RNA helicase’ versus ‘RNA

helicase’), molecular weight (‘protein p68’), motif sequence similarity (‘DEAD/H

box-5’), combinations of properties (‘RNA helicase p68’) and even a misnomer

(‘RNA-dependent helicase’) (see http://pir.georgetown.edu/cgi-bin/nfEntry.pl?id ¼
NF00113874). Protein name standardization requires community effort – only a

small fraction of all proteins has standard nomenclature, most notably, the Enzyme

Nomenclature of the IUBMB (http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iubmb/enzyme/). Alter-

native names or synonyms often are not available in databases.

Taxonomy

To unambiguously identify a protein object, one also needs to know the source

organism of the protein, as different organisms may share the same protein sequence.

While there is a widely adopted standard for taxonomy (i.e. NCBI taxonomy), several

problems are associated with the taxonomy of source organisms and their mapping

among primary sequence databases. The problem may stem from non-specific names
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provided by biologists during direct submission of DNA sequence entries to

GenBank. Often such names cannot be mapped to the taxonomy even at the species

level (such as Mus sp.). To be useful, the source organism information should be

specific, including the strain (or cultivar for plant) if possible, but many early

submissions do not contain this information. There may also be a mapping problem

when two databases describe the same protein object at different taxonomy levels,

such as species versus strain. The taxonomy in sequence databases is represented by

both taxonomy ID and name, which sometimes may be discrepant due to update

propagation problems (i.e. different update schedules between NCBI taxonomy and

sequence databases).

Protein sequence

The primary source of protein sequences is conceptual translation of GenBank DNA

sequences. The translations may be made with an incorrect genetic code, in the wrong

reading frame, with incorrect splice boundaries, or without corrections for RNA

editing and translational frame shifting. In some complete bacterial genome reports

where peptide sequences were available, early initiators had been chosen 20 per cent

of the time. Cases have been observed of late initiators having been chosen, revealed

as carboxyl ends of incomplete homology domains at amino ends of translations.

Other types of sequence variation may result from representations of alternative

splice/initiator forms, precursor and mature forms, identical sequences from different

loci, allelic variants, and post-translational modifications. For example, the seleno-

cysteine TGA codon sometimes is translated as residue ‘U’ in GenBank, as found in

GenPept entry AAA16579.2 (see http://pir.georgetown.edu/cgi-bin/nfEntry.-

pl?id ¼ NF00163996), while residue ‘C’ is used in PIR and Swiss-Prot (see http://

pir.georgetown.edu/cgi-bin/nfEntry.pl?id ¼ NF00160560).

Representation of protein object in PIR-NREF database

The PIR-NREF database (Wu et al., 2003) has been developed to provide a timely

and comprehensive collection of protein objects from all major sequence databases

with source attribution (i.e. protein IDs, accession numbers, and protein names from

each underlying database). It is a non-redundant reference database where identical

protein sequences from the same source organism (species) reported in different

databases are presented as a single entry, as illustrated in Figure 11.1. Also included

in the entry report are amino acid sequence, taxonomy and composite bibliographic

data, as well as related sequences identified by all-against-all BLAST (Altschul et al.,

1997) search, including identical sequences from different organisms, identical

subsequences and highly similar sequences (�95 per cent identity).

The collective protein names and bibliography of all published protein sequences

in PIR-NREF can be utilized to develop a protein name thesaurus or ontology
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(Hirschman et al., 2002). The collective protein names, including synonyms,

alternative names and even misspellings, constitute an initial dictionary of terms.

The bibliography is hypertext linked to PubMed for direct online abstract retrieval to

create annotated corpora. The different protein names assigned by different databases

may also reflect annotation discrepancies and provide clues to incorrectly annotated

proteins.

11.3 Database Distribution Format

In addition to the representation of gene or protein objects as discussed above, there

are other problems associated with the database distribution format that may impact

information flow among databanks.

Distribution format problems

The format issues may relate to syntax of the databases, which provides specifications

for the data record and each annotation field (including constraints such as required or

optional, repeating or non-repeating, and single valued or multi-valued) that are

Figure 11.1 Representation of protein object in PIR-NREF (http://pir.georgetown.edu/

cgi-bin/nfEntry.pl?id ¼ NF00104599)
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derived from the database schema, as well as specifications such as data types,

punctuation and delimiters, and field lengths. The format problems may also relate to

semantic issues that involve the use of standard nomenclature, controlled vocabulary

or ontology to communicate the same database concept or object, as well as the

proper usage of annotation fields. The distribution format problems are illustrated

using examples from GenBank/GenPept, where annotations are provided via third

party submissions from genome centres and individual researchers who may not

adhere to strict database specifications.

The first example shows that protein names assigned to GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ

protein coding regions are often uninformative concatenations of computational

predictions from programs such as GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin, 1997) and

BLAST. In the GenPept entry CAB72284.1, the protein name appears in two fields,

the ‘Protein’ lines of the ‘FEATURES’ field, which is over 4000 characters long, and

the ‘DEFINITION’ field, where the name is truncated to about 500 characters, as ‘/

prediction¼(method:‘‘genefinder’’, version:‘‘084’’, score:‘‘105.71’’)�/prediction¼
(method:‘‘genscan’’, version:‘‘1.0’’)�/match¼ (desc: ‘‘BASEMENT MEMBRANE-

SPECIFIC HEPARAN SULFATE PROTEOGLYCAN CORE PROTEIN PRECURSOR

(HSPG) (PERLECAN) (PLC)’’, species:‘‘Homo sapiens (Human)’’, ranges:(query:

24292..24549, target:SWISS-PROT::P98160: 3713..3628, score: ‘‘201.00’’),. . .’ (see

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query. fcgi?cmd ¼ Retrieve&db ¼ protein&list_

uids ¼ 6946669&dopt ¼ GenPept).

The second example shows the undisciplined usage of the GenBank annotation

fields, where proteins names of the ‘CDS’ region may appear in either ‘Product’ or

‘Note’ lines for sequences from different genomes. For GenBank entry AE007317

that contains the complete genome of Streptococcus pneumoniae R6, the protein

names are indicated in the ‘Product’ line, as in product¼‘DNA biosynthesis,

initiation, binding protein’ for CDS (1..1362) (see http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

entrez/viewer.fcgi?val ¼ AE008385.1). On the other hand, in the GenBank entry

AE007870 of the complete genome of Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain C58 linear

chromosome, the protein names are displayed in the ‘Note’ line as in

/note¼‘(AP000731) alanine acetyl transferase-like protein’ for CDS (606..1208),

while the ‘Product’ lines are used to indicate gene origins as in

/product¼‘‘AGR_L_4p’’ (see http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/viewer.fcgi?val ¼
AE008197.1).

Common distribution formats

Even with a concise database definition and a distribution format conforming to

database schema, it is still a non-trivial task for database developers to parse and

extract annotations from molecular databases of interest. Different database parsers

need to be written and tailored for parsing databases distributed using different

formats. There are numerous flat file formats just for the primary sequence databases

alone, including GenBank format, EMBL format, Swiss-Prot format (for Swiss-Prot/
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TrEMBL) and CODATA and NBRF formats (for PIR-PSD). To alleviate data

exchange problems associated with format incompatibility, major database providers

have started to adopt common, exchangeable distribution formats. Gaining wide

acceptance is the adoption of XML (eXtensible Markup Language) as the data

exchange format and the formulation of standardized models and interfaces by the

Object Management Group (OMG).

XML (eXtensible Markup Language)

Ratified by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), XML (http://www.w3.org/TR/

REC-xml) is quickly becoming a universal standard for data exchange. Like HTML,

XML is a subset of SGML (Structured Generalized Markup Language). A key

advantage of XML is that its structure and content, defined by the XML data, is

separate from its presentation, defined by a stylesheet using the XSL (eXtensible

Stylesheet Language). Another key advantage of XML is that users create their own

tags to represent the meaning and structure of their data. Tags may be defined directly

in an XML document or formally defined in a document type definition (DTD).

Common XML definitions are being developed, including Genome Annotation

Markup Elements (GAME), Bioinformatic Sequence Markup Language (BSML)

(http://www.bsml.org/), BIOpolymer Markup Language (BIOML) and BioPerl XML

(http://bio.perl.org/Projects/XML/).

Standard models and interfaces

To standardize models and interfaces for software tools, services, frameworks and

components in life sciences research, the Life Sciences Research (LSR) Domain Task

Force (http://www.omg.org/lsr/) of the OMG is coordinating with other standards

organizations and information providers to ensure common standards. Specifications

that have already been developed by the OMG-LSR include Biomolecular Sequence

Analysis, Genome Maps, Bibliographical Query Service, Macromolecular Structure

and Gene Expression.

PIR XML and MySQL distribution

Besides CODATA and NBRF flat file formats and FASTA sequence format, PIR-PSD

is also distributed in XML and MySQL formats from the PIR anonymous FTP

site (ftp://ftp.pir.georgetown.edu/pir_databases/). The XML distribution has an asso-

ciated DTD file (http://pir.georgetown.edu/pirwww/xml/psdml.dtd). The MySQL

open source relational database distribution file contains data files (in relational

tables), SQL scripts for creating the database and a user’s guide with the database

schema.
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11.4 Genome Annotation Errors and Error Propagation

Another factor that impacts information flow among databanks is the annotation

quality of the primary databases. A general approach for genome annotation is to

infer protein functions based on sequence similarity to annotated proteins in sequence

databases. However, numerous genome annotation errors have been detected (Devos

and Valencia, 2001), often due to transitive identification. Also termed ‘transitive

catastrophe’, such identification errors frequently result from functional annotation of

proteins based on the most similar sequence, which is itself incorrectly identified, or

on local similarity without regard to end-to-end similarity and domain architecture.

The functional annotation errors, in particular those reflected in protein names or EC

(Enzyme Commission) numbers, are prone to propagate from one sequence to

another or from primary to secondary databases, as in the IMP dehydrogenase

example below.

Misannotation of IMP dehydrogenase

During the PIR curation process, at least 18 proteins were found to be misannotated

as inosine-50-monophosphate dehydrogenase (IMPDH) or related in various complete

genomes. These ‘misnomers’, all of which have been corrected in the PIR-PSD and

some corrected in Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL, still exist in GenPept and RefSeq. The

misannotation apparently resulted from local sequence similarity to the CBS domain,

named for the protein in which it was first described, cystathionine beta synthase

(Shan et al., 2001). As illustrated in Figure 11.2, most IMPDH sequences (e.g., PIR-

NREF: NF00078343) have two kinds of annotated Pfam domain, the catalytic IMP

dehydrogenase/GMP reductase (IMPDH/GMPR) domain (PF00478), associated with

the PROSITE signature pattern (PS00487), and two adjacent CBS domains

(PF00571), which actually interrupt the IMPDH/GMPR domain. Structurally, the

N- and C-terminal parts of the IMPDH/GMPR domain form the core catalytic domain

Figure 11.2 IMP dehydrogenase (IMPDH) and sequences misannotated based on CBS

domains
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and the two CBS regions form a flanking globular domain (Zhang et al., 1999). There

is also a well characterized IMPDH (PIR-NREF: NF00540761) (Zhou et al., 1997)

that contains the catalytic domain but lacks the CBS domains, showing that CBS

domains are not necessary for enzymatic activity. The three misnomers from

Archaeoglobus fulgidus shown in Figure 11.2 all lack the catalytic domain of

IMPDH but contain adjacent CBS domains. Two of them also contain other domains.

Many of the genome annotation errors still remain in sequence databases and have

been propagated to secondary, curated databases. IMPDH occurs in most species, as

the enzyme (EC 1.1.1.205) is the rate-limiting step in the de novo synthesis of

guanine nucleotides. It is depicted in the purine metabolism pathway for Archae-

oglobus fulgidus (afu00230) in the KEGG pathway database based on the three

misannotated IMPDH protein shown above. However, there is no evidence that a

homologous IMPDH protein actually exists in the Archaeoglobus fulgidus genome to

substantiate its placement on the pathway. Indeed, the only three proteins annotated

by the genome centre as IMPDH are all misnomers. No IMPDH can be detected after

genome-wide search using sequence similarity searches (BLASTP and TBLASTN)

against known IMPDH proteins, or hidden Markov model search (HMMER (Eddy,

Mitchison and Durbin, 1995)) against the IMPDH/GMPR domain.

Control of error propagation

We use several approaches at the PIR to partially control the propagation of genomic

annotation errors: (i) systematic detection of annotation errors based on database

integrity checks, such as identification of discrepant protein names in the PIR-NREF

Database; (ii) systematic correction of annotation errors based on dynamic annota-

tion, such as the PIR superfamily classification and rule-based annotation method,

and (iii) prevention of error propagation based on evidence attribution to distinguish

experimentally verified from computationally predicted annotations (Barker and Wu,

2004; Wu et al., 2004).

11.5 Data integration and Knowledge Discovery: iProClass
Case Study

The iProClass database system (Huang et al., 2003) is designed to address the

database integration issue arising from the voluminous, heterogeneous and distributed

data. There are several general approaches for developing an integrated platform for

heterogeneous databases (Davidson, Overton and Nuneman, 1995). These include

hypertext navigation using links between related data sources, a data warehouse that

provides a materialized solution and unmediated multi-database queries that provide

view solution and database federation. Most data warehouses adopt a ‘tightly

coupled’ approach that physically integrates a number of databases by converting
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the data into a unified database schema. While it allows local control of data, keeping

data from the multiple databases up to date is not trivial. Hypertext navigation is a

‘loosely coupled’ approach that employs the browsing model wherein hypertext-

linked web pages are followed for more information and are always one mouse click

away.

iProClass uses database links as a foundation for interoperability (Karp, 1995) and

combines both data warehouse and hypertext navigation methods. In our approach,

we restrict the database content to the immediate needs of protein analysis and

annotation and store a rich collection of links with related summary information. The

latter will alleviate potential problems associated with timely collection of informa-

tion from distributed sources over the Internet. The idea is similar to that of the Virgil

database (Achard et al., 1998), which was developed to model the concept of rich

links (the link itself and the related summary information) between database objects.

Following the notation in LinkDB (Fujibuchi et al., 1998), the iProClass links may be

roughly categorized into three types: (a) factual links for simple cross-references,

such as literature data or reported sequence data; (b) similarity links compiled based

on sequence similarity, such as members of a protein family, and (c) biological links

associating biological meanings, such as interacting proteins or proteins in the same

metabolic pathway. Another iProClass design principle that promotes database

interoperation is the adoption of a modular and open architecture. The modular

structure makes the system scalable, customizable and extendable for adding new

components.

The database contains value-added descriptions of all proteins with up-to-date

information from many sources, thereby providing much richer annotation than can

be found in any single database. The annotation has source attribution and hypertext

links to the underlying databases. The link mechanism is also attributed. For example,

EC number is used to cross-reference functional databases such as EC-IUBMB,

KEGG, BRENDA (http://www.brenda.uni-koeln.de/), WIT (Overbeek et al., 2000)

and MetaCyc (Karp et al., 2002); PDB ID is used to link structure and structural

classification databases, including PDB, SCOP (Lo Conte et al., 2002), CATH (Pearl

et al., 2003), MMDB (Chen et al., 2003) and PDBsum (Laskowski, 2001); and

PubMed ID links to NCBI’s PubMed. The source attribution and hypertext links

facilitate exploration of additional information and examination of discrepant

annotations from different sources. Standard nomenclatures or accepted ontologies

are adopted wherever applicable, such as IUBMB Enzyme Nomenclature, NCBI

taxonomy and Gene Ontology (Gene Ontology Consortium, 2001).

The protein information in iProClass includes family relationships at both global

(superfamily/family) and local (domain, motif, site) levels, as well as structural and

functional classifications and features of proteins. Consisting of about 1.5 million

non-redundant protein sequences from the PIR-PSD, Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL,

iProClass is organized with more than 36 000 superfamilies, 7500 domains and

1300 motifs. It provides rich links to over 80 databases of protein sequences, families,

functions and pathways, protein–protein interactions, post-translational modifica-

tions, protein expressions, structures and structural classifications, genes and
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genomes, ontologies, literature and taxonomy (Figure 11.3). Protein and superfamily

summary reports present extensive annotation information and include membership

statistics and graphical display of domains and motifs.

11.6 Conclusions

The large volume and complexity of biological data being generated represents both a

challenge and an opportunity for bioinformatics research and development. To

maximize the utlization of these valuable data for scientific discovery, we need to

address issues that hamper information flow and data integration. Major problems are

raised in this chapter with illustrative examples in the areas of representation of

primary database objects (genes and proteins) and the syntax and semantics issues of

distribution formats, as well as genome annotation errors and error propagation

among databanks. There are no simple solutions to these issues. They require that the

bioinformatics community and database providers collectively adopt common

nomenclature, controlled vocabulary and ontology for database annotation, adopt

common data exchange formats and provide concise database definition for database

distribution and control error propagation by systematic error detection, error

correction and evidence attribution.

Figure 11.3 iProClass database integration
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Data integration facilitates exploration of proteins, allowing users to answer

complex biological questions that may typically involve querying multiple sources.

In particular, interesting relationships between database objects, such as relationships

among protein sequences, families, structures and functions, can be revealed readily.

Functional annotation of proteins requires association of proteins based on properties

beyond sequence homology – proteins sharing common domains connected via

related multi-domain proteins (grouped by superfamilies); proteins in the same

pathways, networks or complexes; proteins correlated in their expression patterns

and proteins correlated in their phylogenetic profiles (with similar evolutionary

patterns) (Marcotte et al., 1999). Data integration as in iProClass is important in

revealing protein functional associations beyond sequence homology (Wu et al.,

2004).
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12 Models of Database

Interconnectivity

G. J. L. Kemp

Abstract
Our aim is to integrate and analyse biological data held in existing distributed,

heterogeneous data resources. We highlight some of the different kinds of data

management systems in use with bioinformatics data collections, and the problems

and benefits that this heterogeneity brings. We look at features of the relational and

functional data models, and their ability to represent the semantics of biological data.

We describe the P/FDM database management system and illustrate its use with

examples of queries against a database of antibody structures. Some limitations of

web-based data collections are mentioned, and the data replication and database

federation approaches to data integration are discussed. We describe the implementation

of a bioinformatics database federation based on the P/FDM mediator, leading to an

architecture that can take advantage of the different data management solutions used by

each of the data resources in the federation.

Keywords
antibody structure, data models, database schema, federated database, functional

data model, heterogeneous databases, list comprehension, mediator, query

processing

12.1 Introduction

In recent years there has been a rapid expansion in the quantity and variety of

biological data available to researchers. These include data on protein and genome
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sequences and structure, gene and protein expression, molecular interactions and

biological pathways. Scientists’ ability to use these data resources effectively to

explore hypotheses in silico is enhanced if it is easy to ask precise and complex

questions that span across several different kinds of data resource in order to find the

answer. Developments in our ability to integrate and analyse data held in existing

heterogeneous data resources can lead to an increase in our understanding of

biological function at all levels. However, supporting ad hoc queries across multiple

data resources and correlating data retrieved from these is still difficult.

In this chapter we consider some of the different kinds of data management in use

with bioinformatics data collections, and look at the features of two different data

models. Different approaches to data integration are outlined in Section 12.4, and this

is followed by a description of a prototype implementation of a bioinformatics

database federation.

12.2 Heterogeneity in Bioinformatics Data Management

Many different file and database management systems are currently in use with

biological data sets. Some examples are given in Figure 12.1. Many widely used

databanks consist of readable flat files of data – each databank containing different

kinds of data, and each having its own format for its entries. Some biological data are

held in relational databases, e.g. Ensembl (Hubbard et al., 2002) and ArrayExpress

(Brazma et al., 2003) projects both use relational database management systems.

Object models are gaining in popularity in the genome community – the Genome

Database (GDB) uses the Object-Protocol Model (OPM) (Chen and Markowitz,

1995), and the ACEDB model (Durbin and Thierry-Mieg, 1992) is widely used with

various specialized collections of genetic data.

Many Internet resources are intended for interactive inspection and interpretation

by users observing a screen. Images, such as a metabolic pathway diagram or a

UNIX (‘‘grep’’, Perl, etc.)
SRS
Text editor

Sybase, Oracle,
MySQL

P/FDM, AceDB, OPM,
VODAK, POET

C.elegans genomic data,
antibody database (P/FDM)

PDB, SWISS-PROT

Ensembl, ArrayExpress

Flat files

Relational

Object-based

Management Examples

Figure 12.1 Heterogeneous bioinformatics data resources
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graphical representation of an enzyme with its active site highlighted, or free text

descriptions, such as journal abstracts or descriptions within PROSITE entries,

contain information which is readily digested by scientists viewing these.

However, the information contained within these is not easily available to programs.

Image processing and natural language processing technologies still have a long

way to advance before they can be used by remote programs to interpret the

content of such data resources, let alone relate these observations to data from

other sources and form scientific hypotheses. Many web-based data resources only

provide this kind of access. The World-Wide Web has evolved to suit human users,

who tend to search for particular pages of interest, controlling navigation interac-

tively. The search techniques used are generally those developed by the information

retrieval community for free-format text. Since the search programs do not under-

stand the text, they uses probabilistic matching, for example by scoring keywords,

and expect to retrieve some false matches. Database queries, by contrast, are expected

to return sets which exactly fit the given criteria, and may involve numerical

comparisons. The data model they use effectively describes the meaning of data

in the form of carefully checked formatted records, and does not have to deal with

free-format natural language sentence structures. This is what allows queries to be

more precise.

Formatted data files, such as SWISS-PROT entries and Protein Data Bank entries,

can be used more easily by programs. Many such collections are now accessible via

the World-Wide Web. It is possible for programs (e.g. UNIX and Perl scripts or

application programs written in C or Java) to fetch a web page automatically and then

process it like any other external file. However, this requires the user to have

programming skills, knowledge of the data file formats and time to write a new

program whenever they wish to access different data values or different data banks or

to use these for a different purpose. The SRS system (Etzold and Argos, 1993) goes

some way towards providing indexes and a query interface for flat file data banks on

the same server, but the querying capabilities are not as expressive or flexible as

database query languages.

Database management systems (DBMSs) provide ad hoc querying capabilities,

enabling complex data retrieval requests to be expressed in a high level query

language. These requests can include sophisticated data selection criteria and may

traverse the data in ways not envisaged by those who created the database. The

DBMS will provide optimization capabilities that can use all of the information in the

query in designing an efficient execution strategy.

There are several reasons for heterogeneity across bioinformatics data resources.

The custodians of these data collections are likely to use whatever tools are known

and available to them. They may choose a simple physical representation to make

porting and exchanging data easy. A more significant reason is that certain physical

representations are more appropriate than others for particular kinds of data, and are

better suited to the kinds of search performed against those data. Frequently a great

deal of effort goes into developing customized programs to search through the data

and answer particular kinds of query efficiently. We should like to take advantage of
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this earlier investment by making use of such existing search capabilities whenever

possible.

12.3 Data Models

A data model specifies the rules according to which data are structured and also the

associated operations that are permitted. The three classical data models are the

relational model, the hierarchical model and the network model (Date, 1977). These

data models have relatively limited expressive power and it is often difficult to map

the user’s conceptual view of the application onto these models. Consequently, a lot

of effort is often needed to coerce the data into a suitable form for storage.

To address this difference, or ‘semantic gap’, semantic data models (Hull and King,

1987; Peckham and Maryanski, 1988) were developed in which the logical organiza-

tion of data more closely resembles the conceptual model. Semantic data models

represent entities and the relationships between these directly, and match closely our

conceptual view of data. Examples of semantic data models include the entity-

relationship model (Chen, 1976), which is often used when designing conceptual

schemas, and the functional data model (Shipman, 1981).

In this section we shall give a brief introduction to two different data models: the

relational data model and the functional data model (FDM). We then illustrate some

of the features of P/FDM, which is a database management system based on the

FDM, by looking at its use with antibody structure and sequence data.

The relational data model

In the relational data model (Codd, 1970) data are organized in rectangular tables

(called relations). Each row in a relation consists of a data record (or tuple). Each

column in a relation can be thought of as representing an attribute, and contains data

values of the same type. An example of a relation is shown in Figure 12.2.

In answering queries in a relational database it is often necessary to join two or

more relations together by finding tuples in these relations that have matching values

in specified columns.

Figure 12.2 A relation with three tuples
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The relational data model has enjoyed considerable commercial success, and many

database management systems based on this data model are available today. The

relational data model’s simplicity and the existence of robust and efficient imple-

mentations have made relational database management systems a popular choice for

bioinformatics projects. However, the relational model has some limitations; for

example, the data model does not directly support all of the relationships that we see

when designing a conceptual model of some domain. An earlier paper compares

relational databases and a database based on a semantic data model for storing and

accessing protein structure data (Gray et al., 1990).

Ideally, we would like to use a data model that is sufficiently expressive to enable

us to capture the semantics of the data we want to model. One example of the

relational model’s limited expressive power is seen with subtype–supertype relation-

ships. For example, we can consider enzyme to be a subtype of protein that has

additional attributes that are relevant for enzymes (e.g. enzyme classification (EC)

number indicating the kind of reaction that an enzyme catalyses), but which are not

relevant to proteins in general (non-enzymes do not have EC numbers). While we can

invent tables to store the information of interest, the relational model does not allow

us to represent the subtype–supertype relationship between enzymes and proteins in a

direct, intuitive way.

Another example of the relational model’s limited expressive power is many-

to-many relationships. For example, there is a many-to-many relationship between

enzymes and the metabolic pathways in which they play a role: each pathway can

require many enzymes, and a particular enzyme may be involved in several pathways.

To model this relationship using the relational data model we need to introduce an

additional binary table that serves to map between enzyme identifiers in one column

and pathway identifiers in the other. Again, the relational data model does not allow

us to represent these relationships in a direct, intuitive way.

The functional data model

The basic concepts in the functional data model (FDM) (Shipman, 1981) are entities

and functions. Entities are used to represent conceptual objects, while functions

represent the properties of an object. Functions are used to model both scalar

attributes, such as a protein structure’s resolution and the number of amino acid

residues in a protein chain, and relationships, such as the relationship between chains

and the residues that these contain. Functions may be single-valued or multi-valued,

and their values can either be stored or computed on demand. Entity classes can be

arranged in subtype hierarchies, with subtypes inheriting the properties of their

supertype, as well as having their own specialized properties.

The FDM has its roots in the Multibase project (Landers and Rosenberg, 1982).

Although it is an old data model it has adapted well to developments in computing

because it was based on very good principles. Firstly, it was based on the use of

values denoting persistent identifiers for instances of entity classes, as noted by
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Kulkarni and Atkinson (1986). This later became central to the object database

manifesto (Atkinson et al., 1989). Also, it had the notion of a subtype hierarchy, and

it was not difficult to adapt this to include methods with overriding. Secondly, the

notions of an entity, a property and a relationship (as represented by a function and its

inverse) corresponded closely to the entity-relationship model and E-R diagrams,

which have stood the test of time. Thirdly, it used a query language based on

applicative expressions, which combined data extraction with computation. Thus it

was a mathematically well formed language, based on the functional languages

(Buneman and Frankel, 1979; Turner, 1985).

P/FDM database and antibody data

P/FDM is a database management system that is based on the functional data model

(Gray, Kulkarni and Paton, 1992). The query language associated with the functional

data model is called Daplex, and this section contains some example queries that

illustrate this language’s syntax.

P/FDM has been used in several projects with protein structure data, and we

describe some of P/FDM’s features here through our use of the system with antibody

structure and sequence data (Kemp et al., 1994b). Figure 12.3 shows the schema

diagram for this database, and Figure 12.4 shows a pictorial representation of some

instances in this database.

Figure 12.3 Antibody database schema diagram. Object classes are represented by

rectangular boxes. Labelled lines between object classes represent relationships
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Several different numbering conventions are used by scientists to identify particular

residues in an immunoglobulin domain. The most widely used numbering convention

is that used in the multiple alignments produced by Kabat et al. (1992). These codes

are assigned so that residues at equivalent positions in different structures have the

same position code. However, crystallographers will be familiar with the residue

codes assigned by the authors in the PDB files. These are sometimes the same as

those used by Kabat, but not always. A third way to number residues is to start at one

end of the chain, and to assign consecutive numbers to the residues starting at one.

Therefore, three code numbers are recorded with each residue from an antibody

chain – the residue identifier used in the PDB entry; the Kabat position code; the

ordinal position within the chain. Our schema includes a two argument function

called absolutepos that takes a chain and an integer representing an ordinal position

as its arguments and returns the residue object found at that position in the given

chain. This function provides an index for accessing particular residues within a chain

quickly, enabling navigation from a chain to particular residues of interest directly,

compared with join operations that would be necessary if we were using relational

storage. An important requirement for structure searches is that residues at topolo-

gically equivalent positions in different structures can be identified easily and quickly.

Therefore, another index function, kabat_residue, takes an ig_domain object and a

Kabat position code as its arguments and gives direct access to the residue at that

position in the given domain.

We are interested in the orientation of the CDRs because these regions are

important for specificity in binding antigens. Groups of variable domains whose

CDRs have similar conformations have been identified (Chothia and Lesk, 1987;

component_id:
num_residues:
chain_class:
chain_structure:

L
204
lambda
�

chain #32

pos:
name:
author_id:
kabat_position:
phi:
psi:
residue_chain:

29
ILE
29
27C
-61
-38
�

residue #6276

protein_code:
protein_name:
source
authors:
resolution:
ig_name:

7FAB
LAMBDA IMMUNOGLOBULIN FAB(PRIME) − NEW
HUMAN (HOMO SAPIENS) PATIENT NEW
F.SAUL,R.J.POLJAK
2.0
NEW

structure #16

Figure 12.4 Some instances in the antibody database
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Chothia et al., 1989). It was observed in those studies that in V� domains, a particular

class of VL domain, the first five residues of the L1 region have a similar

conformation, and that the side-chain of the isoleucine residue at the fifth position

in the L1 region points inwards towards the centre of the domain. We can query the

database to investigate this observation.

First we must devise a way to express ‘side-chain pointing inwards’. The first bond

in the side-chain connects the alpha-carbon (C�) atom to the beta-carbon (C�), and

the direction of this bond can be used as the direction of the side-chain. Now, VL

domains have a disulfide bond connecting the cysteine residues at Kabat positions 23

and 88. Visual inspection of any one of the known VL domain structures shows this

disulfide bridge to be located in the middle of the VL domain, between the two beta-

sheets. Therefore, the angle defined by the C� of the fifth residue in the L1 loop, the

C� of that residue and the C� of residue 23 will be acute if the fifth residue in the L1

loop is directed towards the centre of the VL domain. A function called angle takes

three atoms as its arguments and returns the angle (in degrees) defined by their

centres. This function calls out to a routine written in C to calculate this value. The

following query finds all L1 regions from V� domains and prints their PDB code, the

names of the residues at the relevant positions and the calculated angle:

for each c in structural_cdr such that name(c)¼ ‘L1’
for the d in structural_cdr_domain(c) such that

chain_class(d)¼ ‘lambda’
for the r1 in residue(c,5)
for the r2 in kabat_residue(d,‘23’)

print(protein_code(d), name(r1), name(r2),
angle(atom(r1,‘CB’), atom(r1,‘CA’),
atom (r2,‘CA’)));

The results for this query are as follows:

1FB4 ILE CYS 19.3
2FB4 ILE CYS 19.3
2RHE ILE CYS 18.8
3FAB ILE CYS 16.6
7FAB ILE CYS 15.8
8FAB ASN CYS 116.2

The first five results support the observations made by Chothia and Lesk (1987).

The structure 8FAB has been determined since that earlier study. It has a very

different L1 conformation and its fifth residue is an outward pointing asparagine

rather than an inward pointing isoleucine.

An alternative way to compare the conformations of the L1 regions is to superpose

a pair of L1 regions and measure how well they fit. Fitting is done using a FORTRAN

implementation of an algorithm for fitting two sets of points (McLachlan, 1979). This
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routine calculates the transformation that best fits the first set of points onto the

second and measures the root mean square (RMS) distance between the two sets. The

following query finds each pair of V� domains in turn and for each pair prints their

codes and the RMS distance calculated when main chain atoms of five residues

starting at Kabat position 26 (the start of the L1 loop) in the first domain are fitted to

the corresponding atoms in the second domain.

for each d1 in ig_domain such that
chain_class(d1)¼ ‘lambda’

for each d2 in ig_domain such that
chain_class(d2)¼ ‘lambda’ and d1 hi d2

print(protein_code(d1), protein_code(d2),
main_chain_similarity(d1, d2, ‘26’, 5));

We find that, apart from 8FAB, these have a similar conformation, giving an RMS

distance less than 0.6 Å when compared. When 8FAB L1 region is compared with

any of the others, the RMS distance is greater than 1.7 Å.

Rather than superposing L1 regions on each other, a variation on this query is to

superpose the two strands flanking this loop from two different domains to find the

three dimensional transformation that achieves the best fit. Applying this transforma-

tion to L1 loop atoms and comparing their transformed positions with the corre-

sponding atoms in the target L1 loop shows this conformational difference more

strongly.

The queries described in this section demonstrate the usefulness of augmenting the

data from the Protein Data Bank (Berman et al., 2000) with codes for residues that

indicate a residue’s position with reference to a structural template for a family of

proteins. Annotating residues in this way facilitates inter-structure comparisons, and

makes it possible to use the database to explore hypotheses about protein structure.

These queries also demonstrate the value of being able to combine arbitrary

computations with data retrieval. In addition to calling code that derives a value by

performing an arithmetic calculation, it is also possible to call out to code that

retrieves a value from a remote data resource. This ability to encapsulate a remote

data retrieval operation within an FDM function helps make the FDM a good data

model for multi-database work.

12.4 Architectures for Data Integration

We are aiming to develop a system that will provide uniform access to heterogeneous

databases via a single high level query language or graphical interface and will enable

multi-database queries. This objective is illustrated in Figure 12.5. Data replication

and multi-databases are two alternative approaches that could help us to meet this

objective. This section contains an overview of these two approaches, but we start by
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describing some of the limitations of treating a collection of linked web pages as an

integrated data resource.

Web-based data collections

Some may argue that a collection of indexed web pages constitutes a primitive

database. However, the search capabilities provided are far below what one would

expect from a database management system. When web pages are indexed for

searching, this usually takes the form of a keyword index which enables searches for

links to pages containing a specified word or phrase. Hypertext links between web

pages do provide a kind of index for interactive browsing, but these links cannot be

queried easily by automatic programs. If one does implement an automatic searching

program which can follow links to retrieve related pages, then it is still necessary for

the related pages to be retrieved one at a time and for these to be processed on the

client machine; each would have to be scanned sequentially to see if it matches the

search criteria. It is more efficient to send selection conditions across to a remote part

of a distributed database and to send back just the items required than it is to transport

the data as whole web pages including images, only to reject much of it on arrival.

Data replication

In a ‘data replication’ architecture, all data from the various databases and databanks

of interest would be copied to a single local data repository, under a single database

Queries / Graphical User InterfaceAd Hoc

BRENDA, etc.)

SRS MySQL ACEDB AMOS II P/FDM POET
(Ensembl) (Wormbase)(SwissProt,

Figure 12.5 Users should be able to access heterogeneous distributed bioinformatics

resources via a single query language or graphical user interface
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management system, as illustrated in Figure 12.6. This approach is taken by Rieche

and Dittrich (1994) who propose an architecture in which the contents of biological

databanks including the EMBL nucleotide sequence databank and SWISS-PROT are

imported into a central repository.

However, we believe that a data replication approach is not appropriate for this

application domain for several reasons. Significantly, by adopting a data repository

approach the advantages of the individual heterogeneous systems are lost. For

example, many biological data resources have their own customized search capabil-

ities that have been tailored to the particular physical representation that best suits

that data set. Rieche and Dittrich (1994) acknowledge the need to use existing

software and propose implementing ‘exporters’ to export and convert data from the

data repository into files that can be used as input to software tools.

Another disadvantage of a data replication approach is the time and effort required

to maintain an up-to-date repository. Scientists want access to the most recent data as

soon as these have been deposited in a databank. Therefore, whenever one of the

contributing databases is updated the same update should be made to the data

repository.

Federated system

We favour a multi-database approach which makes use of existing remote data

sources, with data described in terms of entities, attributes and relationships described

in a high level schema. The schema is designed without regard to the physical storage

format(s). Queries are expressed in terms of the conceptual schema and it is the role

of a complex software component called a mediator (Wiederhold, 1992) to decide

what component data sources need to be accessed to answer a particular query, to

organize the computation and to combine the results. Robbins (1996) and Karp

(1995) have also advocated a federated multi-database approach.

Data Repository

GUI / Query Language

Figure 12.6 In a data replication approach, data are copied from various data resources into

a single centralized system
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In contrast to a data replication approach, with a multi-database approach we can

take advantage of the customized search capabilities of the component data sources in

the federation, by sending requests to these from the mediator. The component

resources keep their autonomy, and users can continue to use these exactly as before.

There is no local mirroring, and updates to the remote component databases are

available immediately. A multi-database approach does not require that large data sets

be imported from a variety of sources, and it is not necessary to convert all data for

use with a single physical storage schema. However, extra effort is needed to achieve

a mapping from the component databases onto the conceptual model.

12.5 Implementing a Database Federation

The prototype P/FDM Mediator (Kemp, Angelopoulos and Gray, 2000, 2002) is

based on the P/FDM object database system (Gray, Kulkarni and Paton, 1992). Tasks

performed by the P/FDM Mediator include determining which external databases are

relevant in answering users’ queries, dividing queries into parts that will be sent to

different external databases, translating these subqueries into the language(s) of the

external databases and combining the results for presentation. This approach is

particularly well suited to situations where the subqueries sent to the external

databases are highly selective and return relatively small result sets.

Schema levels in a database federation

It is useful to think of the federation having a clear separation between schemas at the

five distinct levels shown in Figure 12.7 since this makes it easier to build the

database federation in a modular fashion (Kemp, Angelopoulos and Gray, 2000).

First, let us consider an external data resource. Each external resource has two pre-

existing schema levels, shown below the dashed line in Figure 12.7. The resource’s

conceptual schema (which we call CR) describes the logical structure of the data

contained in that resource. If the resource is a relational database then this will

include information about table names and column names, and type information

about stored values. With ACEDB (Durbin and Thierry-Mieg, 1992), this is the

classes and tags defined in the model description. With SRS (Etzold and Argos,

1993), it is the databank names and field names. These systems also provide a

mechanism for querying the data resource in terms of the table/class/databank names

and column/tag/attribute/field names that are presented in the conceptual schema.

The internal schema (or storage schema, which we call IR) contains details of

allocation of data records to storage areas, placement strategy, use of indexes, set

ordering and internal data structures that impact on efficiency and implementation

details (Gray, Kulkarni and Paton, 1992). We do not need to concern ourselves with

the internal schemas of individual data resources. Others have already implemented
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the mapping from the conceptual schema to the internal schema within each of the

individual resources that we use, and we assume that this has been done to make best

use of the resources’ internal organization.

We implemented the three schema levels that are shown above the dashed line in

Figure 12.7 within the P/FDM mediator. Our approach does not require that the

participating sites use the same data model. Rather, it is sufficient for the mediator to

hold descriptions of the participating sites that are expressed in a common data

model – in our system the FDM. All of the schemas above the dashed line in

Figure 12.7 are implemented using the FDM.

The first step in adding a new external resource to the federation is to describe the

structure of that resource using the FDM. In doing this we choose entity names and

functions that represent, as closely as possible, the contents and structure of the data

in the external resource. The result of this step is an FDM view of the external

resource, which we call ER.

The mediator’s conceptual schema, CM, describes the content of the (virtual) data

resources that are members of the federation, including the semantic relationships

that hold between data items in these resources. We also refer to this as the

federation’s integration schema. We have chosen to express this schema using the

functional data model because it makes computed data in a virtual resource, both

the derived results of arithmetic expressions and derived relationships, look no

different from stored data. Both are the result of functions – one calculates, the

other extracts from storage. It is at this level that mappings between data items in

different data resources are made explicit. Through functional mappings, different

attributes of the same conceptual entity can be spread across different external data

resources, and subclass–superclass relationships between entities in the conceptual
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Figure 12.7 Schemas in a database federation
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model of the domain might not be present explicitly in the external resources

(Grufman et al., 1997).

We cannot expect scientists to agree on a single schema. Different scientists are

interested in different aspects of the data, and will want to see data structured in a way

that matches the concepts, attributes and relationships in their own personal model.

The principle of logical data independence means that the system can provide

different users with different views onto the integration schema. We use EM to

refer to an external schema presented to a user of the mediator.

The role of the mediator is to process queries expressed against the federation’s

integration schema (CM). The mediator holds metadata describing the integration

schema and also the external schemas of each of the federation’s data resources (ER).

In P/FDM, these metadata are held, for convenience of pattern matching, as Prolog

clauses that are compiled from high level schema descriptions.

P/FDM mediator architecture

The main components of the P/FDM mediator are shown inside the dashed box in

Figure 12.8, and are described below.

The parser reads a Daplex query (Daplex is the query language for the FDM),

checks it for consistency and produces a list comprehension containing the essential

elements of the query in a form that is easier to process than Daplex text (we call this

internal form ‘ICode’).

The simplifier’s role is to produce shorter, more elegant and more consistent ICode,

mainly through removing redundant variables and expressions, and flattening out

nested expressions where this does not change the meaning of the query. Simplifying

the ICode form of a query makes the subsequent query processing steps more efficient

because this reduces the number of equivalent ICode combinations that need to be

considered.

The rule-based rewriter can be used to perform semantic query optimization by

replacing parts of a query with equivalent expressions that can be evaluated more

efficiently. This capability is important since graphical interfaces make it easy for

users to express inefficient queries which cannot always be optimized using general

purpose query optimization strategies. This is because transforming the original query

to a more efficient one may require domain knowledge e.g. two or more alternative

navigation paths may exist between distantly related object classes but domain

knowledge is needed to recognize that these are indeed equivalent. A recent

enhancement to the mediator is an extension to the Daplex compiler that enables

generic rewrite rules to be expressed using a declarative high level syntax (Kemp,

Gray and Sjöstedt, 2001). This will make it easier to add new query optimization

strategies to the mediator in the future.

The optimizer performs generic query optimization.

The reordering module reorders expressions in the ICode to ensure that all variable

dependencies are observed, thus ensuring that each variable is assigned a value before

that variable is used.
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The condition compiler reads declarative statements about conditions that must

hold between data items in different external data resources in order that these values

can be mapped on to the integration schema. These declarative statements will

usually identify corresponding key attributes in different data resources.

The ICode rewriter expands the original ICode by applying mapping functions that

transform references to the integration schema into references to the federation’s
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Figure 12.8 P/FDM mediator system architecture
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component databases. Essentially the same rewriter that was mentioned above is used

here, but with a different set of rewrite rules. These rewrite rules enhance the ICode

by adding tags to indicate the actual data sources that contain particular entity classes

and attribute values. Thus, the ICode rewriter transforms the query expressed against

the CM schema into a query expressed against the ER schemas of one or more external

databases.

The query splitter identifies which external databases hold data referred to by parts

of an integrated query, and those parts that refer to the same database are grouped

together into ‘chunks’. Query ‘chunks’ are shuffled and variable dependencies are

checked to produce alternative execution plans. A generic description of costs is used

to select a good sequence of instructions for accessing the remote databases. The

crucial idea is to move selective filter operations in the query down into the

appropriate chunks so that they can be applied early and efficiently using local

search facilities as registered with the mediator (Kemp, Iriarte and Gray, 1994a).

Each ICode chunk is sent to one of several code generators. These translate ICode

into queries that are executable by the remote databases, transforming query

fragments from ER to CR. New code generators can be linked into the mediator at

runtime. We have implemented code generators that translate ICode into SQL, OQL,

AMOSQL, SRS code, ACEPERL and Prolog. Our modular design should make it

easy to add further code generators for other database management systems.

Wrappers deal with communication with the external data resources. They consist

of two parts: code responsible for sending queries to remote resources, and code that

receives and parses the results returned from the remote resources. Wrappers for new

resources can be linked into the mediator at runtime. Note that a wrapper can only

make use of whatever querying facilities are provided by the federation’s component

databases. Thus, the mediator’s conceptual model (CM) will only be able to map onto

those data values that are identified in the remote resource’s conceptual model (CR).

Thus, queries involving concepts such as ‘gene’ and ‘chromosome’ in CM can only be

transformed into queries that run against a remote resource if that resource exports

these concepts. We have implemented wrappers for ACEDB, SRS and the P/FDM

object database system, and we have used our system to integrate protein data from

remote P/FDM systems with data accessed through the SRS system at the European

Bioinformatics Institute, and Wormbase (ACEDB) at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory.

The result fuser provides a synchronization layer, combining results retrieved from

external databases so that the rest of the query can proceed smoothly. It interacts

tightly with the wrappers.

12.6 Conclusions

Different bioinformatics data resource provide different kinds of access to their data.

Often they depend on the user observing the screen and working interactively. This

prevents one from using automatic programs to assist end users to work with a variety
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of resources simultaneously. Other resources present data in well defined text formats

that can also be used by automatic programs. Other data resources go further and

provide access through database management software, thus enabling remote pro-

grams to query the data efficiently and providing the structured framework of a

schema which is necessary for integration with data from other resources.

Storing annotations in a database in a form that can be used by automatic programs

enables us to use the database to explore scientific questions in a way that otherwise

might not be convenient, or even possible. The use of Kabat position codes described

above is an example of this.

In order to relate data values from different data resources it is necessary that the

criteria for establishing an association between related data items are explicit. Here

the choice and use of key attributes is vital.

Autonomy and heterogeneity across different bioinformatics data resources is

inevitable and desirable, since individual groups compiling and curating data should

adopt the data management systems that are best suited to the characteristics and

search requirements of their data. A federated architecture is compatible with this

heterogeneous environment and can take advantage of the different customized data

management solutions employed by each of the component data resources in the

federation.
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The challenge for the next decade will be to harness the wealth of protein sequence,

structural and functional information being generated by the international genome

initiatives (Service, 2000), in order to reveal the molecular mechanisms of protein

evolution, and the regulatory processes which control the observed phenotypes.

Exploiting this genomic data will depend on integrating key sequence and structural

data for protein families and providing common views onto this data and standardized

nomenclature. It will also depend on building robust interfaces between the plethora

of sequence and structure databases, which have been set up by experts in

complementary areas of genome analysis.

The E-MSD, EBI Macromolecular Structure Database, for the Protein Data Bank

(PDB) (Berman et al., 2000), http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd, was set up in 1996 to give

Europe an autonomous and trusted facility to collect, organize and make available

data about biological macromolecular structures and to integrate structure with the

other biological databases at the EBI. Since then, the E-MSD group has been working

in the following areas:

� Accepting and processing depositions to the (PDB)

� Transforming the PDB flat file archive to a relational database system

� Developing services to search the PDB

� Developing standards for 3D database information design and models that describe

the conceptual framework, in which all data are collected, stored and disseminated

� In partnership with projects to address an urgent need to develop an end user

environment to take advantage of the rapid development of high throughput

facilities associated with protein crystallography.

The EMSD relational database project brings together diverse ideas and approaches

for the searching and use of a new relational database for macromolecular structure.

The database stores PDB information enriched with procedures designed to derive

important taxonomical, structural and functional properties. The MSD relational

database system is made up of two main components: the deposition database, and

the search database. Both use Oracle (Awai et al., 2000) as the database engine and

are designed and managed using the CASE tool Oracle Designer.

The PDB is a collection of formatted flat files with the disadvantages of

(a) uncontrolled redundancy, (b) inconsistent data, (c) inflexibility, (d) limited data

sharing, (e) poor enforcement of standards, (f ) low programmer productivity,

(g) excessive program maintenance and (h) excessive data maintenance. The MSD

relational database takes advantage of all the power of a relational database manage-

ment system of (a) controlled redundancy, (b) consistency of data and integrity

constraints, (c) integration of data, (d) data and operation sharing, (e) multiple

interfaces, (f ) security and privacy controls, (g) backup and recovery, (h) enforcement

of standards, (i) flexibility, ( j) data independence, (k) data accessibility, (l) reduced

program maintenance and (m) ease of application development. In addition, a
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relational database is more adaptable to new hardware, new functions, new users, new

storage, new techniques and linkage to other databases.

A database is a representation of the real world and changes in the real world need

to be reflected in the database. To achieve this aim the database design is maintained

in the form of a logical (entity-relationship) model, in which entity subtyping is

permitted. This model is validated using both Oracle Designer tools and programs

developed by the MSD database group, and all relationships are verified and

semantically characterized. The logical model is transformed into a description of

the physical implementation of the database (the server model), in which each root

entity is implemented by one table. Each table has a primary key which is a single

integer column populated by values generated internally by Oracle sequence objects.

In the Oracle Designer tools, these are referred to as ‘surrogate primary keys’. Natural

unique identifiers (i.e. those defined using values contained in external data) are

implemented as unique key constraints. Additional validation operations are per-

formed after the generation of the server model. These operations include the

hierarchical structuring of all relationships to determine the proper load order.

Additionally, all leaf entities (entities representing subtypes that have no subtypes

themselves) of the logical model are transformed into views on the root tables that are

implementing the root entities. Finally, additional code is automatically generated for

unique key selection and for insertion triggers of the views that implement the leaf

entities. Oracle Designer is used to store, manipulate, validate and maintain the

entity-relationship model and the server model in a separate Oracle database

(currently Oracle 9i Enterprise Edition).

The design of the core of the relational database in which deposition information is

loaded, curated and validated has evolved to expand its knowledge to related areas, to

improve its data precision and to host data originating in the application of new

technologies. Changes are incorporated in the logical model. The revised model is

used to generate a new server model, from which existing implementations of the

model can be updated in a controlled fashion.

The server model described above is used to generate the Data Definition Language

scripts to create an Oracle database schema. This schema is enriched with a set of

Designer-generated PL/SQL packages and table triggers called the table API, which

standardizes the operations of insertion, deletion, modification and selection, and

provides public structures to access the database tables and views in a common way.

Code developed using the table API is less affected by database modifications among

versions, simplifying its maintenance.

13.1 Database Design Process

The MSD database uses Oracle Designer/Repository for the entity-relationship (ER)

design and the Oracle Designer built-in utility Database Design Transformer (DDT)
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to generate server models. The entity-relationship model, ERM (Chen, 1976), is the

most commonly applied modelling technique. With a small model, the normal path

would be to use the DDT to generate a first cut server (physical) model from the ER

(logical) model, and then edit the server model by hand as required. The MSD

contains ca. 400 tables, and therefore this approach is not practical. We have opted to

extend the repository to hold extra information in the logical model. This is then used

by code written against the repository API to carry out the edits on the server model

that would otherwise have to be done by hand. These edits include

� Changing the names of foreign key columns, foreign key constraints and foreign

key indexes where the names generated by the DDT are not suitable.

� Setting server-side delete rules for individual foreign keys to cascade, restrict or

nullify.

� Setting unique and foreign key constraints to defer validation until the end of

transaction.

Often we also have to use the repository API to work around Designer limitations

and bugs.

As mentioned above, all primary keys in the deposition database are surrogate

primary keys (i.e. the primary key is an abstract identifier with no meaning outside

the database). All foreign keys refer to these surrogate primary keys. The data model

has some deep hierarchies. If natural unique identifiers were used as primary keys,

the primary keys of tables at the bottom of the hierarchies would contain a

large number of columns. Also, updating values of primary key columns would

require cascading them down the hierarchy. Using foreign keys that join to

abstract primary keys avoids this potentially expensive operation. The downside of

this is that creating a meaningful representation of data at the bottom of the hierarchy

requires joining all the tables in the hierarchy, which is why we transform into a

flatter structure and de-normalize heavily for the search database. This design

also requires frequent querying using natural unique keys (which are present in

external data) to find the corresponding surrogate primary key values. We auto-

generate code that encapsulates the select statements on natural unique keys and caters

correctly for SQL tri-valued logic to treat null values in external data correctly.

13.2 Loading and Exporting Data in mmCIF

The loading of a new PDB deposition (and the load of all the legacy PDB files) is

a process which involves not only the database schema but also an mmCIF parser,

a database meta-model that maps the different mmCIF (macromolecular

Crystallographic Information File; Bourne et al., 1997) items and categories onto
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database views, and a binary dictionary which stores the semantics of all the

structured mmCIF files. These views (and triggers defined on them) perform the

task of maintaining high level thematic data integrity and perform some additional

calculations.

Before using this schema for the loading of depositions, it is necessary to provide it

with some core reference data which are used to look up controlled vocabulary terms

during the database load. Internally we convert PDB files to mmCIF formatted files

for database loading. The mmCIF format was designed for expressing complex

information about a macromolecular structural determination experiment. There are

strong similarities between mmCIF on the one hand, and a relational data model and

its implementation on the other. In particular, mmCIF categories correspond to

entities and tables, and mmCIF data names to attributes/relationships and columns.

Data within mmCIF categories can be ‘looped’, and each row within a loop

corresponds to a row in a relational table. Categories can also have ‘keys’, i.e.

combinations of data items whose values uniquely identify a row within a loop. Pairs

of items can be related by defining child–parent links, and this can be used to express

relationships between categories.

Mapping between the two types of data representation is not always straightfor-

ward. Basically, the mmCIF standard does not enforce the rules that are required by

relational theory. This means that, whereas an mmCIF dictionary can be used to

express the essential features of a relational model, the reverse is not true, namely

constructions that are allowed in mmCIF cannot be easily encapsulated in a fully

relational description. In practice, the publicly distributed COMCIFS-approved

mmCIF dictionary, as well as a number of others that are in use, exploits this

freedom, and so cannot be mapped to a relational model in a straightforward

way. Moreover, mmCIFs that are deposited under the data harvesting system (Henrick

and Dodson, 1999; Winn, 1999) will have many mandatory relationships unspecified,

and these will need to be constructed before the data can be loaded. In order to load

data from mmCIFs into the deposition database, we have taken the following

approach. On the server side (i.e. at the Oracle DBMS), views are written that

correspond closely to mmCIF categories. Almost all of these views are join views.

They have ‘instead of’ triggers (an Oracle-specific SQL feature) defined on them,

such that an insert operation will invoke server-side code (which can be written in the

Oracle specific language PL/SQL or in Java) rather than attempting the insert

operation. This code then handles the actual insertion into database tables. The

code is generated semi-automatically and maintained manually thereafter. Any

heuristics or informal interpretations of mmCIF specifications that are necessary to

loading the data are coded manually in these triggers or in other server-side code that

they invoke.

The correspondence between mmCIF items and categories on the one hand, and

Oracle views and columns on the other, is handled in the ‘metadatabase’; this is a

small database that is separate from the deposition database. Apart from the

correspondences, the metadatabase contains information that allows the splitting

and joining of mmCIF categories. Splitting occurs where one mmCIF category
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corresponds to several tables in the database and joining, where corresponding rows

from two mmCIF categories have to be loaded into the same row of a database table

(e.g. cell and space group are in different mmCIF categories, but the same database

table). Other information maintained in the metadata includes

� Server-side callback functions to be invoked when all rows of a category have been

loaded

� Discriminator information that allows different rows within a category to be

handled differently depending on the data that they contain

� Grouping of the loading views, to allow loading of a single entry in several passes

� For any mmCIF item, special values that must be mapped to SQL null values for

loading.

This information is manually maintained in a source file for the Oracle SqlLoader

utility, to allow easy re-generation of the metadatabase as required.

The order in which data from mmCIF categories is loaded is also extremely

important, since mmCIF data are unordered within the file. All foreign keys join via

surrogate primary keys whose values are only generated at the time of data insertion.

This means that populating mandatory foreign key columns in the database from

mmCIF data requires that, for virtually all the foreign keys, the table from which the

foreign key is migrated must be loaded before the table that contains the foreign key

column. Even if this were not the case, it would be necessary to load the data such

that mandatory foreign key constraints were satisfied at all times (inserting 105 rows

with constraints deferred can hit database resource limits, and disabling and re-

enabling foreign keys is expensive for large tables.) Accordingly, the metadata

contain information that specifies the order in which mmCIF categories are read

and inserted into the corresponding views. We use a modified breadth-first graph

traversal of logical and server models to automatically derive a load order that will

not leave any (mandatory) foreign keys unsatisfied at any intermediate stage of the

load. This load order is stored in the repository in the server model (in fact in the table

entity associations). Where cycles exist, one of the relationships is annotated in the

logical model as not expecting its parent to be present at load time (i.e. a relationship

that would normally be populated by an update rather than an insert, and is not

mandatory). The logical model is partitioned into deposition data and reference data

(complex controlled vocabulary data). Load order derivation operates independently

within each partition.

Once an entry is loaded, it is available for the derivation of scientific information

not only from its own self-contained information but also from aggregating data

across multiple entries. Some of the results of the calculation are incorporated in the

deposition database and the most important of them are used to populate the search

database.
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13.3 Exporting mmCIFs or XML Files from the
Deposition Database

The metamodel stores additional mappings of the database, for example a mapping to

an mmCIF dictionary defined for information exchange with the parent PDB in the

United States. A local package has been developed in PL/SQL as a dynamic generator

of other server-side PL/SQL procedures that handle each mmCIF category indepen-

dently. The generated procedures extract the information from one or more different

databases and output mmCIF or XML files. In addition, the package permits the use

of mmCIF terminology to specify the set of depositions for export, produces UTL

files in the server and loads the mmCIF dictionary. The package automatically

handles all the hierarchy, relationships and table order and manages the correct export

of standardized database entries.

The use of server-side trigger code to handle the less structured aspects of mapping

mmCIFs to the deposition database structure allows programs that load and export

data to be fairly simple. Any such program requires two simultaneous database

connections: one to the deposition database, and the other to the metadatabase. The

loading application is written in Pro*Fortran: this was dictated by the availability of a

suitable library to parse mmCIFs and access their contents in the manner required for

this purpose. We expect to port it to Pro*C or Java in the near future.

13.4 Subtypes and ‘Leaf Views’

A separate but related issue is how the many supertype–subtype relationships in the

logical model are implemented in the server model. Currently, they are always

implemented as ‘supertype tables’. Code has been written to generate views that

correspond to the lowest level entities in this kind of relationship. These views look

exactly like the tables that would be generated in implementations where tables

representing the subtypes are defined. The practical upshot of this is that instead of

writing SQL that requires knowledge of the subtype discriminator column

SELECT. . .FROM SUP_CHEM_COMP WHERE SCC_TYPE ¼ ‘DCC’. . .

The following will do the same:

SELECT. . .FROM DEP_CHEM_COMP. . .

This simplifies both writing the ‘instead of’ views in the trigger code, and the

writing of the select statements that are used to construct the search database. It also

provides robustness with respect to changes in implementation of supertype–subtype

relationships. Like the code that works out the order of loading, this code is written

against the Oracle Repository API.
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13.5 Maintenance Aspects

Maintaining mmCIF dictionaries has always been a challenge. While there are

various tools available to check a dictionary for problems, the actual maintenance

has to be done by the use of standard text editors. The COMCIFs dictionary is about

1.5 Mb in size, and contains over 2300 data names, category names and aliases. A lot

of effort has been expended over the years by various people involved with the

mmCIF project in tracking down various typographical errors and inconsistencies,

and extending dictionaries is a major effort. We have expanded the metadatabase

to hold much of the mmCIF dictionary information. Modifications to the dictionary

can be carried out inside the metadatabase, and the text form of the dictionary

exported from the metadatabase as required. The mmCIF DDL (a dictionary-like

definition of the mmCIF dictionary structure) contains all the information necessary

to do this.

The triggers can also be problematic to maintain, although much of the trigger code

is pretty straightforward to write. The main problems arise from inadequacies in the

mmCIF dictionaries, problems in the PDB data and difficulties in representing certain

types of datum in the PDB files in a manner that conforms to mmCIF dictionaries.

PDB knowledge about the real world has to be encoded somewhere, and the trigger

code carries out much of this task. A large number of the PDB problems are dealt

with by a complex suite of Fortran90 software that converts a PDB entry into an in-

house form of mmCIFs that are passed to the loader. This software also determines

the most important classification of the coordinate data into database ‘assemblies’

(Henrick and Thornton, 1998; Boutselakis et al., 2003).

Maintaining the metadata itself is not a major problem. The SQL Loader source file

that contains this information is simple and concise.

Maintenance of the deposition database requires some additional code to customize

the Oracle database design methodology to standard practice within the MSD group.

This code is mainly related to the following.

Creation of new database objects. As mentioned above, the Oracle Designer server

model is augmented with some objects that participate actively in the database

implementation. These objects, mainly views and packages, are derived from the

logical model and transformed into the server model and provide the implementation

of various features, such as sub-entities.

Reporting of impact information. PL/SQL code has been developed for impact

analysis when preparing to upgrade an existing schema to a newer version of the

server model. These impact reports are particularly useful before a new release of the

MSD database is issued, because they enable the database programmers to preview

and estimate the effort required to implement any database structural change before

this change is effectively made.
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Entry replication. This enables the MSD Database to make a copy of a particular

database entry (known as a ‘deposition’) respecting all the primary and foreign keys.

This is a generic algorithm that uses the semantic information contained in the logical

model and generates the particular calls to the table API to duplicate rows in the

hierarchically associated tables.

Determination of topographical variants. Amino acid residues and nucleic acid

bases are represented differently in the database according to whether they are at one

or other of the termini or at an intermediate position in the protein or nucleic acid

chain. PL/SQL code has been developed that uses both entry replication and graph

isomorphism to identify and create these variants, and to maintain information that is

common to the variants (such as atomic information).

Determination of chemical entities. This PL/SQL code identifies and organizes

chemical information, based on supplied and calculated connectivity information.

13.6 Data Clean-up

The design of the deposition database has followed an important policy of modelling

the real world and not the PDB-format files, as far as possible. This means going

beyond the PDB file specification and think about the real world entities that they

represent – the ultimate goal of relational design.

Data quality has a direct effect on the value of the database and the validity of

conclusions or decisions based on it. The data clean-up operation of the legacy data is

a laborious and important phase of the project, since over the years the PDB

collection has included a lot of inaccurate data, and also there has been some

variation in terminology. Clean-up of this type of data is a difficult, error-prone task

requiring considerable thought and discussion to resolve contentious issues. It is

important to keep a record of clean-up operations together with a mechanism to make

the original values available. It is necessary to justify the validity of clean-up

operations and indicate the scale of the effort involved.

An important question is how to deal with incomplete and incorrect information.

Of course, the effort of a comprehensive data clean-up cannot be ultimately avoided,

but the arrangement of the clean-up may have serious effects in timing of the project

tasks. At one extreme, one could try to correct all data errors prior to loading in a trial

and error fashion, by manually fixing the data in the files that fail to load and

attempting the load once more. The problem with this approach is that many other

tasks would have to wait until the clean-up is complete, and the delay would be

prohibitive.

At the other extreme, one could initially load data as is, and follow a straightfor-

ward design approach, planning to improve its quality later, by direct database

manipulation. This approach allows for the development of applications that use the
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intermediate quality data, risking the possibility that the clean-up is postponed

indefinitely.

The MSD has adopted a somewhat middle road, in developing sophisticated fuzzy

methods that attempt automatic clean-up operations that can be checked manually at

a later stage. In this way, the effort of manual checking is reduced, applications can

immediately use the final form of the model and the quality of loaded data is

reasonably high in the first place. In order to facilitate the automatic correction

process and perform fuzzy matches with controlled vocabulary data, we have

developed a similarity score algorithm for strings. This works by finding the largest

common regions of two strings together with regions that do not match and

calculating a similarity score, counting positively the matched regions (taking their

size into account) and negatively the unmatched regions (also taking their size into

account). The score is normalized using the sizes of the input strings, and the result is

a real number in the range of zero to unity, where a value close to zero means low

similarity while a value close to unity means high similarity.

By following this semi-automatic clean-up procedure we have the flexibility to postpone

manual checking for a long period (other than for entries that fail to load completely)

and still around 95 per cent of the data is available for use and more than 97 per cent

of it is immediately correct. Finally, a record of the clean-up process is generated in

the database that can be used to support the validity of the clean-up operations.

13.7 The Search Database

The MSD uses data warehouse technologies (Inmon, 2002) to integrate biochemical

information data with PDB structure data. A data warehouse is a subject-oriented,

integrated, time-variant and non-volatile collection of data in support of decision-

making processes. Data warehouses are not just large databases. They are large,

complex environments that integrate many different technologies, including extract-

ing, cleansing and transformation tools. Cleansing the data in data warehousing, i.e.

to ensure the integrity of data, is a major problem in commercial systems. However,

in the MSD search database the data-cleansing process is carried out in the deposition

database. The MSD search database (data warehouse) has different principles and

guidelines that are followed during the design phase in order to cope with the

different set of needs and objectives. In the Deposition database normalization is

always the golden rule to ensure consistency and data integrity. Query performance

can be met by clever design at the application level. The Deposition database design

is rigid and simplicity is not important; application statements are predefined and will

be carefully written and tuned.

On the other hand, the search database should be considered as a long-term asset

and the ways that it will be used cannot be foreseen. Since modifications are

performed in batches and come from already consistent sources, normalization is

disregarded in favour of performance and simplicity while database constraints are
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not enabled. The search database is easy to understand and a new user will be able to

rapidly formulate efficient ad hoc queries. Simplicity is important and strict normal-

ization that would result in a highly hierarchical complex schema is very unlikely to

facilitate the development of efficient queries.

Denormalization and hierarchy collapse is a common practice in a data warehouse.

Frequently used attributes of parent and reference entities are propagated in child

entities so that users do not have to join many tables to collect all the attributes that

they are interested in. Often, entire levels of parent–child relation hierarchies may

collapse and their attributes are merged in a single entity. The focus of this process is

deciding on the entities and attributes to denormalize. Obviously, denormalization has

to be planned carefully and to be applied only up to an extent, since it may result in

administrative and maintenance problems as well as waste of storage space. Natural

keys and naming attributes are obvious candidates for denormalization while any

further attributes should be considered conservatively on an individual basis. Ad-

ditional denormalization is one of the main reasons for the non-static character of a

data warehouse, since often further changes in the database schema are required in

order to improve performance in particular queries.

In a typical data warehouse the dimensions (generic reference information) and fact

tables (detailed information) are organized in a star-shaped schema and fact data are

typically analysed over one or several dimensions. While in the MSD search database

there is no strict distinction between fact and dimension entities, the same pattern of

star-shaped design applies. This does not mean that there is a single star schema that

involves each one of the hundreds of entities in the database. Instead, there is a star

schema around every entity that has been considered as a possible target of data

analysis. The hierarchical network of stars resembles what is often called starflake or

snowflake design in the data warehouse world (Anahory and Murray, 1997). For

example, in a query that requires the number of heavy atoms in a protein, the protein

atom table has the role of the fact table, but when the query is in the number of

residues that contain a molecule fragment, then the protein residue table is the fact

table. The design of the warehouse is built on the hierarchical nature of the data and

follows the Deposition, Assembly, Chain, Residue, and Atom hierarchy. A similar

pattern can be seen in the secondary structure module where residues make strands,

and strands make sheets.

The MSD search database is modular. Each module contains a different type of

information. Each module can be loaded, updated and distributed separately from the

rest. Modules can contain derived information in which case programs and proce-

dures are run to populate them. These events can be collectively called post-

transformation events.

Currently the modules contain information on the following areas:

� Entry-specific data

� Keywords

� Authors
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� Experimental details

� Bibliography

� Coordinate- and sequence-related data

� Taxonomy references

� Derived data as active site information and secondary structure

� Mapping to other databases (CATH, Orengo et al., 1997; SCOP, Murzin et al.,

1995; SWISS-PROT, Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000; MEDLINE, National Library of

Medicine, 1989).

The modules are equivalent to data marts as subsets of the search database that

support the requirements of a particular aspect of macromolecular structure. The data

marts focus on only the requirements of one function to give selected users access to

the data they need to analyse most often.

13.8 Transformation

Data transformation operations are very common in databases when information

stored in different tables is combined and reshaped to present a different view. Data

warehouse transformation is different in that it is not performed on the fly for each

individual query. Instead, it is applied in advance and the results become the basis of

defining a new table. In that way, user queries can directly access a single pre-

transformed table and do not have to join, filter or aggregate data themselves,

benefiting from a substantial performance improvement. Denormalization is intro-

duced during the transformation for performance reasons since the data analysis

operations expected on a data warehouse use the whole set of available data (full table

scan queries). Simplicity is an additional reason for data transformation. The MSD

database is to be distributed and used directly by end users who are familiar neither

with complex queries nor with MSD’s normalized design. Therefore tuning for

speedy query retrieval is paramount in a warehouse and traditionally warehouses are

hardware resource hungry. Denormalization commands repetition of information and

the storage prerequisites of a warehouse are immense. The MSD Search database

requires in excess of 200 GB disk space, although a distribution that does not contain

atomic coordinate data would require an order of magnitude less.

13.9 Incremental Transformation

Often the complexity of the join and the number of data is so large that the

transformation query execution may take several hours or days. When the source
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data change rather slowly, such operations are not cost effective. Suppose, for

example, that just a single row changes in a particular week in one of the source

tables. This modification may affect a single record in the search database, but if we

simply re-execute the query, we will re-join and store again every other row, even

though it remained constant in the last week.

What is needed is an incremental transformation: a mechanism that identifies

which of the source data rows have been modified and which rows in the transformed

results they affect. Then we will refresh only the rows that have really changed.

Unfortunately, there are several limitations on the types of query that can use the

Oracle mechanism based on fast refreshable materialized views. We have developed

an incremental transformation process that is equivalent to Oracle materialized views.

Conventional materialized views could not handle the increased complexity of

protein structure information. The MSD system uses an SQL parser using javaCC

to analyse the transformation queries. The search database metadata were extended to

include a dictionary for queries that is able to store analysed information about the

transformation queries. The next step was to develop generators based on the

metadata in order to create the query statement from its analysed form, as well as

to generate triggers for the source tables. These triggers follow up the defining queries

to find the records of the result tables that are affected by each single modification

(insert, update, delete) in the source tables and keep an appropriate log. At a later

stage when the actual transform takes place another generated PLSQL procedure re-

evaluates all marked records of the transformed tables, to examine whether they need

updating.

13.10 Replication

An important function for the MSD search database is to be distributed and replicated

to enable utilization of the systems required in order to cope with the massive

computational needs of data analysis and complex ad hoc queries. Even the most

powerful in-house database servers will eventually not manage to support user

demand. Users will become more information and resource hungry as they gain

familiarity with the search database and start to utilize its data mining potential. The

MSD has to impose some limits for on-line web operations in order to ensure

operability of its public search database. It will allow users to carry out database

replication on their own equipment, so that they may use its full potential without

conflicting with other users.

Inter-vendor master–slave database replication over the web is not a straightfor-

ward task. Despite the adoption of relational standards such as ANSI SQL and

standard database APIs such as ODBC (Sanders, 2000) and JDBC (White et al.,

1999), it is hard to find off-the-shelf utilities for data exchange between different

databases. The MSD database development includes a replication system based on

java serialized objects. We have produced a generic, platform and database vendor
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independent replication mechanism that allows for schema export in SQL variants for

other databases and ANSI SQL, trigger generation for keeping track of changes in

master source tables (similar to materialized view logs), export of the changes in the

data in files in the form of java serialized objects through JDBC, download of the files

by the import mechanism on the slave sites through HTTP or FTP and finally an

import mechanism for changes through JDBC in Oracle or other databases such as

MySQL (DuBois, 1999).

A further issue with relational database replication is the difficulty in maintaining a

replicated database up to date. The granularity of flat files is manageable and there are

straightforward methods of mirroring a data collection based on their last modifica-

tion date in order to identify the ones to be refreshed. Even if just a single byte

changes, the file has to be refreshed, but at least this will not happen to files that have

not been modified at all. In relational databases data are usually kept in a relatively

small number of binary files that change very frequently, with no efficient way of

identifying the changed sections within the file, making synchronizing a replicated

relational database a demanding task.

The Oracle materialized views that address the issue of incremental replication are

limited in scope. Oracle does not allow remote materialized views to be built on top

of existing ones, while with the current versions of the Oracle server the incremental

back-up mechanism based on archive logs would mean replication of the whole

database. Still, the concept of incremental replication is simple. All that is needed is a

mechanism of keeping track of every single modification that has taken place in the

master database since the last incremental update. The modifications will be then

extracted and applied to the slave database. We decided to implement this mechanism

in java, using JDBC technology, and managed to provide an inter-vendor incremental

replication solution that overcomes the limitations set by the Oracle materialized

views.

This solution has the form of an incremental export and an incremental import

script, while the incremental update files contain data in the form of java-serialized

objects. A third script translates the replicated schema to DDL statements that are

compatible with several commercial and freeware databases such as Oracle and

MySQL. Additionally, the replication mechanism is configurable and flexible,

allowing for the master and slave schemas to be different. The user may choose to

replicate some of the tables or to map them to different tables and columns.

13.11 Oracle Cartridge Applications

Ligand chemistry

The MSD curators ensure that the basic structure of every ligand is correct. This

means that the atoms and their names and elements as well as the bonds between

atoms and the bond orders are defined and checked manually during deposition
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processing. In-house developed software as well as the CACTVS (Ihlenfeldt et al.,

1994) and CORINA (Sadowski, Gasteiger and Klebe, 1994) packages are used to

populate ligand tables with

� GIF image

� Smiles (Weininger, Weininger and Weininger, 1989; James, Weininger and

Delany, 2004)

� Stereo hash

� Fingerprints (Fredenslund, Jones and Prausnitz, 1975). (see http://www2.che-

mie.uni-erlangen.de/services/fragment/index.html for the software used)

� Rings, ring atoms and flags

� Idealized coordinates

� Atom stereochemistry (R/S)

� Bond stereochemistry (E/Z)

� Planes and plane atoms.

Using the complete information of the particular stereoisomer, curators use ACD-

Labs software (Williams and Shear, 2002) to derive the systematic name for the

molecule. Finally, VEGA (Pedretti, Villa and Vistoli, 2002) is used to obtain atomic

energy types.

For advanced search operations on the ligand chemistry data, a chemical database

cartridge (for small molecules, drugs and amino acids) implemented in java (in java

packages wrapped by java stored procedures) has been developed. The cartridge

includes an implementation of graph algorithms for sub-graph isomorphism (Ullman,

1976; Krissenel and Henrick, 2004) and a mechanism for indexing the chemical

graph operations based on bit strings for the detection of segments (fingerprints). The

cartridge integrates the chemical graph operations in normal SQL statements together

with other SQL operators. Generators have been written to automatically generate a

stored procedure layer that exposes the interface of a java class using the java type

information (java.lang and java.lang.reflect). Additionally the dictionary contains a

classification of the atoms by energy type, and associates them with the energy type

reference dictionary for different library sets (AMBER, Cornell et al., 1995;

CHARMM, MacKerell et al., 1998; CNS, Brunger et al., 1998, and CCP4,

Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4, 1994). Since every residue and

every atom in the MSD database references a molecule and an atom in this dictionary,

this is the repository that defines the link between proteins and chemistry.

The chempdb Service (MSD chempdb Service, 2004) provides a wide range of

possibilities for exploring the ligand data collection. For example, one may start by

using the classes in ‘Molecule Classification’ that their name match some criteria i.e.

‘*SACCHARIDES*’, look at one of them, select one molecule in the class, have a
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look at their atoms and then their energy types; then find other atoms with the same

energy types and their molecules. The underlying mechanism allows combination of

questions with AND and OR operators, to follow relations in an arbitrary way and

retrieve results in several formats. There are advanced search methods such as

drawing the search fragment using the JME Molecular editor (Ertl and Jacob, 1997)

and searching for molecules whose graph contains as a subgraph the query molecule.

There is also a fuzzy similarity search operation where the result is the list of

molecules that contain at least 99 per cent of the same segment composition as the

search object, from a predefined set of 500 segments.

For all instances of the ligands contained in the PDB, additional tables are

generated for all contacts between different residues. Covalent, ionic, van der

Waals and hydrogen bonds are recorded together with inter-planar contacts (using

a 6 Å cut-off between plane centres). This information is stored in the search database

at the assembly/model levels.

13.12 Related Data Warehouse

DataFoundry (Critchlow et al., 2000) is a data warehouse that integrates scientific

data from several distributed, autonomous, heterogeneous information sources,

including PDB information.
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14 Looking Around, Looking

Ahead

Arthur M. Lesk

Recognition of the importance of data and of data quality, as the underpinning of

research and applications, has been a tenet of science for centuries. Recognition of

the importance of the organization of data, into structured databanks interfaced with

information-retrieval systems, is more recent but is universally accepted. Integral to

the organization of data in contemporary molecular and cellular biology, raw data are

supplemented with annotation. Some annotation is based on experiment, some on

inference and some on combinations of the two. (Indeed, the distinction between raw

data and annotation by no means as clear is it might superficially appear.)

The importance of high quality annotation has led to the emergence of annotators

as professional specialists, having to draw on a specific combination of skills. At first,

annotators were recruited from related fields, importing some of the required

techniques and acquiring the others. As the field matures still further, one can

envisage specific courses, degree programs and probably a learned society and a

journal. This book is a step in that direction. The preceding chapters have described

the current state of the art. What may change in the future?

One ongoing problem is that the development of high throughput experiments that

generate data is not matched by correspondingly reliable high throughput methods

of annotation. Automation of annotation is possible to only a limited extent. Getting

annotation right remains labour intensive. However, the importance of proper

annotation cannot be underestimated, and – for purposes of applications – errors

in annotation degrade the quality of the data.

As progress in our field becomes ever more data driven, it is likely that there will be

moves to expand the kinds of information conserved by archives. For example, at
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present the deposition of structure factors associated with atomic coordinates

determined by X-ray crystallography is not mandatory. Deposition of structure

factors would help resolve some of the problems in distinguishing real outliers

from errors in structures. Moreover, as software for crystal-structure determination

improves, it will be possible in some cases to redetermine the structure from the

experimental data to produce more accurate results. In addition to mandating what

data are required adequately to record an experimental result, the format of data

storage will become more formally specified, in order to facilitate exchange of

data among databanks and the support of query systems that interrogate multiple data

archives.

Looking ahead, it is reasonable to expect development towards distributed and

dynamic error-correction and annotation processes. Distributed, in that databank

staff – even the professional corps of annotators to whose training this book will

contribute – will have neither the hours nor the specialized expertise for the job; other

practicing scientists, masters of particular topics, will have to act as curators.

Dynamic, in that improvements in annotation and error identification/correction

will permit updating database contents. We will have to sacrifice the reassuring

idea of a stable databank composed of entries that are correct when first distributed in

mature form and that stay fixed thereafter. Databanks will become a seething broth of

information, not only growing in size, but maturing in quality.

Of course this will create problems in organizing applications. Many institutions

maintain local copies of databanks: at present ‘maintain’ means ‘top up’; this will no

longer be the case. In the face of dynamically changing databanks, can we avoid

proliferation of versions in different and uncharacterized states? How will it be

possible to reproduce a scientific investigation based on a database search that was

carried out at a particular time on a database that has since undergone many changes?

It will be necessary to maintain adequate history records in the databanks to be able to

reconstruct its form on any date. This is analogous to the information in the Oxford

English Dictionary that permits construction of a English dictionary appropriate for

1616 or 1756.

More generally, the biomedical community as a whole will have to play an active

role in making intelligent decisions about the contents, form and accessibility of the

archives. In the end, we will get the resources that we deserve.
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